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PREFACE

In recent months a large number of persons have accepted the challenge to

push out into hitherto unreached territory in various parts of the world, learning

new languages and bringing the story of the love of Jesus Christ to people who
have never before heard it in their own tongue. It was imperative that these

missionaries be provided with a field manual in linguistics which would also

serve as a textbook during their time of preparation in this country. Practical

Linguistics was written to fill this need, bringing together in a single volume

the latest developments in the field and presenting the science of learning a

language in a clear, understandable, and practical manner. By using the meth-

ods outlined in the following pages it will be possible to learn any language

quickly, correctly, and without a teacher or textbook.

This book makes no claim of originality. The arrangement and choice of the

material has been made from the large amount of literature available and the

combined experience of many missionaries, put together in the light of the

practical field experience in linguistics of myself and others. Original material

has only been used in a few places where it was manifestly better, and then only

after thorough testing under actual field conditions.

As a further test of its usefulness, Practical Linguistics in mimeographed form

has been used here as the textbook in teaching five successive linguistic classes

made up of prospective missionaries.

I wish to express my thanks to the Summer Institute of Linguistics and to

the Wycliffe Bible Translators working in Mexico, whose help has been of the

greatest value. All credit, however, must go to our Lord who certainly has

guided and given wisdom in the preparation and arrangement of all the material.

Chicago, Illinois Dean Pittman

November 10, 1944

Urubamba, Cuzco

Peru, South America

January 23, 1948
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FOREWORD

The past decade has been a fruitful one for linguistic science. Descriptive

linguistics, which had been developed relatively slowly as a research tool by a

small number of scholars, became popular with those who sensed its practical

potentialities for language learning and pedagogy. Activity in this field accel-

erated both on the theoretical level and in the production of analytical materials.

The time has now come for review and digest.

Needless to say, these developments are of prime importance to missionaries

engaged in bringing the Word of God to the non-literate peoples of the world.

This book presents a summary of those aspects of linguistics which are of most

practical importance to the missionary preparing for such work. It should be

his guide during his training period and his reference book in the field. Although

it is written with a specific purpose for a specified audience, it will be read with

great interest by many others.

J. M. Cowan, Director

Division of Modern Languages

Cornell University

November 7, 1947 Ithaca, N. Y.
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I

INTRODUCTION

A language is a system of sound signals by which two or more persons can

communicate with one another.

To the average person, the study of a language means hours of wading through

a dry textbook, memorizing endless lists of verb forms, and writing out the trans-

lation of page after page of sentences. If he ever goes into a group of people

speaking a language he has studied, he finds out how little he really knows of a

mispronounced, awkwardly-constructed language as given to him by his mis-

pronouncing teacher.

what linguistics really is. Linguistics is a study of languages in general,

learning facts that hold true for each one. Knowing linguistics, it is possible

to learn any language with a minimum of effort so that it can be spoken as the

native speaks it. By carefully applying the principles of phonetics, morphology,

etc., an average language 1 can be learned quite well without books or a teacher

in six to nine months.

One linguist went to the Kekchi Indians of Guatemala and gave them a

gospel of John translated into their own language in less than a year. In

some cases, missionaries have returned from their tribes saying "No one can

learn that language", and after studying linguistics for a short while have gone

back to conquer the language in a few short months. In almost every case

with a knowledge of linguistics one is able to cut the learning time of the lan-

guage in half, and to produce far better results.

Linguistics is a combination of several different sciences which are listed

below

:

Phonetics

(the study of the sounds produced by the vocal organs and heard by the

ear)

Phonemics

(arranging these sounds into an alphabet)

Morphology

(formation of words)

Syntax

(arrangement of words into sentences)

Semantics

(meanings of linguistic forms)

A knowledge of each of these things is necessary for a quick and accurate learn-

ing of a language. Besides these five divisions of linguistics, we will also take up
teaching the native to read and write his own language, and translation methods.

1 There is no such thing as a simple language. No language has ever been found with a

vocabulary of less than 5,000 words, besides intricate grammar.

1
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The study of a language can be approached in three different ways:

Descriptive Linguistics

(describing a language as it is spoken)

Historical Linguistics

(comparing past records with present speech)

Comparative Linguistics

(comparing various present languages and dialects)

We are interested primarily in Descriptive Linguistics, since the simple descrip-

tion of a language is the only approach of value for learning a language just

as it is being spoken.

We have only one real objective—to learn the language as quickly as possible.

Anything in the realm of linguistics which is of no value in actually learning the

language is also of no value in giving the natives the way of salvation that is in

our Lord Jesus Christ, and therefore must be eliminated. For this reason we
have eliminated from our study all mere linguistic curiosities, such as analogic

change and vowel shifts in Old English. Nevertheless, it is important to know
something about the history of linguistics, as well as a little about the languages

of the world.

history of linguistics. The study of linguistics is not very old in one sense,

yet as the study of languages, it is one of the older sciences.

Probably the attempt to record speech forms was the first linguistic study ever

made. The first type of writing developed was picture writing, where a picture

of the article was the written symbol for it. This picture writing was used in

many of the ancient nations of the world, and some of these pictures remain

to the present day.

But pictures were often complicated, and it took a long time to write a mes-

sage in this manner. They were inaccurate because many meanings were very

difficult to picture. Gradually the pictures were simplified to mere diagrams

or signs, and other signs were used for non-pictureable meanings. This is the

so-called ideograph writing, such as the present system used in China. It

was necessary to have a diagram for each word in the language, and for a person

to be literate he had to memorize many thousands of characters.

This system apparently gave way later to syllabic writing—using a character

for each syllable occurring in the language. Instead of thousands of characters,

there were only one or two hundred. This syllabic writing was probably first

developed among the ancient Mesopotamian languages, and passed from them

to the Persians and to the Greeks on the Isle of Cyprus. It was also developed

in Egypt, and partially among the ancient Maya Indians of Mexico.

Alphabetic writing first appeared among the Semitic people, the ancient

Hebrews or Phoenicians, and from them spread to various parts of the world.

This primitive alphabetic writing employed only consonants, the vowels being

understood. When the ancient Greeks took over this alphabet they introduced

characters for the vowels, making a true alphabet with a symbol for each phoneme

(basic speech sound). This resulted in a writing device with only twenty to
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fifty characters to learn—a great simplification from the ancient picture writing

or ideograph writing.

Except for a few Oriental alphabets, all alphabets since have been patterned

after this Greek model. It still serves as the most practical basis for a scientific

alphabet for any language.

The actual study of languages themselves is also very old. About 300 B.C.

the oldest, and so far the most comprehensive, analysis of a language was made

—

a descriptive grammar of the Sanskrit language by Panini. In linguistic cor-

rectness it was far ahead of the later grammars of the Greeks and Latins, and

even the English grammars current in the schools and colleges of America today.

It was a complete description of the Sanskrit language as it was actually spoken,

not based on theory, but on observation.

The Greeks wrote grammars of their own language, which they believed was

the only language worth studying. In these, they often resorted to fanciful

theories to explain such things as etymology, etc. Their pupils, the Romans,

constructed their grammars on the Greek model. The later Latins, when the

Latin language was already changing into Italian, French, Spanish, etc., wrote

grammars in which they tried to base their facts on classical Latin. Later on,

the early English grammars were forced by scholars into this same Latin pattern.

Such forcing of languages into false patterns has of course resulted in all types

of error.

During this time, missionaries had been bringing the gospel into other lands

and translating parts of the Scripture into other languages. Often this neces-

sitated the construction of an alphabet which more or less fitted the language

with which it was used.

By the beginning of the fifteenth century there were about twenty translations

of the Bible into other languages—all laboriously copied by hand. Then the

printing press was invented, and within two centuries over twenty more trans-

lations were produced, mostly of European languages. William Carey made 34

translations into languages of India during the early nineteenth century, and

since then the number of new translations has been steadily increasing until

now (and since 1900) there have been about ten new translations produced

each year. There are now 1068 languages into which portions of the Bible

have been translated.

New progress has been made in the field of linguistics in recent years. Since

1900, more and more emphasis has been placed on descriptive linguistics—treat-

ing languages as they are spoken instead of as they "should be" spoken. Franz

Boas, working with American Indian languages, has been a leader in this trend.

His Handbook of American Indian Languages, started in 1916, gives a method

of phonemic and grammatical analysis which in its basic points is the same as

that which is outlined in this book. In the 1920's Edward Sapir, Leonard

Bloomfield, and others worked out the new Phonemic approach to linguistics,

Avhich is revolutionizing language study over the entire world at the present time.

While our public schools and colleges still hold on to the outmoded language

techniques, the United States Armed Forces is using this phonemic-descriptive
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FAMILY GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

Indo-European Europe, Persia, India, the

(most European lan- Americas

guages, Hindu languages)

Basque northeastern Spain

Finno-Ugrian northern and eastern Europe
(Finnish, Hungarian) northern Siberia

Caucasian 2 west of the Caspian Sea

(Georgian)

Turkish western and central Asia

(Turkish, Tartar)

Samoyede Siberia

Tunguse Siberia

(Tunguse, Manchu)
Mongolian central Asia

Hyperborean2 northeastern Asia

(Chuckchi, Koryak)

Ainu northern Japan

Japanese Japan, other Pacific islands

Korean Korea
Sino-Tibetan China, Tibet, Siam, Burma

(Chinese, Thai)

Mon-Khmer southeastern Asia, India

(Annamese)

Munda eastern India

Dravidian southern India

(Tamil, Telugu)

Malayo-Polynesian Malaya, East Indies, Philip-

(Malay, Javanese, pines, southeastern Pacific

Tagalog, Hawaiian) islands

Papuan2 eastern New Guinea, nearby

islands

Australian central, northern, and

western Australia

Semitic Asia Minor, northern Africa

(Arabic, Hebrew, Tigre,

Amharic)

Hami tic northern Africa

(Tuareg, Somali)

Sudanese 2 West Africa to the Sudan
(Hausa, Ewe, Nuba)

Bantu central and southern Africa

(Swahili, Zulu, Kaffir)

Bushman southwestern Africa

Hottentot southwestern Africa

(Nama)

NUMBER OF TOTAL NUMBER
LANGUAGES OF SPEAKERS

65 1,200,000,000

1 500,000

13 20,000,000

32 3,000,000

28 45,000,000

5 18,000

22 1,000,000

20 3,000,000

5 25,000

1 20,000

1 70,000,000

1 20,000,000

200 500,000,000

10 18,000,000

7 5,000,000

14 75,000,000

200 80,000,000

very nu- 150,000

merous

40 60,000

15 50,000,000

47 8,000,000

260 60,000,000

182 60,000,000

11 50,000

15 250,000

approximately 40 native language families in America north

of Mexico

Eskimo coastal regions of the extreme

(Eskimo, Aleut) north of the continent

135 300,000

2 A geographical area of unrelated languages rather than a true language family.
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FAMILY

Athapaskan
(Navaho, Hupa)

Algonkian

(Cree, Shawnee,

Cheyenne, Arapaho)

Iroquoian

(Seneca, Oneida,

Cherokee)

Muskogean
(Choctaw, Creek,

Seminole)

Siouan

(Oto, Crow)

Uto-Aztecan

(Paiute, Hopi, etc. north

of Mexico)

etc.

approximately 15 families in Mexico and Central America

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

northwestern Canada, Alaska,

Pacific Coast, the Southwest

eastern and central Canada,

northern and eastern United

States, Oklahoma
northeastern United States,

Wisconsin, Oklahoma

Oklahoma

NUMBER OF TOTAL NUMBER
LANGUAGES OF SPEAKERS

Midwestern States, Oklahoma

southern Plateau States

103 6,000,000

northwestern to south central

Mexico

central Mexico

southern Mexico

Yucatan, Guatemala

Honduras
Nicaragua

South America

Colombia

western Amazon Basin

Venezuela and nearby terri-

tory, Caribbean islands

eastern coast, southern Brazil

and westward

eastern South America

Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador

Chile

237 9,000,000

Uto-Aztecan

(Aztec and others in

Mexico)

Tarascan

(Tarasco)

Zapotecan

(Zapoteco)

Mayan
(Maya, Chontal de

Tabasco)

Lenka
Miskito

etc.

approximately 80 families in

Chibcha

Arawakan
(Aruan, Arawak)

Carib

(Galibi, Apalai)

Tupi-Guarani

(Tupi, Guarani)

Tapuya
(Ingain, Kame)

Kechua
(Kechua, Huanca)

Araucanian

(Pichunche, Manzaneros)

etc.

Total 1,900 2,200,000,000

Note—Including various mutually unintelligible "dialects" of some of the above lan-

guages would bring the total number of languages spoken in the world at the present time

to well over 2,000.
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method to teach one or more of over thirty languages to thousands of men in

this country, teaching them in such a way that in a very few months they have

an excellent speaking knowledge of the language being studied.

Thus with few exceptions in over 2200 years of the study of languages, it is

not the language as it is spoken that is taught or studied, but still the language

as someone thinks it should be spoken. Various philosophical and psychic

notions have obscured the study of languages down through the years. Even
at the present time most language scholars are mentalists, and wittingly or un-

wittingly continue to oppose the study of language on a scientific basis.

language change. One of the reasons for these mistakes in studying lan-

guages in the past has been the neglect of the fact that languages change. Ex-

cept for the somewhat spasmodic changes of slang, the change is very slow and

from one generation to another is unnoticeable. While we can detect no appre-

ciable difference between our speech and the speech of our grandparents, we
can easily see the difference between twentieth century American and Shakes-

pearean English.

This change of languages with time explains dialect differences. English

and American, being separated by some 3000 miles of water, changed in different

directions so now there are two distinct dialects spoken in the two countries.

A thousand years of separation, along with language change, accounts for the

present great difference between English and German, which in Charlemagne's

time were the same language.

From ancient records, present speech forms, and present language groups it is

possible to trace the history of language change to some extent. A language

more ancient than Sanskrit, which we will call Primitive Indo-European,

developed two branches: Indie and European. From the Indie developed

Sanskrit, and later, the Hindu languages, Persian, etc. From the European

branch came ancient Greek, ancient Latin, ancient Germanic, and ancient Slavic,

along with others. The Greek has changed to modern Greek and the Latin

changed to Spanish, Italian, French, Portuguese, and Roumanian during the

middle ages. The Germanic has split into the English, German, Scandinavian,

and Icelandic groups. Slavic appears today as Polish, Russian, Bohemian,

and other languages.

The above languages have not stopped changing, but are right now in a state

of flux, with an American language developing, for example, different from the

parent English. In fact every language of the world is passing through changes

at the present time, and all these languages will continue to change in the future.

It is because of these changes that the languages of the world are grouped into

families (groups of languages which have a common source), and similar lan-

guages are often located close to each other geographically.

languages of the world. On pages 4 and 5 is given a list of the language

families of the world and their geographical distribution. Names of some of

the best-known languages of each family appear in parentheses. This list

will be of help in showing something of what types of languages are to be found

in various localities. Because of the difficulty of getting accurate information
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on this subject, all data given in this list, especially the figures on the number
of languages, must be considered to be only roughly approximate.

If there is no noticeable difference in the speech of a number of people, they

are said to speak a single dialect. If there is another group of people which

speak somewhat differently, they are said to speak another dialect, as long as

the two tongues are mutually intelligible. But if the two speeches are not

mutually intelligible, they are considered to be two separate languages. Within

any language area, such as England, for example, there may be many dialects.

Dialect areas are often poorly defined geographically, merging into one an-

other. Sometimes the difference is so slight that it is hard to say whether the

two areas are really separate dialects or not. Sometimes the difference in

speech is so great it is necessary to call the two areas two different speech com-

munities using two different languages.

One may find several dialects in the same area. There may be one dialect

for speaking to superiors and one for friends. There may be one dialect used

by the men and another dialect used by the women. Or there may be a standard

language accepted by the best authorities and a sub-standard dialect used by
the ''lower" classes. These are illustrated by the English examples:

Standard English I haven't any.
#

Sub-standard English I haven't got any. I ain't got none.

There also may be individual dialect peculiarities such as various foreign

accents, stuttering, etc. Such individual differences are readily recognized by
others in the same dialect area.

Almost every person born into this world has mastered at least one language

by the time he is five years old. The language which a person first learns is

his native language. He is said to be a native speaker of that language. Occa-

sionally a person will be found who is a native speaker of two or more languages.

Whenever the word native is used in this book, it will refer to a native speaker

of the language in question.

It will be noticed in the following pages that British English has been classed

as a different dialect from American English. As a matter of fact, it is neces-

sary for our purposes to divide up the United States into its three main dialect

areas: New England, Southern, and Central-Western. Where examples in the

following pages are taken from English, the Central-Western dialect of American

English, which is spoken by more people and over a wider area, will be used

unless otherwise stated.
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PHONETICS

sounds. Phonetics is the study of the sounds of speech and their modes of

formation. It is necessary to be able to hear each sound which is used in speech,

to be able to record each one with a distinct sign, and to be able to reproduce

any sound faithfully on either hearing it or seeing the sign for it. Being a good

mimic helps very much in reproducing sounds, but even the best mimic can

not produce every vocal sound unless he is familiar with all the possible posi-

tions of the vocal organs and the sounds produced in each position. The man
who knows phonetics can quickly recognize and reproduce any sound occurring

in a language.

It should be mentioned here that there is no such thing as an unpronounceable

sound. If it occurs as a speech sound or as a gesture sound in a language, it

can be pronounced by anyone.

There are many ways of producing sounds apart from the speech organs.

Although these are not used in languages, they sometimes are used to carry

meanings in much the same manner that gestures are used to carry meanings.

Clapping the hands to indicate approval is an example of such a sound. There

are also many sounds made by the vocal organs which are apparently never used

in speech, such as whistling, belching, clicking teeth, etc.

Thus the sounds produced by man can be roughly divided into two groups:

speech sounds and non-speech sounds. This division is not clearly defined, how-

ever, because almost every year someone stumbles onto a language which uses a

sound previously classed as a non-speech sound.

The most common sounds occurring in languages are produced in the mouth
and throat by modifications of the air stream emitted by the lungs.

Any speech sound produced by the vocal organs is called a phone. We will

represent each phone with a definite character. For many of these phones we
can use English notation [&], [m], [/], [s], etc., but others either do not occur in

English or are ambiguously represented and it will be necessary to use other

characters for these, but we will try to be as conventional as possible. All

phonetic characters will be written in brackets to avoid mixing them with Eng-

lish characters or with the characters of other languages.

physiology of the vocal organs. The various parts of the vocal organs

are shown in figure 1 . It will be noted that three cavities are used in speech

:

Oral Cavity

Nasal Cavity

Pharyngeal Cavity

The trachea leads up from the lungs through the vocal cords, and the glottis

is the opening in the center of the vocal cords. It can be opened or closed at will.

The epiglottis prevents food from going into the trachea instead of the esopha-
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Tongue

Trachea

Esophagus

PHARYNGEAL

CAVITY

PULMONIC ESOPHAGAL

CAVITY CAVITY

Figure 1. The vocal organs.

gus when eating, but apparently serves little or no purpose in the production

of speech sounds.

The velum can be moved to the back of the throat, closing off the nasal cavity
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for normal English vowels, and for breathing through the mouth. The half-way-

position with both nasal and oral cavities open to the lungs, as shown in the

diagram, is used for sounding the nasalized vowels and for breathing through

the nose. The appendage at the bottom of the velum is called the uvula.

The tongue, lips, and teeth are all used in the production and modification of

sounds, as will be explained later.

air mechanisms. All speech sounds result from the modification of an air

stream. The vocal organ combination which produces the air stream in the

first place is called an air mechanism. Three air mechanisms are used in speech:

AIR MECHANISM INITIATOR

Pulmonic air mechanism Chest and lung walls

Pharyngeal air mechanism Glottis

Oral air mechanism Back of tongue

Sounds produced by air entering or leaving the lungs are made by the pulmonic

air mechanism (figure 2). If the air is going out of the lungs, it is called an egres-

sive sound. When the sound is produced during inhalation, the sound is ingres-

sive. With each of the three air mechanisms it is possible to have the air either

ingressive or egressive.

The pulmonic air mechanism has the air supplied for the sound directly from

the lungs. This is the mechanism always used in English and in other European

languages. In this case, the chest walls and the outer extremities of the lungs

act as the initiator—that which initiates or starts the motion of the air column.

The second air mechanism is the pharyngeal air mechanism (figure 3). With

the pharyngeal air mechanism, the lungs are not used at all. In fact the upper

opening to the lungs, the glottis, is closed, and the glottis becomes the initiator.

Air is supplied for the sounds by raising the glottis. The pharyngeal air mecha-

nism is used with certain consonants in many aboriginal languages.

The oral air mechanism (figure 4) is the third type used in speech. With the

oral air mechanism, the back of the tongue is raised to the velum, shutting the

mouth off as a separate cavity from the rest of the vocal organs. In this case

the back of the tongue is the initiator, and sounds must be made with the middle

or front parts of the tongue or with the lips. Sounds of this type are the kissing

sounds which can be made with the lips and the tsk-tsk sound used to indicate

shame. This mechanism is extensively used in the Hottentot and other African

languages.

types of sounds. There are a great number of sounds that can be produced

with the egressive pulmonic air mechanism. These sounds all can be grouped

together into seven types, which include most of the speech sounds used in the

languages of the world.

Stops

sounds in which the air stream is completely cut off by the articulator

M, M, M, M
Spirants

sounds in which the air stream is almost cut off (constricted) by the

articulator [/], [z], [v]
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(Glottis)

Figure 3. The pharyngeal air mechanism.

INITIATOR

(Chest Walls)

LUNGS

Figure 2. The pulmonic air mechanism.

INITIATOR

(Tongue)

Figure 4. The oral air mechanism.

Nasals

sounds in which the air stream is completely cut off by the articulator

in the mouth, but allowed to pass out through the nose [m], [n]

Laterals

sounds in which the air stream is cut off by the center of the articulator

but allowed to pass out at the sides [I]
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Flaps

sounds in which the articulator sweeps by the point of articulation in one

single fast motion

Semivowels

certain consonants which in some languages also act as vowels [y], [w]

Vowels

sounds in which there is little or no constriction in the mouth, resulting in

a greater clarity and loudness than is true with the above sounds [a],

[e], [o]

The first six of these types of sound are what we ordinarily call consonants.

The vowels will be taken up later. A systematic definition of vowels and con-

sonants is given on page 41.

voicing. Most of the sounds which it is possible to make can be either

voiced or voiceless. Examples of both types of sounds are shown here.

Voiced: [v], [a], [e], [g], [&], [m], [w], [n], [u]

Voiceless: [/], [s], [k], [t], [h]

The difference between the two types of sound is this: with the voiceless sounds

the vocal cords are not vibrating, but with the voiced sounds, simultaneous with

their formation, the vocal cords are vibrating. This vibration can be felt by
placing the hand on the Adam's apple while making the sound. As a matter

of fact, feeling the vibration with the fingertips in this manner is often useful

as a test for voicing.

The distinction between voiced and voiceless sounds is very important in

sound formation. The only difference between English s and z is voicing, and

this distinction makes the difference in meaning between the words seal and

zeal. Every language in the world has both voiced and voiceless sounds.

CONSONANTS

points of articulation. The mouth parts are given in detail in figure 5.

As can be seen from the diagram, any part of the tongue is able to touch the

corresponding part of the roof of the mouth and impede the outgoing air. This

produces a distinctive sound, depending on which part of the tongue touches the

upper part of the mouth. It is also possible to insert the tip of the tongue be-

tween the teeth to cut off or impede the passage of air (the th sound of English),

to touch the two lips together as in b and m, or the lower lip and the upper teeth

as in v or /.

In any of these cases, the part of the tongue or lip which does the touching is

the articulator, and the point which is touched is the point of articulation. The
two parts which impede the passage of air form a constriction. On the diagram

the twelve basic points of articulation are indicated with dotted lines.

the consonant chart. If we arrange stops, spirants, nasals, etc. in separate

rows (dividing each row into voiced and voiceless sections) and arrange the

various points of articulation in columns, we will have a consonant chart such

as the one on page 14.
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The sounds represented in this consonant chart are the basic consonants oc-

curring in languages throughout the world. Each of these consonants is shown
in the chart with a definite symbol, called a phonetic symbol.

STOPS

SPIRANTS

NASALS

vcl.

vcd.

vcl.

vcd.

vcl.

vcd.

vcl.

LATERALS

vcd.

FLAPS

vcl.

vcd.

vcl.

SEMIVOWELS

vcd.

j
<
H

<
*-*

H
P

n o
<H t—

1

,1 ffl

5

P

w
p
«
Eh

I

P

O
P

P

<
P*

O
w

w
>

5

3 5
g

3

P

o
<! w «! w J
eu . n p PL, o

I

t k Q
?

b d 9

<t> / e s
V

X h h

fi V 6 z
V
z 7 <? ft

M N JV V

m n & V

L

I

R &

r X

Y w

y w

The consonant chart

These phonetic symbols are given in order in the phonetic alphabet (pages 53

to 54) with examples from various languages.

stops. Stops are sounds in which the articulator completely cuts off the

air stream at the point of articulation. They may be either voiced or voiceless.

The voiced stops are represented by the English b, d, and g as they occur in the

words boy, do, and go. These sounds are voiced during the time that the air

stream is cut off.

The voiceless stops [p], [t], [k] are used in the Spanish words para [para] (in

order to), tajo [taxo] (cut), and caro [karo] (expensive). These are very common
sounds, occurring in a great many other languages in all parts of the world.
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The untrained English speaking person usually mis-hears the voiceless stops

as the corresponding voiced sounds [b], [d], [g]. He also has trouble producing

the voiceless stops when he first tries, sometimes making the voiced stop and

sometimes the aspirated 1 voiceless stop.

The voiceless unaspirated stops can be pronounced by starting with the cor-

responding aspirated sound, as in English pour, tame, kill, and trying to make it

sound half-way voiced. The result will probably be a voiceless unaspirated

stop. After a little practice, it will be possible to make these sounds without

this preliminary drill.

The voiceless uvular stop [q] is found in several languages. It is made when
the ah* stream is cut off by raising the extreme back of the tongue against the

uvula.

Arabic somali (Africa)

qur9an Koran aqal house qiq smoke

The glottal stop [?}, which is always voiceless, is an important sound in many
languages.

malay bari (Africa) navaho (Arizona)

bai9 good kwe9 our sa sun

ana9 child kwe head sa9 remember
9aze9 e father

The glottal stop also occurs commonly in English, usually being heard by the

native as a t. Examples of its occurrance are cotton and not you, as spoken by
most Americans. It is the sound represented by the hyphen in the negative

huh-uh. When the average American says a word by itself which begins with

a vowel, he automatically begins the word with a glottal stop.

Diagrams of the vocal organ positions used in making three typical stops are

shown on page 16.2

spirants. A spirant is a sound in which the air stream is constricted by the

articulator. This produces a characteristic hissing or rasping sound. 3 There

may or may not be simultaneous voicing.

Spirants also can be made at various points of articulation. Many of these

spirants occur in English:

LABIODENTAL INTERDENTAL ALVEOLAR ALVEOPALATAL GLOTTAL

VOICELESS f e s
V
s h

VOICED V 8 z z

[/I

M
fine

rine

[8] this

[s] sip

[s] ship

[z\ azure

m thick [z] zip [h] /iat

1 With a puff of air after the stop as in English pour, tame, kill.

2 The sound diagrams given in this book are schematic only. For an accurate representa-

tion of the vocal organs see figure 1. Voicing is indicated in the sound diagrams with wavy
lines at the vocal cord position.

3 Some of the spirants: [I], [m], [n], [x], [if], [y], [w], etc., have such weak friction that

we class them separately as nasals, laterals, and semivowels.
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Figure 6. Voiced velar stop [g]. Figure 7. Voiceless velar stop [k].

Figure 8. Voiced velar spirant [7]. Figure 9. Glottal stop [?].

Figure 10. Voiceless alveolar spirant [•]. Figure 11. Voiced labiodental spirant [v]
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There are several other important spirants which do not occur in English.

The voiceless bilabial spirant [</>], for instance, is an important sound in Japanese.

furni [(f>umi] (letter) is an example of its use in that language. This sound can be

imitated by blowing gently through the nearly closed lips, as if blowing out a

match. The voiced bilabial spirant \0\ is illustrated by the Spanish word

sabe [safe] (he knows). This sound can be produced by humming the voiceless

bilabial spirant [<£]. Or it can be made by merely forming a v with the two lips,

instead of in the customary English way.

[x] and [7], the velar spirants, occur in the German word Buch [bux] (book)

and in the Spanish word lago [layo] (lake), respectively. Although these are

usually difficult for Americans to produce, they can easily be made by forcing

out the breath while making a [k] closure with the back of the tongue. This

procedure is then repeated, making the sound softer so it is more like a typical

[x] as it occurs in a language. The voiced spirant can be made by humming the

\x] or by repeating the above procedure with a \g].

A voiced uvular spirant is sometimes used in German. The r in the word

mir (me) is an example.

Pharyngeal spirants, written [h] and [q] for the voiceless and voiced sounds

respectively, are rather uncommon in languages. Constriction of the air stream

in the pharyngeal cavity by moving the back of the tongue toward the back of

the throat produces these sounds.

SOMALI

saq cow seeho go to sleep

soqoto traveler libseh Hon

The voiceless glottal spirant, the h of English hat, occurs in about half of the

languages of the world. In many of these languages it also occurs in the final

position in words. Since [h] never occurs this way in English, it is apt to be dis-

regarded by the average American when the sound is given to him in this posi-

tion. In the Malay word for house [rumah] we have an example of a final [h\.

The voiced glottal spirant [ft] occurs occasionally in languages. This sound

can be made by saying a-ha with the voicing continuing throughout the entire

word.

ewe (Africa)

efla comrade

fia pig

fio eagle

Diagrams of several typical spirants are given on pages 16 and 18.

nasals. When a complete stop is made in the mouth and the air passes out

through the nose, the velum meanwhile being lowered away from the back of

the throat, the sound produced is called a nasal. Nasals may be either voiced

or voiceless, but the voiced forms are much more common.
The three nasals [m], [n], [y] occur as m, n, and ng in the English words mill,

not, and sing. The alveopalatal nasal is the gn of French as in the word cognac

[kojwk]. It is made by putting the blade of the tongue against the alveoplatal

point of articulation and sounding a nasal.
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Figure 12. Voiced alveopalatal nasal [ji]. Figure 13. Voiceless bilabial nasal [m].

Figure 14. Voiced alveolar lateral [I]. Figure 15. Voiced alveolar nasal|[n;

Figure 16. Voiced alveopalatal semivowel

[y].

Figure 17. Voiced glottal spirant [^].
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The voiceless nasals are produced by "blowing" the corresponding voiced

nasals, [m] is the first sound of the English deliberative h-m-m [Mrp]. The

sound can be produced by merely closing the lips and gently blowing the nose.

[y] occurs in the Chinanteco (Mexico) language, for example: seen [ye].

The combinations [hma], [Ma], [Mma], [hMa\, etc., are difficult to distinguish

from one another as they are very similar in sound.

Diagrams of three typical nasals are given in figures 12, 13, and 15.

laterals. A lateral is any sound in which a stop is produced by the center

of the articulator allowing air to pass by on one or both sides.

The English I as in like is a voiced alveolar lateral. The voiceless alveolar

lateral is the Welsh II, or the Xavaho I as in 1$ [lH9 ]
(horse). It is made by blow-

ing the corresponding voiced sound. In languages where both the voiced and

voiceless laterals occur, the voiceless lateral is usually accompanied by consider-

able friction (see frictionizing
,
page 24).

As is the case with the nasals, care must be taken to distinguish between

[hla], [zla], [lo], [hula], and [hxa].

suto (Africa) chontal de oaxaca (Mexico)

Lola to overpower Lmionhla9 tell me over again

LELa to trot

Laterals also occur at other points of articulation. The voiced dental lateral

is the I of Spanish tal [tal] (such) . The voiced alveopalatal lateral is the 11 of

Castilian Spanish silla [sila] (chair). Symbols for these will be discussed under

backing and fronting on page 20.

CHONTAL DE OAXACA

lo^maya9 I'm going to play lo?maya9 I'm going to carry

flaps. A flap is a sound in which the articulator is flipped by the point of

articulation. These sounds can only be made at points where there is just the

right flexibility of the articulator. The voiced alveolar flap, the sound repre-

sented by t in the English word water, is the only flap which is common in lan-

guages. It is the r of Spanish, Italian, provincial French, and many other lan-

guages in all parts of the world. The voiced uvular flap occurs in several

languages in northern Europe, such as German and Danish, and the voiced

labiodental flap has been reported in the Gbaya language of Africa, but on the

whole, these last two are rare sounds. Flaps may also be voiceless, but these

are even more rare.

The uvular flap is a rather difficult sound for most Americans to make. It

can be produced by first making a uvular trill (see page 25), then making the

trill very short so that it is only one flap in length.

For a diagram of the alveolar flap, see figure 24.

semivowels. Semivowels are consonants which are phonetically similar or

identical to one of the vowels. For a fuller definition, see page 41. The four

listed on the consonant chart are all used in most dialects of American English:

yes yes*" wic witch

yuj huge wic which
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Two of these, the voiced alveopalatal semivowel [y] and the voiced velar semi-

vowel [w], are very common in languages. These correspond to the consonantal

usage of the vowels [i] and [u] respectively. Because of the importance of

lip-rounding in the formation of [w], it is sometimes called a bilabial semivowel.

The way in which the rest of the semivowels are produced physiologically will

be taken up under vowels (page 34).

MODIFICATIONS

Any one of the basic consonants on the consonant chart may be modified in

many ways, producing hundreds of additional sounds. The different methods

of modification are given on the following pages. A condensed list of these

modifications and symbols for writing them is given on pages 54 to 55, together

with examples of each from various languages.

voicing and unvoicing. Almost any sound which is normally voiceless may
be modified by adding vibration of the vocal cords. This results in a voiced

sound, which can be represented by putting a small * [J under the symbol for

the original sound. [J, [h]. This same modification also may be represented

by the use of an entirely different character for the modified form, [z], [ft].

Any sound which is normally voiced may be unvoiced. This modification

may be shown either by placing a small zero [J under the symbol for the original

sound, or by the use of a different symbol, [z] [s], [n] [n], \r] [r].

No examples of voiced and voiceless sounds occurring in a language Avill be

given here, as both types of sound occur in every language in the world.

Sometimes consonants occur in a language which are only partially voiced or

very weakly voiced. This type of voicing is called murmur. It also could be

written, if necessary, by placing a subscript zero [J under the symbol for the

voiced sound.

spirantized and stopped sounds. If a sound which is normally a stop be-

comes a spirant, we indicate this modification with a horizontal bar drawn

through the symbol for the stop. \g] [y], [5] [0\, [d] [5].

A sound which is normally a spirant may appear in certain cases partially or

completely stopped. This can be shown in writing by the use of a diagonal

[/]• M M> \fi (interdental stop).

Examples of various stops and spirants in languages have already been given

on pages 14 to 17.

backing and fronting. The third modification of a consonant is backing or

fronting. Instead of making the \t] with the tongue tip at the alveolar point of

articulation as is done in English, a Frenchman uses the dental point of articula-

tion, with the tongue tip directly behind the teeth. The result is a fronted

[t], written with this symbol: .[£]. Fronting is indicated in writing by using a

crescent [J under the symbol of the basic consonant.

The backed voiceless alveolar stop [t] is made by putting the tip of the tongue

in the alveopalatal position. Backing is shown in writing by the use of a sub-

script dot [.].

Other alveolar sounds such as [s], [d], \l], [n], can also be made at the dental
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or at the alveopalatal points of articulation. In the same way, velar sounds

can also be fronted or backed. The three [A"]s in the English words key [ki],

car [kar], and cool [kul] are fronted, medial, and backed, respectively. The

[x] of German ich fix] (I) is more fronted than the [x] of noch [nox] (yet).

It must be realized that in any one language, the exact position of the con-

sonant may not be at either of the twelve arbitrary points of articulation named
on the chart. Theoretically, there are an infinite number of points of articula-

tion. For instance, the s of Polish nos (carry) could be described as at a fronted

alveopalatal position. It is actually between English s and sh. After a sound

is approximated in position, usually only mimicry will get the point of articula-

tion exact.

Some of these backed and fronted stops and spirants would appear on a chart

as shown below. For diagrams of backed and fronted consonants, see page 22.

BILA. LADE. INTD. DENT. ALV. ALPA. PAL. VEL. BKVE. UVLR. PHRG. GLOT.

STOPS t t t fc k k

4 d d Q 9 9

SPIRANTS 9, § s s X X %

8 8. z z z 7
0h 7 7

Some languages have both backed and fronted sounds as significant sounds.

Examples of this and other examples of backed and fronted sounds follow:

dinka (Africa) chontal de oaxaca mossi (Africa)

man son to?maya? I'm going to play paya woman
man mother to9maya9 I'm going to carry

nasalization. Nasalization is quite an important modification. For nasal-

ization the velum is lowered, opening the nasal cavity to the throat. It may be

indicated in orthography by the use of the Polish sign, a small hook [J placed

under the nasalized sound: [§].

The principal type of nasalized consonant employed in languages is the stops.

Xote that an [m] is a nasalized [b], that an [n] is a nasalized [d], etc. These nasal-

ized stops are ordinarily called nasals. They have been discussed on page 17.

Spirants may also be nasalized. The English negative huh-uh uses a nasalized

glottal spirant [/^
?

<?]. Air comes out through both the nose and the mouth in

the production of nasalized spirants.

Nasalized consonants can be produced by consciously blowing the nose when
making the consonant. This should be practiced so that it can be done without

wrinkling up the nose.

It is sometimes difficult to hear nasalization. This can be done very simply

in the following manner: Have the native hold his nose while saying the word,

and compare it with his normal way of saying it. Unnasalized sounds are the

same whether or not the nose is held, but nasalized sounds are greatly changed

when the speaker holds his nose.

Figure 23 is an example of a nasalized spirant.

lateralization. Lateralization is a modification produced by allowing the
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Figure 18. Voiceless alveolar stop (medial) Figure 19. Fronted voiceless alveolar stop

Figure 20. Backed voiceless alveolar stop Figure 21. Retroflexed voiceless alveolar

[t]. stop [t].

Figure 22. Velarized voiced alveolar lateral Figure 23. Nasalized voiceless alveolar

[l
u

]
spirant [«].
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air to escape at each side of the tongue, usually at one of these four points of ar-

ticulation: interdental, dental, alveolar, and alveopalatal. We only have one

true lateralized sound in English, the [I], although the interdental spirants could

also be considered lateralized.

Lateralized stops are so important in languages that they are usually classed

by themselves as laterals (see page 19).

retroflexion. A consonant may be retroflexed—pronounced while the tip

of the tongue is turned up and back as shown in figure 21. This can be repre-

sented in writing by placing a diaeresis under the symbol of the consonant:

feL [?L fcL etc. Retroflexion is especially common in the languages of India,

although it occurs in all parts of the world. The American English r as in the

word red is a retroflexed voiced alveopalatal semivowel.

Retroflexion tends to give a quality to the preceding vowel similar to the

American r, and may usually be recognized by this feature.

Hindustani (India) tamil (India)

tanda cool akkaal elder sister viitu a house

c'ota small taan self tinn veranda

fortis and lenes. Another modification is the strength of the sound—
whether fortis or lenes (strong or weak). The fortis sound can be indicated with

a dot placed over the symbol, and the lenes sound with a small circle: [g], [g].

The English [h] is fortis compared to the Malay [h]. The Spanish [s] is more

lenes than the English [s], but the German [s] is more fortis. In some languages

there are two or more separate sounds which are distinguished on the basis of

strength of the sound.

Sometimes the voicing only of a voiced sound is lenes. This is called murmur.

It has already been discussed on page 20.

The difference between fortis and lenes sounds is sometimes very difficult to

hear, especially when there is no friction, as is the case with the two Zapoteco

(Mexico) [Z]s.

tabasaran (Western Asia) 4

xoy dog xoy oath

length. The length of a consonant is another important characteristic. A
consonant can be short, like the n in the word many [meni] or it can be long like

the n in unknown [an: on]. Length may be indicated by placing two dots after

the letter representing a long sound: [s:], [?/:], etc. For other ways to mark
length, see page 43-44.

korean ganda (Africa)

tal moon siga sow

t'.al daughter sig'.a scorpion

rounded and spread. The shape of the lips during the articulation of a con-

sonant may be of importance. The lips may be rounded so as to form a small

4 Data from Morris Swadesh.
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orifice, or they may be spread in the shape of a smile. These two modifications

of [h] occur in the two English words who [hu] and he [hi]. Rounding is indicated

by the use of a half moon under the letter, and spreading by means of a dash:

[W, M, M.

KOREAN

sin moccasin sin spoiled

friction. Any consonant except a stop can easily be frictionized—said with

audible friction at the point of articulation even though it is not primarily a

spirant. This is especially likely to be the case with laterals and semivowels.

The friction itself may be fortis or lenes, depending on what its loudness is.

A small x [J placed under the letter can be used to indicate this friction, if

necessary: [w],
[J], [£], [£].

zulu (Africa)

lula pass amaozli spirits

laryngealization. Occasionally voiced consonants (such as [0] [n], [I],

M, [z], [g]) are found in a language which are pronounced with a simultaneous

deep laryngeal vibration. This is the rasping quality which Americans some-

times subconsciously add to voiced sounds when they are very tired. Laryn-

gealization, as this modification is called, may be written by placing a comma
over the symbol of the consonant.

yokuts (California) 5

kiyi touch

trilling. Some of the consonants, where there is just the right kind of flexi-

bility of the articulator, can be flapped (flipped by the point of articulation) or

trilled (semi-automatic reiterative flapping). The flap can be considered to be

the basic sound, and the trill can be thought of as a modification of the flap.

The voiced alveolar trill occurs in many languages. The Spanish word for

car is an example : carro [kafo] (figure 25)

.

These sounds usually occur in languages in the voiced form, although the

voiceless form is occasionally found, as in the Hungarian final r [&].

Trills are represented in writing by placing a tilde [~ ] over the symbol for the

consonant which is trilled: [r], [tf], [ft].

The voiced alveolar trill is very difficult for some Americans to make. It

will take long practice to develop it even slightly, then more practice to get it

smooth. There are some tricks, however, that may help a little. Pointing out

that it is the sound often used to imitate a truck or an airplane motor sometimes

makes it easier. The student can try placing the tongue in a spoon shape, blow-

ing a strong current of air over tongue to produce the vibration, then voicing

the sound produced. The important thing to do is to keep the tongue tip very

relaxed. Another method of making the sound is to hold the tongue in a stop

position (as for [t], but a little further front than is done with the English t)

6 Data from Stanley Newman.
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and blow a very strong current of air through. This will produce the desired

vibration if it is done correctly.

The voiced uvular trill, also a difficult sound, can be made by making a gargling

noise in the back of the mouth. This noise can be made when there is plenty

of saliva in the back of the throat. Then, while making this sound, the tongue

is raised a little and the force of the breath is reduced, keeping the parts very

relaxed. The sound will come out very clearly if this procedure is followed.

INGRESSIVE PULMONIC SOUNDS

Most of the consonants given above can be produced when the air is inhaled

as well as with the more normal egressive air. However, these ingressive con-

sonants using the pulmonic air mechanism do not occur in any language so far

studied.

OTHER AIR MECHANISMS

This completes the list of basic pulmonic consonants. There are beyond this

quite a number of pharyngeal and oral consonants used in languages. These

other air mechanisms are illustrated in figures 3 and 4 (page 11).

egressive pharyngeal consonants. The pharyngeal consonants are more

commonly called glottalized consonants. They are quite common among the

American Indian languages. In producing such sounds, the glottis is closed and

air is supplied by raising the entire Adam's apple. When pressure is built up,

the consonant is released, then the glottis is opened and the next sound (usually

a vowel) is begun. This whole operation takes only a fraction of a second, of

course. The result will be an egressive glottalized consonant. These sounds

are written in this manner: [t
?

], [s
?

], \l*], etc. The resulting puff of air is

similar to an aspiration (see page 30), but has a somewhat different sound.

Diagrams of these sounds are shown on page 26. Examples taken from lan-

guages are shown below:

NAVAHO hausa (Africa) CHONTAL DE OAXACA

?ak
?
e detour k ak a grandfather pamf short

t
?
eel fired, kaka harvest fanexma9 ladder

discharged s aara contemporary s noy?ma he's going to

saara 1 cut down swim

ingressive pharyngeal consonants. If the Adam's apple is lowered in-

stead of being raised, a land of hollow sound is produced—an ingressive glot-

talized consonant. The ingressive form, usually called an implosive, is written

with the glottal sign backwards [t

f

], [k
f

], etc. These sounds are very rare.

Thev occur as marginal sounds in the Luragoli (Africa) language: I'm sick

[tYt
?

t't
?

t'}.

Implosives can be "voiced". This effect is produced by allowing a slight

air leakage at the glottis, which vibrates the vocal cords. These are important
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Figure 24. Voiced alveolar flap [r]. Figure 25. Voiced alveolar trill [f].

Figure 26. Glottalized voiceless alveolar Figure 27. Glottalized voiceless velar

stop [t
?
].

spirant [a; ].

Figure 28. Implosive voiceless alveolar stop Figure 29. Implosive voiced alveolar stop

[t
p

]

[d
*

]
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sounds in certain languages in India and Africa. They are written [b'], [d']
}

etc.

zulu (Africa) kinga (Africa)

b'eka put g'ag :a to become large

beka took g'aygaluka to be surprised

For diagrams of implosives, see figures 28 and 29.

MAKING AND HEARING PHARYNGEAL CONSONANTS. To produce glottalized and

implosive sounds, one can say [a?a], [a? :a], and [a? : : : :a] in succession, holding

the glottal stop longer each time. After getting the feel of holding a glottal

stop for a long time, the lips can be closed with a pop during the holding of the

glottal stop. Then one should practice at making the pop louder. [t

?

] and

[k
?

] will be easy to make after the \p
?

] is learned by the above procedure.

If there is difficulty in producing the very tense glottal stop necessary at first

to make this sound, one can "push down hard" as when defecating (especially

when constipated). Practice at making the series [ptk
7

] will also aid in learning

to make these sounds readily.

If there is a tendency to use the oral air mechanism (described in the following

section), the glottalized velar stop should be tried first instead of the bilabial.

When the glottalized stops are mastered, the glottalized spirants may be made
with comparative ease. It is then a simple thing to make these alternating

egressive and ingressive in close succession [ffffff]. Once the feel of moving

the glottis downwards is developed, [p']
} [£], and [k'] can be made.

To make the voiced implosives, combine [b] with [p
f

], [d] with [t']
y
etc.

It is easier for some people to make the voiced implosives by imitation, then

make the voiceless implosives by keeping the glottis tightly closed during the

sound.

Glottalization can be seen in another person by watching his Adam's apple

during the production of the sound. With an ingressive glottalized sound, the

Adam's apple makes a slight downward movement, and with the egressive sound,

a slight upward movement. These movements can be seen with women almost

as well as with men. If the investigator will check these movements on himself

with a mirror, he will make no mistake interpreting them in a native.

oral consonants. When the back of the tongue is raised to the velum to

shut off the air stream as in a \k], various clicks can be made with the tongue and

lips, similar to kisses or clucking sounds. Because the air is supplied by the

back of the tongue, normal breathing through the nose may be continued during

the production of these sounds. Oral consonants are used in Hottentot, Zulu,

and other African languages. As marginal sounds (see page 117) they occur in

many parts of the world.

It is possible to produce more than 35 separate clicks in this manner. Five

of these are single phones, and the others belong with the complex consonants

which will be taken up later.
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Figure 30. Voiceless alveolar click [£], Figure 31. Voiceless alveopalatal click [t ],

Figure 32. Retroflexed voiceless alveolar Figure 33. Voiceless lateral click [l
}

click \f).

Figure 34. Nasalized bilabial click \yp
y

]. Figure 35. Voiced bilabial click [gp>
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BILABIAL ALVEOLAR ALVEOPALATAL RETROFLEXED

V> t> t> t>

LATERAL
T >

Although it is possible to produce these sounds egressively, clicks always occur

in languages in the ingressive form.

A small check sign is used after a symbol to indicate that the oral air mech-

anism is used in its production, [p>], [£>].

hottentot (Africa) ENGLISH suto (Africa)

L\$ib he l >-l
> urging a t

y
eta to finish

tfami to loosen horse

ZULU

L^aL^a relate

tfilat'ila to stamp up

and down

Some of these sounds are diagrammed on page 28.

COMPLEX CONSONANTS

Often times, only the first part or the last part of a consonant is modified.

This results in a complex consonant, which is in reality a close combination of two

or more similar consonants.

There are many types of complex consonants which may be produced in this

way. The most important are described in the following pages.

affricates. The last part of a stop [p], [d], [t], etc., can be spirantized by
partially releasing the articulator in the middle of the consonant. The result

is a stop followed by a spirant at the same point of articulation, [p<t>], \dz], [ts], etc.

This type of complex consonant is called an affricate. The two sounds which

make up an affricate are in such close union that they seem almost as one phone,

even to trained ears.

The most common affricates are those made up of a stop and a sibilant 6
:

[*s], M> [dz], and [dz]. Some other combinations are [td], [d8], [p4>], [pf], [dl],

[II], [ts], and [dr]. It is to be noted that when the affricate is voiced, both com-

ponents are ordinarily voiced, and when voiceless, both are voiceless.

While affricates may be written with the double character, they are also com-

monly represented with special single characters such as [f] for [ts], [c] for [t§],

[5] for [dz], [j] for [dz], and [X] for [dl]. If the double symbol is used, the fact that

the combination is an affricate may be shown by using a ligature over the letters:

[is], [dz], etc.

Affricates are ordinarily very easy to hear. There is one exception, however.

The fairly common affricates [tL] and [dl] are often mistaken by English speaking

persons as the combinations [Ax] and [gl]. This can be avoided by a little drill

at hearing and writing down these four combinations.

The voiceless affricates may occur glottalized: [/], [tL
7

]. There may also be

affricates using the oral air mechanism, such as the tsk-tsk sound used in English

to indicate shame: [f-f].

6 Sibilants are the hissing sounds: [s], [z], [s], and [z].
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About two thirds of the languages of the world have affricates of some kind

in them. A diagram of an affricate is given in figure 36.

chinanteco (Mexico)ENGLISH

mac much
jamp jump

tamil (India)

p<j>uunai cat

GERMAN

timer room

pfert horse

chuana (Africa)

kxama hartebeast

St he ground

dinka (Africa)

Wok mouth
dluk return

gbaya (Africa)

goTro to pound

udru secret

ZULU

irikala hunger

tL eb o man

aspirated stops. The articulator may be completely removed from the

point of articulation in the middle of a stop. This results in an aspirated stop

—

a stop followed by a puff of air. If the stop is voiced, the aspiration is also

voiced. 7

Aspiration of the voiceless stops is usual in English and in many other lan-

guages. Aspirated voiced stops are much rarer, but they do occur in some of

the languages of India. These are written in the traditional orthography of

those people as bh, dh, etc., but we will write them, as well as other aspirated

stops, with an aspiration mark after the letter: [p*], [V], [6*], [?*]. Figure 37 is

a diagram of a typical aspirated stop.

There may also be a puff of air before the stop. This is called preaspiration,

and is much rarer than aspiration after the stop. It is written [*p]. Preas-

pirated stops occur in the Mitla dialect of Zapoteco (Mexico).

AJfricates also may be aspirated. The ch of English char is an example of

an aspirated [c]. Occasionally other consonants appear aspirated in a language.

Aspiration is not always a simple puff of air. In Navaho, aspiration has a

definite velar or palatal friction: [p
f

] = [p*], [V] = [t
x
], [k

%

] = [k
x
].

Aspiration may be detected by holding the back of the hand an inch or two

from the speaker's mouth. The puff of air will be easy to feel. Glottalized

stops give a similar puff of air, but must be distinguished from aspirated stops

by other means (page 27).

HINDUSTANI ENGLISH arapaho (Wyoming)

bag rein p*e pay be? ek
K gravy

b'ag share, destiny Von tone nece?i
?t

ankle

k*il kill

ZULU swahili (Africa)

t
9eyga wave about kata ladle

Verjga barter k'ata head pad

7 Aspirated final [?] occurs in Tonkawa (Oklahoma) in which the aspiration is voiced

with the quality of the preceding vowel: [yakpo?*] he strikes him.
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Figure 36. Voiceless alveolar affricate [ts]. Figure 37. Aspirated voiceless alveolar

stop [V].

Figure 38. Voiced bilabial nasal-attack stop

[rob].

Figure 39. Palatalized voiceless bilabial

stop [p
v
].

Figure 40. Labialized voiced velar spirant Figure 41. Voiceless velar-bilabial stop [{].

[VI.
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nasal-attack stops. The first part of a voiced stop may be nasalized,

resulting in the combinations \mb], \nd], and [yg]. These are called nasal-attack

stops, and are common in many parts of the world, [mb] is diagrammed in

figure 38.

The single-syllable combinations [mba], [nda], etc., using nasal-attack stops

are to be distinguished from the two-syllable combinations [mba], nda], which

also occur in languages. These can be distinguished in writing, if necessary, by

using a ligature over the components of the nasal-attack stop [mba], or by
writing the nasal part as a superscript letter

[

m
ba].

nupe (Africa)

mba a feast ngo accept

nda father ndo another

nasal-released stops. Nasal-released stops occasionally are found in a

language. In this case aspiration is released through the nasal cavity [t
N
],

[d
n
], [k

N
], etc. The [t ] occurs in a variant pronunciation of the name Winston

in English, where the aspirated [t] is directly followed by the [n]: [wmsfn].

palatalization. In many languages the tongue approaches the (y) position

during or directly after certain consonants. The result is a palatalized con-

sonant. Examples of palatalized consonants are: [p
y
], [t

v
], [dy], and [lv]. These

often occur as single sound units to the native ear and sometimes have to be

distinguished from the ^/-clusters [py], [ty], etc. Figure 39 is a diagram of a

palatalized sound.

RUSSIAN nuer (Africa)

pitv to drink dven he, she, it

svuda here dyel craftsman

WP to strike Pat to slip

tyaV to smash

velarization. In some languages there are velarized sounds—consonants

in which the back of the tongue is in a [u] position simultaneous with the pro-

nunciation of the sound. The English final I as in little is velarized, in contrast

to the German or French final I which is non-velarized. Velarization of a sound

can be written with a superscript [*]: [l
u
], [nu], etc.

labialization. If there is rounding of the lips during or directly after the

production of a consonant, it is called labialization. This is usually accom-

panied by simultaneous velarization. Labialization can be written in this

fashion: [7*], [kw], and [mw]. Labialized sounds are to be distinguished from

w-clusters such as [yw], [kw]. Figure 40 is a diagram of [7^]. Examples of some

of these sounds are given below:

ga (Africa) Ottawa (Wisconsin) navaho

$e to order nimwud dance y
waa? beeweed

$w e to play kwe?e right here
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glottalization. The glottis may be momentarily closed directly before or

even during the pronunciation of certain voiced consonants:
[

?

/3], [

?

n], fl], \

7

w],

[rnm], [y
?

y], etc. The sounds which make up such combinations are in such

close union that they seem almost as one phone, even to trained ears. They of

course are to be distinguished from glottal stop clusters such as [
?
(3] and [

?n].

These sounds should not be confused with consonants using the egressive pharyn-

geal air mechanism (page 25), which are also called glottalized consonants.

Glottalization can be written with a superscript glottal sign just before the

symbol for the consonant itself.

nootka (Washington)
8

cuicateco (Mexico)
9

?yama salal berries (3a?a poor
?

yowa surprised, grateful
?

(3a?a fear

complex clicks. The sounds produced by the oral air mechanism (the

clicks) can also be modified in various ways to produce complex consonants.

It is possible to have a nasalized click, [yp >
], [rjt> ], in which an [rj] just precedes

and may follow through the click. In a voiced click, [gp*], \gt>], simple voicing

produces a [g] either before the click or simultaneous with it. An affricated click

results when the back of the tongue is slowly released, with friction, with or

without voicing, [p>z], [t>y], which gives a closely following velar spirant as the

remainder of the sound. In the case of the aspirated click, the back of the

tongue is released quickly followed by an aspiration: \p>% [t>
1

]. k-released

clicks [p>&] and glottalized clicks (released with a glottal stop) [p>
9

] are other

types of complex clicks. All of the above sounds occur in various African

languages.

ZULU

uyPeyPeyfre a tinkling thing rjL^a when
gtnna to wax a hive t^at^a shell beans

Figures 34 and 35 are diagrams of a nasalized click and a voiced click, respec-

tively.

double articulation. If two closures or constrictions are made simultane-

ously at two different points of articulation, a double-articulated consonant is the

result. Figure 41 is a diagram of such a sound.

English (some dialects) efik (Africa)

kxl cat \u\ru allpw p'

o
k

po corpse

kru (Africa)

dvuge boy

simultaneous modifications. Any one sound could be modified in several

different ways at once. For instance the ingressive alveolar click may appear

8 Data from Edward Sapir.
9 Data from Ruth Whitford.
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retroflexed in some languages, or an egressive glottalized [k] may be backed.

In the Twi language of Africa, there occur labialized palatalized sounds, for

example. All possible combinations of modifications would result in thousands

of additional consonants.

This completes a description of practically all types of consonants occurring

in languages. Should a strange consonant be found in a language, with a

knowledge of the foregoing examples it could be charted and duplicated with

ease.

CLUSTERS

A group of two or more consonants is called a consonant cluster. Several

English words are given below, along with the clusters which they contain.

WORD CLUSTER

axe [seks] ks

squeeze [skwiz] skw

manly [mxnli] nl

cats [ksets] ts

The difference between a cluster and a complex consonant is this:

cluster—a group of any two or more consonants: [nl], [ts], [xps], [spl],

[mb], etc.

complex consonant—a combination of two or more very similar consonants,

such combination acting as one speech unit or phoneme:10
[ts], [kw], [mb],

\p
%

], etc.

As can be seen by the above, most of the complex consonants are also clusters*

Only a few of the clusters, however, could also be called complex consonants.

German has a consonant cluster [ts] which is phonetically a little different

from an affricate [ts]. The same type of situation exists in many languages,

such as Lettish, Totonaco (Mexico), etc. The only distinguishing feature may
be that the spirant part is a little longer, or that the stop is at a slightly different

point of articulation, etc.

A cluster may be either monosyllabic or ambisyllabic, depending on whether

it occurs in one syllable or in two adjoining syllables.

monosyllabic—[skw] in [skwiz]

ambisyllabic—[nl] in [msenli]

In the same way a cluster may be either monomorphemic11 or ambimorphemic, etc.

VOWELS12

Vowels occur in every language. They ordinarily have no local friction in

the mouth, usually being merely a voiced current of air which is modified by
different shapes of the mouth itself.

10 See page 57.

11 Morpheme: smallest unit of meaning. See page 86.

12 For a systematic definition of vowels and consonants, see page 41.
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Figure 42.

i

i

u

u

e

£ J2

a

Figure 43.

FRONT CENTRAL BACK

HIGH

MID

LOW

close

>

open

i u u

i u

fclose e d

[open € a S2

close
<

open

3S

a a V
,

Figure 44. The vowel chart.
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The normal vowels are produced from the front part of the mouth near the

top [i], [e], to the central part of the mouth near the bottom [a], to the back part

of the mouth near the top [o], [u]. The points of articulation (points where the

hump in the tongue is located which gives the vowel its characteristic sound)

form a distorted V shape. If we superimpose an oblique quadrilateral chart

upon a diagram of the human mouth, we can plot the approximate position of

each of the vowels. In figure 42, the dotted line shows the tongue position

for [0]. Figure 43 on the same page shows this vowel chart without the super-

imposed diagram of the mouth. The shape of the chart has been conventional-

ized to a rectangle. The points of articulation and other basic descriptive data

are given at the edge of the chart.

It will be noticed that vowels may be high, mid, or low. They may be front,

central, or back. They may also be close or open (higher or lower). For in-

stance, [e] would be called an open mid front vowel.

It is possible to have other points of articulation not on this Y-shaped curve.

In English, we have an open mid central vowel, [a]. In German, there is a

close mid central vowel, and in certain other languages there is a high central

vowel, articulated between [i] and [u].

This completes the sixteen basic vowels given on the chart (figure 44).

Vowels made at other points of articulation not represented by the sixteen basic

symbols can be represented in writing with one of the basic symbols and one

of the following four diacritical signs: [<] for fronted, [> ] for backed, [a] for raised,

and [v] for lowered, [a>], [e*], [o<~], etc.

In English there is always a tendency to place a glottal stop before any vowel

which is pronounced by itself. In some languages this must not be done.

To practice making a vowel without an initial glottal stop, a very small bit of

air can be blown through the throat just before starting the vowel. Or one

can just think [h] when starting to pronounce the vowel. After getting accus-

tomed to starting a vowel without a glottal stop, it will be unnecessary to use

one of these "crutches".

The examples given below include ail of the sixteen basic vowels.

ENGLISH GERMAN BRITISH ENGLISH

lid lid di the (fern.) top top

met met IX I laf laugh

fxt fat bet beet

kat cot bet bed

kot caught kapf head tubatalabal (California) 13

wud wood hof court tukat he is eating

mad mud hunt

gut

bitd

dog

good

please

pingut he says

13 Data from C. F. Voogelin.
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MODIFICATIONS

The basic vowels, like the basic consonants, can be modified in many ways.

Some of these are given on the following pages. A condensed list of these

modifications and the symbols for writing them is given on pages 54-55, together

with examples of each from various languages.

rounded and spread vowels. The normal front vowels are spoken with

spread lips and the normal back vowels are spoken with rounded lips. If a

vowel like [u] or [o] which is normally rounded is spoken with spread lips, the

resulting sound can be represented in writing by placing the spread sign [-]

under the vowel symbol: [o], [u], etc. A normally spread vowel [t], [e], [e],

may be modified by rounding the lips: [j], [§]. Any vowel spoken with a non-

normal lip form is called an umlauted vowel. The vowels in the German words

for books [bixer] and gods [geter] are examples of rounded front vowels. The
second vowel in the Turkish word for six [altu] is an example of a spread back

vowel.

The vowels with non-normal lip form can be made by simply saying the normal

vowel, then changing the lip form in the middle of the sound. After getting the

feel of these umlauted vowels, they can be produced at any time without first

making the normal vowel.

nasalization. Another type of modification of vowels is nasalization. A
vowel is nasalized by letting the velum drop down from the back of the throat

so part of the air goes out through the nose, as is shown in the diagram on page 9.

nasalized vowels are represented in writing in the following manner: [q], [g].

The vowels in the three English words ant [sent], haunt ]hgnt], and meant

[m$nt] are nasalized. Nasalized vowels occur in about half of the languages

of the world. They are common in French, as illustrated by the following

words: long [Iq], sing [sate].

Nasalized vowels can be produced by consciously talking through the nose.

This should be practiced until it can be done without wrinkling up the nose.

To tell if a vowel is nasalized, the native may be instructed to hold his nose

while saying the word containing the questionable sound. If the word sounds

different when the nose is held, it is partially or wholly nasalized. Unnasalized

sounds are the same whether or not the nose is held.

In some languages it may even be necessary to distinguish between weak
nasalization and strong nasalization.

tense and lax vowels. In some languages, there is a significant difference

between tense and lax vowels. Lax vowels are produced by allowing the muscles

of the mouth, especially the lips, to remain loose. Tense vowels are produced

by keeping these muscles tight. If it should be necessary to distinguish in

writing between these two types of vowels, the same diacritical marks that are

used for fortis and lenes consonants can be used: [a], [a].

Most of the vowels in a single language will vary in their tenseness, as in the

case of the German example below

:

bet bed bux book

bet beet hunt dog
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voiceless vowels. Voicing is one of the most characteristic qualities of

vowels, yet voiceless vowels (in reality weakly whispered vowels) sometimes do
occur at the ends of phrases, and occasionally in the middle of words in languages.

Voiceless vowels can be written with the standard symbol of the vowel and a

subscript zero to indicate voicelessness: [a], [e], etc. Voiceless vowels must not

be confused with aspiration or with the voiceless glottal spirant.

JAPANESE TOTONACO (Mexico)

demasita it went out kHncik' my house paksu basket

kHnciki he shook me skuta sour
O o

True whispered vowels (voiceless vowels with glottal friction) are identical

with the voiceless glottal spirant [h] produced with various vowel timbers:

[ha], [he], [hu\.

As is the case with consonants (page 20), vowels may also occur partially

voiced, or murmured.

retroflexion. Retroflexed vowels are made with the tip of the tongue

turned up and back. These are very rare as significant sounds in languages.

If a mark were needed to show retroflexion of a vowel, two dots placed under

the vowel could be used as is done to show retroflexed consonants. [?], the

American English r as in the word bird [bad], is an example of a retroflexed

vowel.

There are complete series of non-retroflexed, half-retroflexed, and fully-retro-

flexed vowels in the Badaga language of India. 14

laryngealization. A vowel may also be laryngealized—spoken with a

simultaneous deep laryngeal vibration. This is the rasping quality which

Americans sometimes subconsciously add to voiced sounds when they are very

tired. Laryngealization of the vowels is a significant quality in many languages,

however, and must be indicated in the orthography in such cases. This may
be done by using a superscript comma over the vowel symbol: [&].

mazateco (Mexico)

no rope it big

no year it section of an orange

Frictionizing. A vowel may be spoken with simultaneous friction at some

definite point of articulation. The vowel in the Zapoteco word for ten has

simultaneous alveolar friction: [iu], for example. In the Nuer language of

Africa there is a series of voAvels which are spoken with simultaneous friction in

the pharyngeal cavity.

General frictionizing—friction at the point of articulation of the vowel itself

—

may be indicated with the frictionizing sign [*] under the vowel symbol: [u], [i].

simultaneous modifications. Any number of these modifications could be

applied to any one vowel, resulting in combinations such as [%] and [e].

14 Data from M. B. Emeneau.
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STOPS

CONSONANTS
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English phonetic <3hart.
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PHONETIC CHAKTS

It is easy to chart most of the sounds of any language in a similar manner to

the way the basic consonants and vowels are charted on pages 14 and 35. It

may be necessary, however, to make special rows for affricates, nasalized vowels,

etc. As an example of how this can be done, the phones of English are charted

on page 39. At best a chart of the phones of a language cannot include every

possible variation, but such charts do serve a purpose which will be explained

in the next chapter.

GENERAL PHONETIC SKILL

In order to have skill in hearing and making these various vowels and con-

sonants and their modifications, it is necessary to give much time to practice,

both in hearing and in making them. This can best be done by dictating and

listening to nonsense words. These nonsense words should contain all types

of sounds, especially the more difficult ones.

Phonetic skill, once it is gained, cannot be maintained without an occasional

drill as above.

SYLLABLES

sonority. Sonority is the general loudness and clarity of a sound. When
a series of sounds occur together it is obvious that they are of different relative

sonorities. Comparison of the relative sonorities of a large number of sounds

yields the following approximate results (the smaller figures indicate the stronger

sonorities)

:

TYPE OF SOUND SONORITY

Vowels 1

Voiced nasals and laterals 2

Voiced spirants 3

Voiceless spirants 4

Voiced stops 5

Voiceless stops 6

There are also some gradations of sonority in each of the above six groups.

Low vowels, [a], [o], are more sonorant than high vowels, [i], [u], etc. Long

vowels [u:], [i:], are more sonorant than short vowels [u], [i\. The weak short

[s] in next [nekst] has a sonority of between 5 and 6.

syllables. In any utterance there appear peaks of sonority. 15 In the

utterance: There is no place at the home, for example, we have seven of these

16 Weak places between peaks of sonority are caused by phonetic characteristics of the

sounds (lack of stress, clearness, voicing, length, etc.) or by pulse (change of rate) of air

flow from the air mechanism.
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peaks of sonority, shown by the peaks in the curve (sonority of each sound is

indicated by the numbers)

:

8er iz no pies set 8a hom
312 13 21 6214 16 31 412

Each of these peaks of sonority is called a syllabic.

In any utterance some of the sounds tend to group themselves about each

syllabic. Each of these groups is called a syllable.

Every sound in an utterance which is not a syllabic is called a non-syllabic.

In the sample sentence 8er iz no pies set 8a hom, there are six syllables and ten

non-syllabics.

SYLLABICS NON-SYLLABICS

eioexa 8r znpl sthm

vow7els and consonants. The entire group of speech sounds can be divided

into two more or less definite parts: vowels and consonants.

vowels—those sounds which usually are syllabic in languages: [a], [e],

[f], M, Mi etc.

consonants—those sounds which usually are non-syllabic: [p], [s], [k],

[b], [f], Kl, M, [ml n [h], etc.

syllabic consonants. Sometimes a consonant will be used as a syllabic

in a language. In English, for example, [I], [m], and [n] are syllables in the

following words : bottle [batl], column [kalm], wooden [wudn]. [z] and [/] are syllabic

in the Zapoteco word ten [iz] and the Shilh (Africa) word you give [tfkt].

When a consonant is used as a syllabic, it should be marked in some way to

show that it is being used in this manner instead of in the usual way. The
traditional way to mark syllabic consonants is by the use of a vertical dash

under the symbol for the consonant: [m], [n], [z], etc. With this modification

in orthography, the words in the last paragraph are written: [batl], [kalm] 16
,

[wudn], [<fz], [tfkt].

non-syllabic vowels. Occasionally a vowT
el 17 will be used as a non-syllabic.

[i] is usually syllabic, but in English it is sometimes used as a non-syllabic:

yes [ies], etc. The vowel [i] is used as a non-syllabic in French: la suite [lasiit].

The use of a vowel as a non-syllabic may be indicated by using a subscript plus

sign: [i], [u], [u], etc. The above examples would then be written: [ies], [lasiit].

semivowels. The most commonly occurring non-syllabic vowels are usually

called semivowels. These are ordinarily written with special characters: \i] is

usually written [y], [u] is written [w], and [i] is written [V]. These may also be

voiceless: [y], [w],etc.

16 Compare with calm [kalm] (Pacific Coast dialect).
17 Usually a high vowel.
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diphthongs. A combination of a vowel and one or more semivowels in the

same syllable is called a diphthong. English examples are: cow [kaw], my [may],

feed Ifiyd], they [bey], boy [boy], yes [yes], are [ar], few [fyuw], we [wiy], you [yuw].

types of syllables. There are many types of syllables possible. We will

list here some of the most commonly occurring types (C = consonant, V =
vowel): CV CVC, V, VC, CCV, CCVC, CCVCC, CVV, CVVC, VV, VVC.
Each of these syllables could be given a definite name if it were necessary, but

it will only be necessary here to give the common names for two groups of sylla-

bles. Syllables of the type CVC, CVCC, and VC, with a final consonant or

cluster, are called closed syllables because they are closed with a consonant.

Syllables of the type CV and V are open syllables. In some languages (Hebrew

and Spanish, for example), open and closed syllables are treated differently

phonetically, and it is important to distinguish between them.

Most languages have syllabic divisions after each vowel and before each

consonant, in this manner: CV-CV-CV-CV. If two consonants occur consecu-

tively, division is usually between them, forming a closed syllable before the

division: CVC-CV, CVC-CVC-CV, etc. Two vowels occurring consecutively

which do not unite to form a diphthong are divided: CV-V-CVC, etc. These

general rules do not always hold true, but every language will have its own rules

for syllable division and all syllable division will be mechanically governed by
these rules. It may be necessary to mark irregular syllable division when taking

down the language phonetically, but phonemically (practically) irregular syllable

division can be handled by postulating juncture phonemes (page 84-85).

PROSODIC PHONES

segmental and prosodic phones. Any utterance is composed of a series

of segments. A segment is a single basic sound (either a consonant, vowel, or

pause) produced by simple motions or positions of the various articulators (lips,

tongue, velum, vocal cords).

Superimposed upon these segments, or segmental phones, are other qualities

called prosodic phones. There are three important prosodic phones:

stress—loudness of sound

length—duration of sound

pitch—musical pitch of sound

stress. Stress is loudness. It is made principally by having a more rapid

expulsion of air from the lungs. Stress must not be confused with greater length

of the sound or higher pitch, both of which accompany stress in the English

language.

Ordinarily there are only two important levels of stress in a language : strong

and weak. These are illustrated by the English words below and always, in

which the strongly stressed syllable in each word is underlined. Occasionally

a language is found in which there is an intermediate level of stress : mid. These

three levels occur in the English word distribution (mid, weak, strong, weak).

In phonetic writing stress is marked in this way: strong ['], mid [|], weak
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[unmarked]. The stress sign is placed before the syllable to be stressed: [bi
]

lo],

^olwiz], [\distri
l

byusn].

The accent mark ['] may also be used over the vowel to indicate strong stress

if it is not also necessary to use this mark for writing pitch : [bilo].

If there were more than three levels of stress, these could be indicated with

numbers as is done in the following example
18

:

ois iz may parkirj pies

2 6 1 3 5 4

Ordinarily, however, only two or at the most three levels of stress are significant

in a language. Additional levels of stress in a language may be due to the effect

of nearby sounds, emotional context (as in the above example), or other factors.

Often (as with English) where there are only two significant levels of stress,

the stronger stress is reinforced with a mid stress on every even-numbered sylla-

ble, counting from the primary stress. Possibility is phonetically [\pasa bih\ti]

and palatization is [\pxh\tala zesn].

While most languages have stress as a prosodic phone, there are some languages

(French, for example) in which there is no appreciable difference in the stress

placed on each syllable.

The following English example will show the importance of stress.

pd mit to allow ri kavd to get well ri jekt to discard

]

pdmit a pass ri
l

kavd to re-cover rijekt a cull

length. Length is the duration of a sound—the amount of time spent in its

articulation. Vowels, spirants, nasals, laterals, trills, and even stops may all

be lengthened by holding the articulator at the point of articulation for a longer

time than normal. Length as a prosodic feature is considered as being given

only to vowels, however.

As is the case with stress, there may be three levels of length : long, mid, and

short. More often there are just two levels of length: long and short. In a

large number of languages length is not significant at all.

Length may be shown in orthography by the use of the following signs : long

[:], mid [•], short [unmarked]. The sign is placed directly after the symbol of the

sound to be lengthened [a:], [e*], etc., as in the word [nope:ta:so %

], for example.

HAUSA ALBANIAN
20

da relative particle dan name
da: formerly da'n pincers

duka all da:n they agreed

dw.ka to beat

It is possible to use two or more dots or semicolons [pe""n], [ro::g], for the

extreme lengths which are used in some languages, to show the progressive or

reiterative forms of the verb, for example.

18 From Language by Leonard Bloomfield, page 111.

19 Vowel quality, distribution, and other factors too complex to discuss here modify

this principle somewhat in the case of English.
20 Data from G. S. Lowman.
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Length has often been indicated in orthography by the use of double vowels

:

[pat] vs. [paat], etc.

pitch. Pitch is the musical tone which a voiced sound
21
can have. As with

the other two prosodic features, there may also be various levels of pitch. Na-
vaho, for instance, uses two levels of pitch: high and low. Every vowel in the

language must be spoken with either a high pitch or a low pitch. The Mixteco

(Mexico) language has three pitches: high, mid, low. Gweabo (Africa) has four

levels: high, mid, norm, low. The most common type of pitch system used in

languages is that employing three levels.

Three levels of pitch may be marked in this manner: low ['], mid ['], high ['].

The symbol should be placed over the vowel which carries the pitch: [nbse-

mundtbki]. Four pitches can be indicated with the following marks: high ['],

mid ['], norm ["], low [*J: [mdsexunu]. If necessary to mark more than four

pitch levels, it may be necessary to use numbers: [masexunu] using the smallest

number for the highest pitch.

In dealing with these various pitch levels, it is not absolute pitch which is

important, but relative pitch. A native may change his key when talking, or

he may draw the pitches closer together when talking quietly to someone close

by, but the same relative pitches, high, mid, and low, are always maintained in

their proper order.

Here are some examples of significant pitch in languages

:

NAVAHO efik (Africa) ba-ba (Africa)
22

?dzee9 medicine d pd river sa sd Id Id I have a dog

?dzee? mouth d pd first

d
k

pd he dies

sd sd Id Id I have a cat

The following sentence is taken from Mazateco (Mexico), a four pitch language:

xesus tfole an nld, si ndld, si kxddkisi

(Translation : Jesus said to him, I am the way, the truth)

contour. Sometimes with stress, and more commonly with pitch, we have

what is called contour, or a change in the intensity or pitch level during the

production of a single sound. This is illustrated graphically by the diagram

below in which thickness of the line indicates stress, length of the line indicates

length of the sound, and height of the line indicates the pitch.

STRESS CONTOUR PITCH CONTOUR

[— ] strong [ ] high

[— ] weak [—] mid

[•— ] strong to weak [^-] high to mid

[—] mid to strong [\/] mid-low-high

21 Almost always a vowel.
22 Data from Elbert McCreery.
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Stress in English actually has a slight contour quality. What we have called

strong stress in English is actually a strong-weak contour. It may be called

simple strong stress for all practical purposes, however, since that is its most

important characteristic. Spanish is an example of a language whose stresses

are more level (without contour).

In Chinanteco, differences in stress contour are very important as they make
differences in meanings of words:

mu? his water mu9 syrup

The above two words differ only in stress contour : the first is falling in intensity,

and the second is rising.

Stress contour is not particularly difficult to hear, but it is sometimes confused

with other qualities by an inexperienced listener. The rising stress in the Al-

banian word [iiste] (was), for example, often first strikes English ears as a re-

articulated vowel.
2

Pitch contour is best known in Chinese. Mandarin (North Chinese) is a

pitch contour language, using four contours of pitch:

1. level

2. rising

3. falling-rising

4. falling

These may be indicated in orthography graphically, as is shown in the Man-
darin example:

[ma] mother

[ma] hemp
[ma] horse

[ma] scold

If there are two contrasting pitch levels, the contours may be represented by
using diacritical marks both above and below the letters.

[set] (high level).

[set] (high rising)

[sa] (low level)

[sq] (low falling)

Or if the symbols high ['], mid ['], and low ['] are used for the level pitches, for

example, appropriate combinations of these signs can be used for glides:

[so] (high to mid glide)

[sa] (low to high glide)

etc.

23 Data from G. S. Lowman.
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Contour is often a combination of two or three prosodic features. Chinanteco,
with 19 contours, is a good example of this:

WORD MEANING DESCRIPTION OF CONTOUR

na now stress: weak-strong, length: short, pitch: high.

lo beard stress: weak-strong-weak, length: long, pitch:

-vr high-level, then dropping to mid.

yi_ salty stress: weak, length: long, pitch: mid-low-mid.

fi whistle stress: mid, length: mid, pitch: mid.
etc.

Each syllable in Chinanteco must have one of these nineteen contours placed on
it. Such combination contours are often called tones.

Contours, especially when there are a large number of them as in Chinanteco

(19) or Cantonese (9) may be written with numbers, naming the contours 1,

2,3,4,5, 6, etc.

CHINANTECO
1

na now
2

lo beard

rji salty

etc.

Sometimes a language will have two or more level pitches, and also a contour

of pitch. In a case like that, the pitch level of the contour is usually non-

significant.

MANDARIN
1

ma mother
2

ma hemp
3

ma horse
4

ma scold

i

sa (high)

2

sa (mid)
3

sa (low)
4

sa (rising)

Contour languages, perhaps because of the richness of their phonetic systems,

tend to be monosyllabic, with each word just one syllable in length.

tone whistling. Any language in which pitch is important, especially

contour languages, can be whistled. In some regions (among the Zapotecos of

Mexico, for example) entire conversations are often carried on by merely whistling

the tones. The use of tom-toms in Africa to convey messages from one village

to the next makes use of this same principal.

other prosodic features. Various observers have suggested the possi-

bility of laryngealization, nasalization, and pharyngealization as other prosodic

phones. At the present time very little is known about the occurrence of these

as prosodic features.

combinations of prosodic features. Sometimes two types of prosodic
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features occur independently of each other in one language. There may be

both stress and pitch in the same language (Chinese, Mazateco), length and

pitch in the same language (Arapaho, ancient Greek), or stress and length in

the same language (Malayan, Totonaco). Such combinations of independent

systems are to be distinguished from tone languages with combination contours,

such as Chinanteco.

hearing prosodic features. For hearing quantitative prosodic phones

such as pitch, length, and stress, a method of comparing with known quantities

is necessary to reduce error. This can be done by having the native give words

one after the other with closely similar or "identical" prosodic features.

somi lau rosiima:

name me pacuiso:

xsed sit neso :du

:

popo niu ka?u:ne:

An even better way to check relative pitch, stress, etc., is to have the native

use a simple sentence in his language as a frame, substituting various words in

this same sentence. For instance, the sentence He gave me a horse yesterday.

could be used, and different words substituted for horse as:

He gave me a box yesterday.

He gave me eggs yesterday.

He gave me wood yesterday.

He gave me money yesterday.

In this way the prosodic features are heard as they actually occur in the language*

If the words are asked for by themselves instead of being placed in sentences as

above, the prosodic features may change, introducing error.

Languages in which pitch is a significant factor are often very difficult to

work out, even with the above methods. The native may change his key at

almost any time during a conversation. He will probably begin to vary his

pitches from normal if asked to repeat too often. Furthermore, the close asso-

ciation of stress and pitch in English will often confuse the English-speaking

linguist. These various factors together make tone languages the most difficult

languages in the world for Americans to hear correctly. Here are a few hints

that may, along with the methods stated in the previous paragraph, make this

much easier:

Each time before starting to work with the native, one can have him repeat

a series of warming-up exercises involving various pitches. This will stabilize

the native's key and tune up the linguist's ear.

One can try having the native hum or whistle only the pitches of utterances.

This will make it much easier to hear the pitches without confusing them with

stress.

Another aid to hearing difficult tones and pitches is the phonograph. If a

portion of the native's speech is recorded, it can be played back over and over

again with no fear that the pitches will vary from the original. This ordinarily
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would be used only as a last resort, however, because of the technical difficulties

involved in using cumbersome equipment on the field.

In certain complicated contour languages the tones are very difficult to hear

at first, even with the above methods. It may be necessary for the linguist to

have the native himself tell which words have the same tones as other words,

and which have different tones. While this method is not ordinarily recom-

mended, it has worked in at least one instance where no other method yielded

results.

SECONDARY PHONES

Primary phones are the basic units from which syllables are built. There

are further phones which are superimposed or added to words, phrases, sentences,

etc., and contribute to the meanings of utterances. These are called secondary

phones. A primary phone always occurs within a syllable, and a secondary

phone may (and usually does) occur over two or more syllables within the

larger units of words, phrases, etc.

These various types of phones are outlined below

:

I. Primary Phones

A. Segmental Phones

1. consonants

2. vowels

B. Prosodic Phones

1. stress

2. length

3. pitch

II. Secondary Phones

A. Segmental Phones

1. pause

2. glottal stop

etc.

B. Prosodic Phones

1. stress

2. length

3. pitch

segmental phones. Longer or shorter pauses may be placed between cer-

tain words in an utterance. These may or may not have a real influence on the

meaning, depending on the language. Glottal stops also occur as secondary

phones in certain languages, such as Mandarin.

Pauses and other similar secondary phones may be written, if necessary, by
using punctuation marks.

stress. An extra loud stress may be applied to certain words in a sentence.

In English this usually has a contrastive effect: That's mine! (not yours).
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Note the different meanings indicated by word stress in the following sen-

tences :

When do we go?

When do we go?

When do we go?

When do we go?

When word stress occurs, it does not necessarily mean the entire word is

stressed. Often word stress is applied to a certain fixed part of the word, such

as the end of the word, the next to the last syllable, etc. In English, for exam-

ple, word stress is always superimposed upon the same syllable which also re-

ceives the regular syllable stress.

Often single words, phrases, or sentences are relatively unstressed in a language.

In English, such unstressed utterances are parentheses.

Traditionally all strongly stressed forms are written in italics or underlined.

Unstressed forms may be written inside of parentheses.

In some languages every word receives a secondary phone of stress, which

appears on a fixed syllable. This type of word stress serves as a word marker

(see page 85) and may be indicated in writing by merely using spaces between

the words.

length. Certain entire words or sentences in an utterance may be elongated.

This elongation is occasionally used in English for emphasis, [bset woz a

bi'"yu tiful vyu!]

intonation. Intonation is the placing of various contours or levels of pitch

on the phrase or sentence.

Intonation features are quite important—perhaps the most important of the

various secondary phones. In almost every language where pitch is not a

primary phoneme, intonation is either a significant secondary phone or a phrase

marker.

That intonation is quite important in English can be illustrated with the word

duchess in different contexts

:

dacas duchess dacas duchess!

4 2 4-2 4-3

dacas duchess? dacas duchess (romantic)

These same intonation patterns are applied to longer utterances in the

same way:

1. ber iz afayr set 8a korm

2. ber iz afayr set ba horns

3. ber iz afayr set ba korm
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The above sentence contours could also be represented with combinations of

pitch numbers in the following manner

:

333 23324
1. her iz afayr set 8a kdrnd

3 3 3 2-4 3 3 2 1

2. her iza fayr set 8a kornd

233 13 314
3. her iz afayr xt 8a kornd .

In traditional orthography, these various intonation patterns are indicated

with punctuation marks: [?], [/], [s], [/], etc. If other symbols were needed,

these same symbols could be used either before or after the phrases affected,

or they could be used in combination with one another.

STYLES OF SPEECH

In every language there are certain styles of pronunciation that are never

significant factors, but which it is necessary to imitate in order to have a "good

accent". Most of these styles are mouth positions and general speech habits

which are always used by native speakers of the language regardless of what is

being said.

speed of utterance. Most languages have a definite speed of utterance

for normal speech. This varies from language to language,
24
but five syllables

per second is an average speed of utterance.

rhythm and melody. Many languages have a characteristic rhythm, or

fixed pattern of lengths and stresses. In Spanish, for example, every syllable

must be of approximately the same length, say 0.2 seconds. This will auto-

matically require that the vowels in syllables such as [kon], [sen], \kal] be pro-

nounced shorter than the vowels in [ko], [se], and [ka]. This gives the language

a pattering or clipped sound to American ears. Other languages may require

that long and short syllables alternate, or that each syllable group falls off in

stress at the end. In English and a few other languages each series of weakly

stressed syllables is crowded into the same time unit that each single strongly

stressed syllable gets. This makes the language sound slurred over or carelessly

pronounced to a foreigner.

Some languages use a characteristic melody or fixed pattern of pitches as a

style of speech. In such a case the pitches will rise and fall in a perfectly regular

manner for everything that is said.

Any qualities of rhythm or melody which carry through the entire speech in

a standard manner are speech styles, and are of course important to reproduce

when speaking the language.

tense and lax styles. The tensity of the muscles of the vocal organs,

particularly those of the mouth and tongue, is often a style of speech. All of

the sounds of French are much more tense, for example, than the sounds of

English, which are comparatively lax.

fronted and backed styles. All the phones in a language can be made

24 A speed of 10 syllables per second is said to be used in the Tamil (India) language.
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with the tongue either fronted, or in other languages with it backed. These two

styles of speech are both widely distributed among languages. In English the

tongue is somewhat backed, and in French the fronted style is used.

rounded and spread styles. Another style of speech which varies in

different languages is the general shape of the lips. These may be either more

rounded, as is the English style, or more spread (smiling), as is the style in certain

dialects of Spanish.

retroflex style. The tongue can be in the retroflexed position (tip curled

up and back) as a style of speech. This style is used in some of the languages

of India.

other styles. There are several other qualities of speech which in English

are transient features, used only on occasions. Some of these may occur as

styles in some languages. The speaking may be done huskily, tearfully, angrily,

whiningly, breathily, clearly, dully, loudly, softly, sighingly, drawlingly, coldly,

muffled, metallic, etc. Almost any general phonetic feature such as nasalization

or high pitch may occur as a style of speech in certain languages.

general modifications

With the information given in the past few pages it should be possible to

produce, and with practice to hear, more than fifty thousand sounds (49,600

consonants, 1,150 vowels, and 252 prosodic combinations).

There are further modifications which can be applied to most of the above

sounds, and which should be mentioned as a possible aid to the reproduction and

description of various sounds.

The shape of the articulator is sometimes important : is it flat, grooved, convex,

or twisted from side to side? Is it straight, retroflexed, curved down, humped,

retracted, or protruded from front to back? Does the air pass by the sides,

center, or both?

The way the sound is voiced is distinctive in some languages. The voicing

may be either started at the same time the sound is begun, or just before, or just

after. It may stop at the same time pressure is released, or before, or after. The
voicing may continue steady, or rise or fall in loudness or pitch.

There always may be sounds at different points of articulation than are given

here. The dentolabial point of articulation (bottom teeth touching upper lip)

while not as yet found in a language, is of course a possibility. There may also

be sounds modified in some "peculiar" way. All of these various features should

be recorded for making a complete description of the sounds of a language.

It is possible to run into some rare sound like the voiceless labiodental stop

which occurs in the Chisilampasu language of Africa, or the voiceless pharyngeal

stop of ancient Hebrew. A glottalized alveolar nasal [n
?

] is an example of a

theoretically possible sound which has not yet been found in a language.

pronunciation

There are two things necessary to get an accurate reproduction of a sound.

First the vocal organs must be properly placed. This can be achieved by the
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careful practice of all the consonants, vowels, and their modifications that have

been discussed in this chapter. Secondly, to get the shades of pronunciation

caused by a slightly different placing or use of the vocal organs in the native

speaker, it is necessary to mimic his pronunciation exactly. If these two things

are done, it will not be difficult to not sound foreign to the native ear in a short

time.

INSTRUMENTS

Various instruments (kymographs, palatograms, oscillographs) have been

developed from time to time to aid the linguist in hearing and describing speech

sound. These are usually expensive, cumbersome, and difficult to keep in good

condition on the field. With the exception of simple speech recorders, instru-

ments always pick up things which are not heard by the human ear and ignore

other sounds which can be detected with the ear. They are therefore more

inaccurate for practical purposes than a well-trained ear.

Speech recorders are not really instruments at all but merely devices to record

and play back speech utterances. Many different types have been developed

—

probably the common phonograph is the most familiar. Use of a speech recorder

enables the investigator to take down speech from the native at the normal speed

of utterance and then listen to it over and over again without danger of distor-

tion. A disadvantage of recorders, however, is that they do not reproduce

the native's free variation (see page 58).

The popular low-priced recorders now on the market do not give a faithful

enough recording except for the investigation of prosodic features, and caution

must be used before putting too much confidence in them. The Bell Telephone

Laboratories (New York City) have developed a high-quality disc recording

which cannot be distinguished from the speaker's voice itself. The equipment

for producing these recordings is very costly and cumbersome at the present

time, but when it becomes commercially obtainable, it will perhaps be of great

value to the linguist.

Speech recorders are not valuable enough at present to warrant their general

use, however. The well-trained ear still remains the most practical instrument

to use in the acquisition of a language.

THE PHONETIC ALPHABET

The traditional alphabet with its Latin characters is very insufficient for

writing all the possible phones of the human voice. Many scholars, realizing

this, have developed various phonetic alphabets to use in writing down the

sounds of a language.

Some of these alphabets, like Alexander Graham Bell's "Visible Speech"

(simplified diagrams of the positions of the vocal organs), Pitman's Shorthand

Method (lines and curves slanted in various directions), and Jespersen's "Anal-

phabetic Notation" (numerals and symbols with literal exponents) are made

with a logical connection between notation and points of articulation, closure,

etc. These are somewhat cumbersome, however, and costly to print.
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Other phonetic alphabets are modifications of the traditional Latin alphabet

with the addition of Greek letters, small capital letters, distorted letters, and

letters marked with various diacritical signs. Probably the International Pho-

netic Association (IPA) alphabet, developed about 1912, is as complete as any.

The phonetic notation used in this book is a modification of the IPA alphabet,

adopting most of the present-day trends of the Linguistic Society of America.

To completely describe an alphabet it is necessary to give a formational state-

ment of each of the phones. "With our phonetic alphabet, we will in addition

to this formational statement try to also give an equivalent of each sound in

some language.

This complete phonetic alphabet appears on pages 53 to 56.

Since perhaps no language has more than 40 or 50 basic sounds, this alphabet

will seem to contain a multitude of non-essential signs. A phonetic alphabet is

useful only for initial recording of all audible sounds. Once the variation and

significant phonemes have been worked out as explained in the next chapter,

only a few of these simpler signs need be used for the entire phonemic alphabet

(significant alphabet) of the language. The phonemic alphabet will probably

use between 20 and 40 characters.

IPA MODIFIED
SMY- IPA
BOL SYMBOL26

a a

a a

V V

se X
b b

fi

d d

15 8

e e

£ €

f f

9 9

9 7
a

h h

n ft

h h

<? <?

? ?

PHONETIC ALPHABET

FORMATION

open low central vowel

open low front vowel

open low back vowel

close low front vowel

voiced bilabial stop

voiced bilabial spirant

voiced alveolar stop

voiced interdental spirant

close mid front vowel

open mid front vowel

voiceless labiodental spirant

voiced velar stop

voiced velar spirant

voiced uvular stop

voiceless glottal spirant

voiced glottal spirant

voiceless pharyngeal spirant

voiced pharyngeal spirant

glottal stop

close high front vowel

COMPARISON26

a as in father

ar as in bar (NE)
o as in top (Br)

a as in cat

b as in bed

b as in sabe (Sp)

d as in dish

th as in this

ee as in Beet (Gr)

e as in met

f as in far

g as in go

g as in lago (Sp)

h as in hat

d as in eha (Ew)

h as in seeho (So)

q as in saq (So)

' as in too' (Na)

ie as in die (Gr)

25 The alphabet used in this book.
26 Abbreviations: NE—New England American, Br—British English, Sp—Spanish,

Gr—German, Ew—Ewe (Africa), So—Somali (Africa), Na—Navaho (Arizona), Chon

—

Chontal de Oaxaca (Mexico), Chtc—Chinanteco (Mexico), Maz—Mazateco (Mexico), Jap

—

Japanese, Tub—Tubatulabal (California).
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IPA MODIFIED
SYM- IPA
BOL SYMBOL FORMATION COMPARISON

/ / open high front vowel i as in spill

k k voiceless velar stop c as in scar

I I voiced alveolar lateral I as in land

L L voiceless alveolar lateral I as in lii' (Na)

m m voiced bilabial nasal m as in my

M voiceless bilabial nasal m as in pan? (Chon)

n n voiced alveolar nasal n as in no

N voiceless alveolar nasal hn as in hne (Chtc)

/» Jl voiced alveopalatal nasal n as in ano (Sp)

JV voiceless alveopalatal nasal jn as in najno (Maz)

V V voiced velar nasal ng as in sing

N voiceless velar nasal jng as in jngo (Maz)

close mid back vowel o as in Brodt (Gr)

a open mid back vowel o as in Gott (Gr)

close low back vowel au as in caught

V V voiceless bilabial stop p as in spot

<t> <t>
voiceless bilabial spirant f as in fumi (Jap)

Q Q voiceless uvular stop q as in aqal (So)

r r voiced alveolar flap t as in water

E voiceless alveolar flap r as in senor (Sp)

R j, voiced uvular flap r as in Brodt (Gr)

u voiceless uvular flap

S s voiceless alveolar spirant s as in sing

s s voiceless alveopalatal spirant sh as in ship

t t voiceless alveolar stop t as in star

e e voiceless interdental spirant th as in thick

u u close high back vowel u as in Buch (Gr)

u u open high back vowel oo as in wood

3 a open mid central vowel u as in mud
9 9 close mid central vowel e as in bitte (Gr)

u, i u close high central vowel i as in t'ikat (Tub)

V V voiced labiodental spirant v as in vine

w w voiced velar semivowel w as in was
A w voiceless velar semivowel wh as in what

X X voiceless velar spirant ch as in ach (Gr)

3 y voiced alveopalatal semivowel y as in yes

Y voiceless alveopalatal semivowel h as in huge

z Z voiced alveolar spirant z as in zone

3 z voiced alveopalatal spirant

MODIFICATIONS

z as in azure

SYMBOL27 FORMATION
C v Pulmonic Air Mechanism.

All normal sounds of English are made with the egressive pulmonic air

mechanism.

c
?

Egressive Pharyngeal Air Mechanism.

Kechua (South America): [tfaki], [t
?
anti\.

c Ingressive Pharyngeal Air Mechanism.

Zulu (Africa): [b'eka], Kinga (Africa): [g'a g'a].

C = consonant, V = vowel.
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SYMBOL27 FORMATION
c* Ingressive Oral Air Mechanism.

Suto (Africa): [f eta).

c Syllabic function of a consonant.

English: [ksezin], Shilh (Africa) [tfkt].

v Consonantal function of a vowel.

Spanish: [ieso], [aier], French: [lasjit].

c v Voicing.

Spanish: [mismo].

c v Unvoicing.

German: [tag], Japanese: [demasita].

e Spirantization.

Spanish: [dado], [lago].

i Stopping.

Korean: [setf].

c Fronting of a consonant.

English: [kip], [ki], Spanish: [tal].

c Backing of a consonant.

English: [kul], [kud], Arabic: [kur?an].

v
A

Raising of a vowel.

Seneca (New York) : [ganx A
sa?].

v Lowering of a vowel.

Spanish: [no" ta].

v
<

Fronting of a vowel.

French: [ba*].

i
}> Backing of a vowel.

British English: [ta
>
p].

c v Nasalization.

English: [/^fl], [sent], French: [bq], [lg].

c v Retroflexion.

English: [63d], Hindustani (India): [c'ota].

6 v Fortis or Tense.

English: [sed], German: [biix].

c v Lenes or Lax.

Spanish: [seb], German: [hunt].

c: v. Length.

Korean: [t:al], French: [be:t].

c v' Rounded lips.

English: [hu], French: [revi].

c v Spread lips.

English: [hi], Turkish: [altu].

c v Frictionizing.

Totonaco (Mexico): [Luwa?], Zulu (Africa): [amalozi].

c v Laryngealization.

Yokuts (California): [kiyi], Mixteco (Mexico): [ha].

c Trilling

Spanish: [pefo].

COMPLEX PHONES

ORTHOGRAPHY.

cc v v v indicates fusion of two or more sounds.

c
c

v
c v

v indicates a closely-following or closely-precedine sub-sou nd.;

c' indicates aspiration of a consonant.
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FREQUENTLY OCCURRING COMPLEX PHONES.

Affricates. ^ ^ ^ ^
English: [izast], [mats], German: [pfert], [tsimer].

Aspirated stops.

English: [p'en], [t'aym], [k'ol], Sanskrit: [sand'i].

Nasal-attack stops. ^ ^ ^ ^
Nupe (Africa): [ra&a], [#{70], Apache (Arizona): [m&a?nde].

Nasal-released stops.

English: [wmstNn] (a proper name).

Palatalized sounds.

Russian: [bvitv], [f
yevralv ], Hungarian: [vodv ], [magyar].

Velarized sounds.

English [fil
u
], Albanian: [n

uuk].

Labialized sounds.

Navaho (Arizona): [k
w
e9e], Ottawa (Wisconsin): [nimwud].

Glottalized consonants.

Nootka (Washington) : [

?ya?ma].

Complex clicks.

Zulu (Africa): [yL>a], [gf>ina], [t>*at>'a].

Double-articulated consonants.

Kru (Africa): [

b
ge\.

Diphthongs (as single complex vowels)

.

English: [biv ], [leyt], [naw ], German: [haws].

PROSODIC PHONES
IPA

SYMBOL
MODIFIED

IPA SYMBOL
FORMATION

Stress
lcv 'cy strong

\CV mid

CV CV weak

Length

a: a: long

a' mid

a a short

Pitch

a a high

a
i

a mid

a a low

Contour (of stress)

a increasing

a decreasing

Contour (of pitch)

a a rising

a a falling

a a rising-falling
V
a a falling-rising

a a level

COMPARISON28

ca as in canopy ykxna\pi]

py as in canopy

no as in canopy

a as in dan'e [da:n] (Alb)

a as in dan'e [da'n] "

a as in dan [dan] "

u as in p'ahiuzi (Zap)

a as in pabiuzi "

i as in pabiuzi

%< as in hm%<9 [m%?
]
(Chtc)

*% &s in hm>p [mu? ]

"

ei 2 as in mei2 [mey] (Chins)

o'

S>

o 3 as in wo 3 [wb] (Chins)

4 as in tso 4 [£o]
"

as in 'avT&v [auto :n] (AG)

a 1 as in t'a 1 [t'a]
a

28 Abbreviations: Alb—Albanian, Zap—Zapoteco (Mexico), Chtc—Chinanteco (Mexico),

Chins—Chinese (Mandarin), AG—Ancient Greek (Koine).
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PHONEMICS

DEFINITIONS

phones and phonemes. Any speech sound produced by the vocal organs

is called a phone. Any significant sound in any one particular language is a

phoneme.

If we compare a large number of the words of English, we find that they are

made up of various combinations of 41 basic sounds, such as: him [him], dead

[ded], head [hed], sewed [sod], dose [dos], home [horn], etc. Each of these 41 sounds

may be varied slightly in pronunciation due to accident or due to the influence

of surrounding sounds. Because of these slight variations in pronunciation,

each basic sound may actually be considered to be a group of closely similar

phones which the native has been trained to recognize as a single unit. These

basic signalling units are the phonemes.

phonetic and phonemic transcription. Many thousands of phones are

discussed in chapter 2. A special symbol is suggested for each of these phones:

[p]> Mj t£
?

L [if]} M> f
?L [^L etc. Phonetic transcription is writing down in order

the symbol for each phone heard in an utterance.

In any one language there will be a certain limited number of phonemes.

The number may be as low as 17 (in Tagalog, Philippine Islands) or as high as

45 (in Navaho, Arizona). Phonemic transcription is writing down in order the

symbol for each phoneme.

When first listening to and recording a language, all writing will have to be

done in phonetic transcription. Later on, after working with the language for a

short time, those phones which sound alike to the native and those phones

which sound different to him can be classified. 1

Those phones which sound the same to the native are grouped together.

Each group will then be a phoneme. If we choose a convenient symbol for each

phoneme, we will have a phonemic alphabet, which may then be used for writing

any word in the language phonemically, or in phonemic transcription.

The following examples in English will show just what is meant by writing

phonetically and what is meant by writing phonemically.

TRADITIONAL PHONETIC PHONEMIC

WRITING TRANSCRIPTION TRANSCRIPTION

late le
vV let

come k*qm kam

1 The native hears certain phones alike not because each phoneme is a specific unit in his

mind, but rather because of the obvious similarity and lack of contrast (see page 76-77)

in his language of certain phones. As a matter of fact the native does not ordinarily hear

phonemes as such, but rather hears differences in words or syllables.

57
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VARIATIONS

In no language is any one phoneme (such as English p) always pronounced

precisely the same. Even the same speaker will vary his pronunciation slightly

from time to time. This changing pronounciation of the same phoneme is

called variation. The native ordinarily ignores or does not hear these differences

of pronunciation of the same phoneme.

Variation usually takes place between two or more closely allied phones, and

the native will almost always insist that he is saying the same sound. If the

linguist says the same two phones back to him, the native will still insist they are

identical, no matter how different they seem to be to the linguist.

There are two types of variation: free variation and conditioned variation.

In either case the phones which vary with one another are always members of the

same phoneme, and should be written with one character in the alphabet for the

language.

free variation. Free variation is the case where the native uses different

phones for the same phoneme without any apparent reason or rule. With free

variation, the two or more different phones often appear in different utterances

of the same word.

Here is an example of free variation in the Ottawa language of Wisconsin

:

bozo hello bozo hello

pozo hello (3ozo hello

(3ozo hello bozo hello

Notice the free variation between the phones [b] and \0\. In every other word

in the language in which this [b] phoneme occurs, there is this same type of

variation. To the native, [b] and [/3] are the same sound.

The following Oto (Oklahoma) words are good examples of free variation

between the phones [p] and [b], between [t] and [d], and between [k] and [g].

pitqwe moon godkoda pig

deBc tongue pitqwe moon
koBgoBa pig deBe tongue

teBe tongue bitqwe moon

The Oto words below show free variation between [s] and [s].

sune horse saske knee

suta wolf suta wolf

suye horse sasge knee

In the following Seneca (New York) words, there is free variation between the

vowels [a] and [a],

gaye9 bag o$iya9 fruit

gaye9 bag gays9 bag

o$iya9 fruit o^iya9 fruit

In five successive utterances of the Cantonese (South Chinese) word for 7,

the following words were given: [we], [we], [we], [we], and [we]. There is obvi-

ously free variation between [w] and [w], and free variation between [e] and [e].
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There may be free variation between three similar phones. In Oto, we have

free variation between [I], [n], and [r]. In the Santali language (India), there

is free variation between [a], [a], and [«].

Free variation between prosodic phones is also common. In English, for

example, it makes little difference how much each of the two syllables of the

word apple is stressed, as long as the first syllable is stressed more strongly than

the second.

In pitch languages where there are two or more level pitches (especially if

there are no contours), there seems to be considerable free variation as to the

exact level of the pitch, as long as each pitch remains inside of certain bounds.

The first three pitches in the following diagram are all high, the second three

are all mid, and the last three are all low:

HIGH

MID

LOW

Each of the three sections (high, mid, low) may be called a register. The actual

pitch may vary a little in each register and not be heard by the native as a

different pitch as long as the pitch remains inside of the same register.

Occasionally free variation will occur between two phones only in certain

positions (next to certain sounds). This is exactly what happens with English

[k]. It is normally aspirated, but before a pause it may be either aspirated or

unaspirated : [p'/Zc*], [p*ik]. This is called free variation with positional limitation.

Free variation always occurs between phones that are very similar in forma-

tion. It would not be surprising to find free variation between voiced and

voiceless sounds in one language, or between close and open vowels in another,

etc. But free variation would never occur between the phone [s] and the phone

[k], for example, as these two phones are much too different from one another

in their formation.

Common types of free variation are listed below

:

between close and open vowels

between nasalized and unnasalized vowels

between voiced and voiceless consonants

between backed and fronted sounds

between stops and spirants

between stops and affricates

between stops and aspirated stops

between [I] and [r].

In fact there may be free variation inside of almost any set of closely similar

phones.
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conditioned variation. Conditioned variation is the variation between

phones which depends upon the presence of nearby sounds. With conditioned

variation, the same phoneme is pronounced one way whenever it occurs in

certain surroundings and another way when it occurs in different surroundings.

In the following Spanish words, [s] always occurs before a vowel or voiceless

consonant and [z] always occurs before a voiced consonant. They are similar

phones, and the native hears them the same, so [s] is the way the phoneme [s]

is pronounced before a vowel or voiceless consonant, and [2] is the way the

phoneme [s] is pronounced before a voiced consonant.

rosa rose dezde since

mizmo same razgo stroke

si yes laso lariat

esta this eskoxer to select

In the same language, when a vowel occurs before a nasal, it is itself nasalized.

lexo far kqnsion song

lente slowly sol sun

synko five mono hand

sida been masa dough

In Korean, the stops are voiceless when they occur next to a pause, or when

two occur together in a cluster:

tak chicken kudol the stone

kudayi the chickens piuk wall

phanjo board piugi walls

tol stone piuktol brick

In English, whenever a [w] follows an [h], it becomes voiceless, often absorbing

the [h] also.

Wdk work hwil, wil wheel

hwdl, Wdl whirl wic witch

wil weal wic, hwic which

In Spanish, the phoneme [i] is pronounced [i] before consonants and \y] before

vowels

:

ixo son raton i gato mouse and cat

yeso chalk plata y oro silver and gold

In English, vowels which occur before voiced consonants are pronounced slightly

longer than vowels before voiceless consonants

:

bo\n bone maid mud
hot boat mat mutt

rx:g rag fr.g fig

rxk rack lik lick

This is not variation of a prosodic feature, since length is not a prosodic phoneme

in English. It is variation of the vowels themselves.
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Conditioned variation of prosodic features is also quite common. English,

for example, has two phonemes of stress: strong (marked with a [ ] before the

stressed syllable) and weak (unmarked). Every second weak-stressed syllable,

counting from the nearest strong stress, is pronounced a little louder than the

other weak-stressed syllables.

l

kansa\kwentli consequently riitd\et reiterate

\pxh\tah zesan palatalization ri\ito esan reiteration

In the Efik (Africa) language, where there are three pitch levels, a low pitch

preceding a high pitch will cause the high pitch to be pronounced a little lower.

Notice how this is done with the word for canoe :

ubom is pronounced ubom

In this same language, the final pitch in a series of high pitches is always a little

lower than the others. The word for will sink:

eyedey is pronounced eyederj

When level pitches occur on adjacent vowels in a pitch language, they usually

influence each other to form a smooth glide, as in the following Navaho examples:

PHONEMICALLY PHONETICALLY

(graphically)

MEANING

?dsq,q,kd ?dsqq,kd while I am eating

nleitl nleitl yonder

plndi pln'ai his older brother

Secondary phonemes are also subject to conditioned variation. In a question

in English, final rising pitch is leveled or lowered by a nearby strong word stress.

hors Horse?
_^

iz it may hors Is it my horse?

iz it may hors Is it my horse?

izit may hors Is it my horse?

Free variation with positional limitation (see page 59) could also be regarded

as a type of conditioned variation.

Conditioned variation sometimes causes an overlapping of phonemes. In

Totonaco (Mexico), for example, [i] varies from [i] to [a], and [a] varies from

[a] to [a]. The phone [a] when it occurs in a Totonaco word may actually be

either the phoneme [i] or the phoneme [a]. But the [a] produced by variation of

[i] sounds completely different to the native from the [a] produced by variation

of [a]. This is because a completely different conditioning factor (see page 63)

produces the [a] in each of the two cases. It is easy to tell which phoneme
([i] or [a]) the phone [a] is, by noting which conditioning factors are present in

the utterance.
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We have the same thing in English where a glottal stop may be either [p] or

[t] depending on the point of articulation of the adjacent nasal.

WORD PHONETICALLY PHONEMICALLY

cotton k'a?n katan

happen hde?m hsepam

(certain dialects)

wrap 'em rde?m \xp am

If we had a language in which [s] only occurred before, voiceless sounds and
[z] only occurred before voiced sounds, we would say that [s] and [z] occurred in

mutually exclusive positions. Wherever two or more similar phones occur in

mutually exclusive positions, they are members of one phoneme and there is a

case of conditioned variation. Occasionally, however, there are ambiguous

mutually exclusive positions. In English, for example, in utterance initial
2

consonants or clusters:

1. [b] may occur, but not after [s]:

bar [bar], bill [bil].

2. [p
l

] may occur, but not after [s]:

par [p*ar], pill [p'll].

3. [p] occurs only after [s]:

spar [spar], spill [spil].

As can be seen by the above data, [b] and [p] are similar sounds occurring in

mutually exclusive positions, and [p*] and [p] are similar sounds occurring in

mutually exclusive positions. Now [p] cannot be a variant of both [b] and

[p
K

]—some decision has to be made. In a case like this it is perhaps best to

choose the phoneme which seems most satisfactory to the native to use, in

representing the [p] as in [spar]. The second vowel in the word language [Iserjgwij]

or [Iseygwij] presents a similar problem, and there are other examples.

Conditioned variation often has to be analyzed by matching phones which

occur in mutually exclusive positions. If [b], [d], [g] occur only between vowels

and [k], [p], [t] occur only after pause, obviously [p] and [b] are the same phoneme,

[t] and [d] are the same phoneme, and [k] and [g] are the same phoneme. This

conclusion is arrived at by matching the voiced stops with the voiceless in such a

way that one series of phones (the voiceless) is in the same order as the other

series (the voiced). By the same methods, the phones [e], [a], [o] occurring with

high pitch can be matched with the phones [i], [e], [a] occurring with low pitch

in the following manner

:

HIGH PITCH LOW PITCH HIGH LOW

e i e = i

a o e a a = e

o = a

Note that this results in a case of overlapping phonemes [a] and [o].

2 In other words, following a pause.
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A phonetic quality which affects neighboring sounds is called a conditioning

factor. In the following example, the conditioning factor is the presence of a

voiced consonant after the [s]. In the presence of the voiced consonant, the [s]

becomes voiced.

rosa rose dezde since

mizmo same razgo stroke

si yes laso lariat

esta this eskoxer to select

A conditioning factor usually imparts some of its own phonetic qualities to

the sound which is modified. Nasals may impart a nasal quality to the preceding

vowels as in the example below.

lexo far siyko five

lente slowTly sido been

It is seen, therefore, that a conditioning factor tends to make the neighboring

sounds become more like itself.

The conditioning factor in the first English example (page 60) is the voiceless-

ness of the [h]. In the first Efik example (page 61), low pitch is the conditioning

factor which makes the high pitch pronounced a little lower.

Secondary phonemes of pause, intonation breaks, etc. are often conditioning

factors.
4

In the Korean example on page 60, for example, the stops are voiceless

because of the voicelessness of the pause at the ends of phrases.

Some of the common types of conditioned variation are listed below:

Voicing or unvoicing next to a voiced or unvoiced phone or pause.

Unvoicing of consonants (especially nasals, laterals, and semivowels)

when following [h].

Fronting or backing of sounds that are next to other fronted or backed

sounds.

Aspirated or unaspirated stops conditioned by stress, position, etc.

Stops and spirants conditioned by position.

Nasalized and unnasalized vowels conditioned by presence or absence of

nearby nasals.

Affricates and stops conditioned by position.

Retroflexed vowels and unretroflexed vowels conditioned by being next to

retroflexed consonants or normal consonants.

VowT
els becoming laryngealized when next to glottal stops or glottalized

sounds.

High vowTels become semivowels (phonetically) when they occur before

another vowel.

Vowels made longer or higher in pitch when stressed.

3 The reverse is possibly never true. We could not expect to find a conditioning factor

making the modified phone less like itself.

4 Conditioned variation of this type sometimes can also be described as depending on

initial, medial, or final position in word, morpheme, phrase, etc.
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COMPLEX PHONEMES

Sometimes combinations of more than one phone make up a single phoneme.

In English, the combination [t] + [h] occurs as a single phoneme in these words:

WORD PHONETICALLY PHONEMICALLY

ten
,h 5
t en ten

tea
.h.
1

i

ti

toe t to

In Korean, however, [th] occurs as a consonant cluster (two phonemes) in such

words as:

WORD PHONETICALLY PHONEMICALLY

sickness t al thai

chin
,h
tag thag

ash tray
,h

t agi thagi

Aspirated stops, or any other combination of two or more phones to form a single

phoneme is called a complex phoneme.

There are many types of complex phonemes. Any of the complex consonants

(pages 29-33) may be either clusters of more than one phoneme, or single

phonemes, depending on the language

:

ENGLISH GERMAN

(ts = 2 phonemes) (ts = 1 phoneme)

hits hits tsimer room
betsi Betsy natsi Nazi

Certain diphthongs may occur as single phonemes in some languages. English

has the diphthong [ei] as a single phoneme (written phonemically [e]). Spanish,

however, has this same diphthong [ei] as a cluster of two phonemes in the word

law [lei] (compare with the Spanish word it [le]).

Prosodic phonemes are often complex in character. Strong stress in English

is always accompanied by a higher pitch, for example:

olvnz always difakalt difficult rikdvd re-cover

bi Id below hnkamll uncomely no no!

In any case where a complex phone is a single phoneme, only one sign should

be used to represent it in the alphabet for the language. The above two German
words (for room and Nazi) could be written phonemically in this manner:

[tfinter], [naft], where [<f] represents the affricate [ts].

Whether a cluster of closely similar phones is actually a single phoneme or not

depends on four things

:

1

.

Is it one of the types of combinations which commonly occur as single

phonemes in languages?

2. Does the combination occur in most of the positions occupied by single

phonemes in the same language?

5 Or, [fen], etc.
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3. Does the combination fit into the general pattern of formation of the

language?

4. Does it seem more natural to the native to consider the combination

as one phoneme or as two phonemes?

A combination probably is not a complex phoneme if it has not already been

found as a complex phoneme in one of the hundreds of languages already studied.

Because [mb], for example, occurs as a complex phoneme is many languages, an

[nib] cluster discovered in another language must be treated as a possible complex

phoneme until proven otherwise. Most of the types of complex consonants

occurring in languages as single phonemes have been given on pages 29 to 33.

Some common complex vowels (diphthongs) are given on page 42.

How the combination of phones appears in distribution (see page 81) has a

lot to do with whether the combination is to be considered as one phoneme or not.

For instance [ts] in English never appears in the initial position in a word,

although other consonants (including the complex phonemes [p% [&'], and

[ts]) do. 6
[ts] in English would therefore not be considered a complex phoneme.

Whether or not the combination fits into the general pattern of the language is

also an important way of knowing whether it is one or two phonemes. This is

based on the fact that if the syllables of a language all follow a certain definite

pattern as shown in the examples below, an occasional form which doesn't seem

to fit the pattern phonetically is forced into the pattern when it is considered

phonemically.

For instance, in the words given below, it is easily seen that the language

pattern is CCV (C = consonant, V = vowel)

:

kso spe

spi psi

sxe tsa

Only one of these combinations, [ts], is a combination that might be a single

phoneme in some languages. But since each of the other clusters is obviously

made up of two separate phonemes, we must consider the same thing is true

with [ts]. It would therefore be written phonemically with two symbols

—

[ts].

In the next example, the whole pattern of the language is CV. In this case,

the sound written phonetically [ts] is probably also one consonant, and could be

written [<f].

se to

fa pi

ga tsu

ka di

This same thing is also true with vowels. In language A, the pattern of the

syllables is CVV, so [ay] also, even though it often occurs as a single phoneme in

languages, is in this language a cluster of two vowels, [ai]. In language B, with

the pattern CV, the diphthong [ay] has to be considered to be one phoneme (a

diphthongized vowel, [a
v
]) to fit the pattern of the language.

6 With the exception of [y] and [z].
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LANGUAGE A LANGUAGE B

keo di

miu po

roa fe

soe ga

mao su

rui re

ray gay

In the same way one can tell whether a long vowel is a true long vowel or

merely a double vowel

:

LANGUAGE C LANGUAGE D

rei mu
moa si

siu kee

gae ra

rao le

kaa vaa

In language C, which patterns CVV, the [aa] is probably a double vowel. In

the case of language D, with the pattern CV, the [aa] is probably a single seg-

mental phoneme—in other words a long vowel.

If there is any doubt as to whether a combination is one phoneme or two
phonemes, it is well to find out which way of representing it seems most satis-

factory to the native. It is better to check with natives which have not previ-

ously worked with a linguist. Any decision made in such a case should be

confirmed with a number of other natives.

If a consonant or vowel cluster fulfills all four of the conditions discussed in

the last few paragraphs, it is without doubt a single phoneme and should be

written with a single symbol.

PHONEME CHARTS AND STATEMENTS

phoneme charts. Charts can be made of the phones which occur in any

language. A chart of the consonant and vowel phones of a language would

look somewhat similar to the chart on page 39.

It is also possible to make charts for the phonemes of any language. The
most frequently occurring form of each phoneme is charted, using an appropriate

symbol for it.

A chart of the primary phonemes of the English language is given on page 68.

formational statements. A complete phonemic chart should also include

with it a series of formational statements. A formational statement is a written

statement of the general pronunciation, with notes as to free and conditioned

variation, and with comparisons with the pronunciation of similar sounds in

familiar languages. Formational statements for the primary phonemes of the

English language are given on page 69.7

7 The phonemic orthography suggested on page 69 will be employed to write all English

examples used in the text from now on.
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sample charts. On pages 70 to 75 are given sample phonemic charts and

formational statements for three other European languages. On pages 188-189

appear the phoneme chart and formational statements of a non-European lan-

guage.

For most languages the arrangement of phonemes to make up the phonemic

chart will be similar to the arrangement in these five sample charts. However,

the way in which the phonemes can be grouped together most naturally to form

a chart may differ in some languages. In Zapoteco (Mexico), for example, each

series such as stops, nasals, and laterals can be subdivided into series of fortis and

lenes sounds instead of into series of voiced and voiceless sounds as is usually the

case. In any event, the arrangement made of the phonemes must be the most

natural for the particular language.

PHONEME PROOFS

There is often uncertainty, when working with languages, about whether two

sounds are two phonemes or two forms of the same phoneme. Yet a decision

has to be made in order to proceed with the language study.

There is only one real basis of proof: the native impression.
8

If the native

feels that the sounds are the same, they are one phoneme. If he feels that they

are different, they are two phonemes. But it is almost impossible to learn what

the native impression is just by asking the native. He will not be able to say for

sure whether two sounds are the same to him or not, and will probably give much
incorrect information. Trying to arrive at the native impression by asking him
is likely to do more harm than good.

Because of these considerations, we try to find out what the native impression

really is, not by asking him, but by the use of one of these five proofs:

1. Difference of formation.

2. Minimal pairs.

3. Fixed contrast in analogous position.

4. Frequence of occurrence.

5. Native writing ability.

Sometimes the knowledge that phoneme distribution patterns in a language

tend to be symmetrical gives a clue to the phonemic structure of a particular

language. Because of its limited application, however, this is not classed as a

regular phoneme proof. It is discussed under distribution (page 81-84).

difference of formation. If two phones are very different from each other

(like [s] and [k], for example) , they will not occur as members of the same phoneme
in any language. Only phones that are very similar to each other in formation

(such as [tf] and [n], [s] and [z\, [e] and [c], [d] and [j], [d] and [s], [se] and [e], etc.)

ever occur as members of only one phoneme. This fact automatically eliminates

many sets of phones, and makes it necessary to apply further proof only to

pairs of similar phones.
9

8 See footnote, page 57.

9 For a complete list of similar sounds, see pages 57 and 63.
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ENGLISH PHONEMES

I. CONSONANTS

Stops

Bilabial Labdent. Intdent. Alvlr. Alvpal. Velar Glottal

V

Spirants

Nasals m

Laterals

Semivowels y, r w

VOWELS

Front Central Back

High i a

Mid

Low as

Diphthongs (single phonemes)

Y = a*

w = (T

n = o*
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FORMATIONAL STATEMENT
OF ENGLISH PHONEMES

I. CONSONANTS
1. A series of voiced and voiceless stops at the bilabial, alveolar, alveopalatal,

and velar points of articulation: [p], [b], [t], [d], [c], [j], [k], [g]. The voiceless stops

are aspirated unless preceded by an [s] in the same syllable or followed by another

consonant, and they freely vary with the unaspirated form before a pause. The
voiceless alveolar stop is pronounced as a glottal stop [?] when it occurs before a

phonetically syllabic nasal at the same point of articulation. The alveopalatal

stops are afTricated at all times.

2. A series of voiced and voicelss spirants at the labiodental, interdental, alveolar,

and alveopalatal points of articulation: [/], [v], [6], [5], [s], [z], [s], [z].

3. A voiceless glottal spirant: [h].

4. A series of voiced nasals at the bilabial, alveolar, and velar points of articula-

tion: [m], [n], [y].

5. A velarized voiced alveolar lateral : [I].

6. A voiced alveopalatal and a retroflexed voiced alveopalatal semivowel: [y] t

[r]. A rounded voiced velar semivowel: [w].

7. Other variations of consonants.

a. The final part of all voiced stops and spirants followed by a voiceless

consonant or pause is voiceless.

b. [I], [m], and [n] following unstressed [a] becomes syllabic with partial or

complete disappearance of the [a].

II. VOWELS
1. A close and an open high front vowel: [i], [/].

2. A close and an open mid front vowel: [e], [e].

3. A close low front vowel: [a?].

4. An open low central vowel: [a].

5. A close low back vowel: [o].

6. A close mid back vowel: [o].

7. A close and open high back vowel: [u], [u].

8. An open mid central vowel: [a].

9. A retroflexed close mid central vowel: [a].

10. Three diphthongs: [y] = [a«], [w] = [aw ], [a] = [a*].

11. Other notes on the formation of vowels:

a. All of the close mid and high vowels are diphthongized with the corres-

ponding semi-vowel (front vowels with [y] and back vowels with [w]).

b. While the vowels are of slightly different individual lengths, they are all

longer when they occur stressed before voiced sounds or in open syllables.

III. PROSODIC FEATURES
A strong and a weak stress. Strong stress is marked with ['] over the stressed

syllable.
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GERMAN PHONEMES

I. CONSONANTS

Labial Alveolar Alveopalatal Velar Glottal

Stops V t k

b d 9

Affricates Pf 4 c

Spirants
f
V

s

z

V
s
V
z

X

r

Nasals m n

Laterals

II. VOWELS

High

Front

%\ %\

Central Back

u:

Mid

' I

e: e

V

o:

£ £ a

Low a a:

Diphthongs (single phonemes)

a>D

Si i

I

ay
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FORMATIONAL STATEMENT
OF GERMAN PHONEMES

I. CONSONANTS
1. A voiceless bilabial stop [p].

2. A voiced bilabial stop [b].

3. A voiceless alveolar stop [t]. This may or may not be pronounced with simul-
taneous glottal closure when it occurs before a pause, and is always pronounced
as a glottal stop [?] before phonetically syllabic [n].

4. A voiced alveolar stop [d).

5. A voiceless velar stop [k].

6. A voiced velar stop [g]. _
7. A voiceless bilabial-labiodental affricate [pf].

8. A voiceless alveolar affricate \4\.

9. A voiceless alveopalatal affricate [c].

The voiceless stops and affricates are aspirated. These sounds are stronger than
the corresponding English sounds.

10. A voiceless labiodental spirant [/].

11. A voiced labiodental spirant [v].

12. A voiceless alveolar spirant [s].

13. A voiced alveolar spirant [z].

14. A voiceless alveopalatal spirant [I].

15. A voiced alveopalatal spirant [z],

16. A voiceless velar spirant [x],

17. A voiced velar spirant [r]. This has the acoustic qualities of the American
English r (but is pronounced further back in the mouth) when it occurs between
vowels or as a syllabic, and becomes a voiced uvular trill when it occurs after a
voiced consonant.

18. A voiceless glottal spirant [h],

19. A voiced bilabial nasal [m],

20. A voiced alveolar nasal [n],

21. A voiced velar nasal [y],

22. A voiced alveolar lateral [I]. This is somewhat spirantized when followed
by [»].

[r], [it], [fit], and [I] in syllable final position following unstressed [e] tend to be
syllabic [r], [ri], etc., with simultaneous absorption of the [e].

II. VOWELS
1. A long tense spread close high front vowel [»:].

2. A long tense rounded close high front vowel [i:].

3. A short lax spread open high front vowel [/].

4. A short lax rounded open high front vowel [*].

5. A long tense spread close mid front vowel [e:].

6. A long tense rounded close mid front vowel [§:].

7. A short lax spread open mid front vowel [*]. This vowel becomes obscure
(close mid central position) when unstressed in an open syllable or before [r], [ft],

[to], [I]; the following consonant (if one of the above four) meanwhile becoming
syllabic in pronunciation.

8. A short lax rounded open mid front vowel [e],

9. A short lax low central vowel [a].

10. A long tense low central vowel [a:].

11. A short lax rounded open mid back vowel [a].

12. A long tense rounded close mid back vowel [o:].

13. A short lax rounded open high back vowel [a].

14. A long tense rounded close high back vowel [it:].

15. None of the above vowels is diphthongized. In addition to these, there are
three diphthongal phonemes, more or less equivalent phonetically to[atu], [ay], [ay].

III. PROSODIC PHONEMES
A strong and a weak stress. The strong stress is marked with ['J over the stressed

vowel

.
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FRENCH PHONEMES

I. CONSONANTS

Stops

Spirants

Bilabial Labiodent. Dental Alvpal. Velar Uvular

d

Nasals

Laterals

Trills

Semivowels

m n fl

V, U w

II. VOWELS

High

Mid

Low

Front

% %

««?

Central

a a

a q

Back

u

o
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FORMATIONAL STATEMENT
OF FRENCH PHONEMES

I. CONSONANTS
1. A series of voiced and voiceless unaspirated stops at the bilabial, dental, and

velar points of articulation: [p], [6], [t], [d], [k], [g].

2. A series of voiced and voiceless spirants at the labiodental, dental, and

alveopalatal points of articulation: [/], [v], [s], [z], [s], [z].

3. A series of voiced nasals at the bilabial, dental, and alveopalatal points of

articulation: [m], [n], [ji].

4. A voiced dental lateral: [I].

5. A voiced uvular trill: [
r
\.

6. A rounded and a spread alveopalatal semivowel: [i/] [y],.

7. A rounded velar semivowel: [w].~

II. VOWELS
1. A rounded and a spread high front vowel, and a rounded high back vowel:

b'l, [*], [u\.

2. A rounded and a spread mid front vowel, and a rounded mid back vowel:

[«], W, [o].

3. A nasalized spread mid front vowel and a nasalized rounded mid back vowel

:

fe], [?]•

4. A mid central and a low central vowel: [a], [a].

5. A nasalized mid central and a nasalized low central vowel: [a], [q].

Vowels are longer and closer in open syllables, and shorter and more open in

closed syllables.

III. PROSODIC FEATURES
There are no primary prosodic phonemes in French.
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LATIN-AMERICAN SPANISH PHONEMES

I. CONSONANTS

Stops

Bilabial Labiodent. Dental Alvpal. Velar

p t k

b d a

Affricates

Spirants

Nasals

Laterals

Flaps

Trills

m n fl

x

II. VOWELS

Front Central Back

High

Mid

Low
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FORMATIONAL STATEMENT
OF SPANISH PHONEMES

I. CONSONANTS
1. A voiceless bilabial stop [p].

2. A voiced bilabial stop [b].

3. A voiceless dental stop [t],

4. A voiced dental stop [d],

5. A voiceless velar stop [A;].

6. A voiced velar stop [g].

The voiceless stops are unaspirated. The voiced stops are spirantized to [0],

[5], and [y] respectively unless they follow a pause or occur after a nasal or lateral

at the same point of articulation.

7. A voiceless alveopalatal affricate [c].

8. A voiceless labiodental spirant [/].

9. A voiceless dental spirant [«]. This sound becomes voiced when it occurs

immediately before a voiced consonant.

10. A voiceless velar spirant [x].

11. A voiced bilabial nasal [m]. This is pronounced at the labiodental point of

articulation when it occurs before a labiodental sound.

12. A voiced dental nasal [n\. This is pronounced at the velar point of articula-

tion when it precedes a velar consonant.

13. A voiced alveopalatal nasal [ji\.

14. A voiced dental lateral [I].

15. A voiced alveopalatal lateral [y].
10

16. A voiced dental flap [r].

17. A voiced dental trill [?].

II. VOWELS
1. A high front vowel [*].

2. A mid front vowel [e],

3. A low central vowel [a].

4. A mid back vowel [o],

5. A high back vowel [u].

All vowels are nasalized when they occur before the nasal consonants. The
mid vowels are more close when they occur in open syllables.

III. PROSODIC PHONEMES
A strong and a weak stress. The strong stress is marked with ['] over the

stressed vowel.

10 In some dialects this phoneme is phonetically a voiced alveopalatal semivowel [y],

in others it appears frictionized to the point where it approaches a voiced alveopalatal

spirant [z].
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minimal pairs. If two words which differ only by one phone occur in a

language, the two words are a minimal pair. Four minimal pairs of English are

:

([bit] —-a small amount \[txn] —brownish-yellow

{[bid] —to offer {[ten] —10

\ [byuti]—handsomeness ([pdmit]—to allow

{[buti —loot {[pdmit]—a pass

If exchanging one phone for another in a word changes the meaning, it is

positive proof that these two phones are two separate phonemes. The fact that

[bid] means to offer and [bit] means a small amount in English proves that the

English-speaking person hears the [d] and [t] as different sounds. And if two
phones sound different to a native, they are in reality two phonemes, [d] and
[t] are therefore two separate phonemes in English.

There are two types of minimal pairs:

1. One phone vs. another phone

[stl], [zil] (seal, zeal)

2. One phone vs. nothing

[hoi], [51] (hall, all)

Both of these types occur commonly in languages and both are useful as phoneme
proofs.

Albanian 11 furnishes us with an example of the use of minimal pairs as a phoneme
proof. Both ordinary [n] and velarized [n] occur in this language. These two
phones are very similar in sound, and there would normally be a tendency for the

investigator to ignore such small differences. But when he comes across the

minimal pairs: [nuk] not and [n
u
uk] suck, he is forced to recognize that ordinary

[n] and velarized [n] are two separate phonemes in Albanian.

The existence of a minimal pair is positive proof that there is a phonemic

difference between the two words involved. However it is not always possible

to find minimal pairs in a language. Some languages, like English, have an

abundance of minimal pairs while others, like Navaho, have only a few minimal

pairs.

When a language has no minimal pairs for a set of suspicious phonemes, some

other method must be used to prove that the similar sounds are separate pho-

nemes. In this case the next method is used.

fixed contrast in analogous position. When a sound is consistently

pronounced one way in certain surroundings, and a similar sound is consistently

pronounced another way in the same surroundings, we have what is called

fixed contrast in analogous position. Notice the example below:

baru house

peno coat

beru grass

pana fast

11 Data from G. S. Lowman.
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The word for house is always pronounced with a [&]. This is fixed pronunciation,

and shows that there is no free variation. The sound which contrasts with [b]

in the above example is [p]. It also is pronounced only one way, [p], when the

word for coat is given. There is therefore fixed contrast in the pronunciation of

[p] and [b], which eliminates any possibility of free variation between these two

sounds. Finally, both [p] and [b] occur in analogous position (both occur in

stressed syllables, next to the same vowels, [e] and [a], etc.). This eliminates

any possibility of conditioned variation, [p] and [b] are therefore two separate

phonemes.

In English, for example, we have minimal pairs for almost all sets of similar

phonemes. But we have no minimal pairs for [z] and [I]. However it is easy

to prove that [z] and [§] are different phonemes by fixed contrast in analogous

position

:

ni3es9 masher

kzd azure

mtzd measure
'V

sssan session

Each of these words is always pronounced with the same sound (either [z] or [s]

This eliminates any possibility of free variation. The first two words, [msesd]

and [sezd] show that there can only by one possibility of conditioned variation,

namely: [z] becomes [s] when preceded by [m]. But this possibility of con-

ditioned variation is disproved by the other two words, [mizd] and [sesan], in

which the [z] occurs with the [m\.

By fixed contrast in analogous position we know that there is a phonemic

difference between [d
y
] and [dy] and between [t

y
] and [ty] in the Nuer language of

Africa, for example

:

d ven he, she, it

dyel craftsman

fat to slip

tyaV to smash

The proof of phonemes by fixed contrast in analogous position is very reliable,

and it is possible to use it with practically every combination of similar sounds in

languages.

This proof can be used in two steps: First, eliminate any set of similar phones

which are mere free variants of one another. Then take each remaining phone

and see what surroundings it has each time it occurs.
[
pas], [kax], [ kar], [as],

[
pox], [kos], etc. would be examples of the different surroundings in which [a]

and [o] occur. If conditioned variation is shown in this check-up (i.e., if two

similar phones occur in mutually exclusive positions) , the two variants should be

written with one symbol for they are a single phoneme.

frequence of occurence. If a sound has a very low frequence of occurrence

(occurs in only one or two words), it must be treated with a great deal of suspicion

before calling it another phoneme. It may be a marginal sound, 12 such as the

12 See marginal forms, page 117-118.
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glottal stop and nasalized vowels in the English negative huh-uh [htfti- Marginal

sounds, when they occur, are best represented in writing with makeshift combina-

tions of real phoneme symbols. The above English negative could be written

[ha-a], for example.

native writing ability. A final confirmatory phoneme proof is to notice

whether or not the native can read and write his own language without any
trouble. If the native has no trouble either in reading or spelling words in his

language once he has learned the symbols for the phonemes, the phonemic
analysis of the language is probably correct.

the native impression. The native impression of whether sounds are the

same or different may assist in determining phonemes. However, the informant

may give misinformation, like saying that true homonyms13 actually sound

different (he may think they should sound different). A native will often begin

reacting to conditioned variation after working with a linguist for a time, saying

that two different phones (but the same phoneme) are different. For these

reasons, if it is necessary to use the native impression, it is better to ask a native

with whom no linguist has previously worked. Any information gotten in this

manner should be confirmed with other natives. In any case, the native impres-

sion should only be used as a last resort.

interpreting prosodic features. Interpreting prosodic features pho-

nemically may be somewhat difficult. One prosodic feature may condition

another prosodic feature, or in other cases consistently accompany another

prosodic feature, and it is often hard to know which feature is basic.

To determine whether or not a prosodic feature is phonemic, the pattern of

occurrence on words can be observed. If a different prosodic pattern occurs

consistently on each word, [ mono], [sa ko], [mo si], [ mesu], there is probably some
type of a phonemic prosodic feature.

Other problems with prosodic features are: A secondary stress may be a

separate phoneme, or only a reinforcing stress. Prosodic phonemes may be

placed on some syllables and left off of others, resulting in something like the

"toneless" syllables of Chinese. A glide pitch may be either a combination of

two pitch phonemes, or a single phoneme by itself. Long vowels may represent

one of three systems

:

1. A series of separate vowel phonemes, some of which are intrinsically

longer than others (English, German).

2. Occurrence of double vowels—the same phoneme repeated (Navaho).

3. A true prosodic feature of length which may apply to any or almost any

of the basic short vowels (Hopi, Malay).

a caution. While certain sounds may be described as conditioned variants

in which the conditioning factor has been absorbed (as in the first English example

on page 60), caution should be used before making such a phonemic analysis.

It is best to avoid describing something that just isn't there unless it obviously

13 Homonyms are two or more phonetically identical words which have different mean-

ings : see and sea in English, for example.
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represents a strong native impression. While such a description often simplifies

the orthography by reducing the number of characters, if it violates the native

impression, it is not very good from a practical standpoint.

ALPHABET FORMATION

A phonemic alphabet has one and only one character for each phoneme.

This type of alphabet is easiest for the native to read and write, and not difficult

for the foreigner to use once he learns the phonemes and their automatic vari-

ations.

One of the examples of free variation given on page 58 is rewritten phonetically

here:

pitqwe moon godkoda pig

dede tongue pitqwe moon
koBgoBa pig deBe tongue

teBe tongue bitqwe moon

If this were to be rewritten phonemically, we would have to choose one char-

acter to represent each phoneme. Then the phonemically written words would

appear as below:

pitqwe moon
koBkoBa pig

teBe tongue

In pronunciation, the phoneme for which we have chosen the character [p]

would sometimes be pronounced as the phone [p] and sometimes as the phone [b],

pitqwe, bitqwe

The first four words illustrating conditioned variation (page 60) could be

rewritten phonemically in this manner:

rosa rose si yes

mismo same esta this

In this case, the phoneme [s] would always be automatically voiced when it

appeared before a voiced consonant.

When actually making a practical alphabet for a language, there are many
other factors that have to be taken into consideration.

A perfect alphabet has a symbol for every primary phoneme, and no other

symbols. If possible, the use of hm for [m], hw for [w], kh for [x], gh for [7], zh

for [z], ch for [c], and other similar double letters for single phonemes should be

avoided, especially if one of the component letters is also used to indicate another

phoneme.

If there are any phonemes left which are doubtful (for instance, if it is not

known whether [a] and [0] are one or two phonemes), the symbol which seems to

occur least often should be eliminated. That way one alphabet letter will be

used for writing both phones. The reason is this: in case a mistake has been

made in figuring out the phonemes, it is much easier for a native to pronounce

one symbol two Avays than to write one phoneme with two symbols.
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The characters should be easy to print, avoiding diacritical marks wherever

possible, s should be used for the phoneme [s], for example, if there is no pho-

neme [s] in the language. The characters should also be easy to read. Dia-

critical marks and letters too similar to each other in form are hard for the

native to read, and are to be avoided. As much as possible the symbols chosen

should correspond to those of the trade language. For example, in a Spanish

trade language area we would use j for [x], since it has that phonetic value in the

traditional orthography of the Spanish language. In a Chinese trade language

area, phoneme symbols whose shape resembles the traditional Chinese characters

are often better received than Latin symbols. In India, Sanskrit characters,

such as are used at the present time in Tamil and Hindustani, would perhaps be

preferable.

In the phonetic alphabet given on pages 53 to 54 there are plenty of suggestions

for letters. It will ordinarily be all right to use a letter slightly divergent if

desired, such as using a q for a back voiceless stop, in case the k is needed for

another back voiceless stop.

One should always print when writing in the native language. Handwriting

introduces another set of symbols which will only cause confusion to the native.

Note that the use of small letters and capitals is also the use of two signs for the

same phoneme. The use of capitals is best avoided, even for proper names and

deity. Custom is so strong in respect to this, however, that it is not always

possible to avoid their use.

The alphabet, when given in sequence, should be given in a more or less tradi-

tional order. That is, an order somewhat corresponding to a, b, d, e, f, g . . .

rather than a ''scientific" order such as p, t, k, b, d, g,f,s.... The order of the

phonetic alphabet on pages 53 to 54 is more or less traditional, and one will not

go wrong following this order.

Prosodic phonemes—stress, pitch, length—may or may not be included in

the writing system. Scientifically, any of these factors which are phonemic

should be indicated. Practically, it may not be necessary at all, especially if

there are very few minimal pairs (such as [pdmit] and [pdmit] in English) involving

prosodic features only. A native will usually have no trouble reading in un-

marked prosodic phonemes in such a language.

An acute accent ['] over the vowel is the best sign to use for strong stress,

unless pitch also occurs in the language. Where pitch is to be indicated, all

pitches do not necessarily need to be marked. With three pitches, for example,

high and low may be marked, leaving the other unmarked; or two of the pitches

may be marked when they occur, and the most frequent left unmarked. Where

vowel length is a true prosodic feature (see page 78), a raised dot [a'] or a macron

[a] may be used to indicate it. Or if it doesn't cause the native too much trouble

in reading, double vowels may be used for ease of printing.

Contour has been indicated in a practical orthography with various accent

marks [sd], [sd], [sd], [so], [sd]. Where there is a large number of contours, these

may be written both above and below as has been done in Cantonese: [sd],

[sa], [sd], [sa], or more complex contours can be represented graphically as has
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been done with remarkable success in the following sample of Chinanteco writing

(John 3:16):

le s la\ ba' ka \ b x ?inv diea/ jm3vgui v

?e\ ka \ kuA_ni v jo
n
^r3 s ?i

n
* ja

nn\
sen\ , kon ?^ ?viv 5e\ ja \ len? v dzea \

?i
n
' ja^v ta^ni^ ja^ dzea^ ?3,rn\ , dziu'

sea \ ba^ jm3\giii % kiea?*T3 x dov ni _ b? v .

fan/ 3:16

If there are several dialects to decide on, or if some speakers distinguish

phonemes that others do not, the dialect with the fewest phonemes should be

used—it will be easier to print and easier to read by the majority.

If these general rules are followed, the alphabet will be useable and scientific.

SECONDARY PHONEMES

Many types of secondary phones are given on pages 48 to 50. In most

languages the use of various secondary phones makes a difference in meanings.

For example, there are three different meanings carried by the intonation pat-

terns in the following three sentences (pitch level is indicated by the height of

the contour line)

:

her iz a fyr set ha horrid

ber iz a fyr set ha horrid

her iz a fyr set da homo

If the use of a secondary phone makes a difference in meaning, it is a secondary

phoneme, and should in some way be indicated in the orthography. This is

usually done with various punctuation marks: commas, semicolons, periods,

exclamation points, question marks, and underlining. For instance, the three

sentences given above could be written phonemically in the following manner

:

her iz a fyr set da horrid,

her iz a fyr set ha horrid?

her iz a fyr! set ha homo!

DISTRIBUTION

Every language has a certain limited number of combinations in which pho-

nemes occur with one another. English, for example, allows [r] to occur after

any word-initial stop [p], \t], [h], [b], [d], [g], but only after voiceless spirants
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(except [s] and [h]) : pry, tree, crush, bread, draw, grab, freeze, three, shrew. These

various allowable combinations make up what is called the distribution of the

phonemes of the language. Any other combination is "unpronounceable" by a

native of that language.

In the Spanish language, [s] is never followed by a stop when it occurs in the

same syllable. We have [estdtua], [eskritura], [esponga] (statue, scripture, sponge),

but [stdtua], [skritura], and [sponga] are unpronounceable in Spanish.

In English, [n] never occurs initially in a syllable. The following words, taken

from the Maranaw language of the Philippines, are unpronounceable in English:

nari mouth nipun tooth

nana edge nguga?an stop

As can already be seen, the distribution of the phonemes of a language is

governed by certain units. In the Spanish illustration above, for example, the

governing unit is the syllable:
u

[s] is never followed by a stop when it occurs in

the same syllable." These units which govern the distribution are called the

basic units of a language. The basic units differ from language to language

—

in English the basic units are syllables and morphemes. The entire distribution

in English may be described in terms of initial, medial, and final positions in

either the syllable or the morpheme.

A complete charting of distribution would be necessary for a complete descrip-

tion of a language. This would mean checking as to which phonemes can

occur in the initial, medial, and final positions of syllables, morphemes, words,

and phrases. 14 It would also mean seeing which phonemes can occur before and

after each phoneme in each of the above positions (making a distinction between

phonemes of the same syllable, CCVC, and phonemes of adjacent syllables,

CVC-CV—i.e., monosyllabic groups and ambisyllabic groups). It may mean
seeing which phonemes can occur after and before each of the above combina-

tions. For a complete analysis it would be necessary to check on all possible

non-adjacent conditioning also (this is rarely an important feature, however), as

well as the effect of prosodic features. When the research is completed and the

results condensed wherever possible, the final result will be somewhat similar

to the following outline of the distribution in English

:

I. Primary Phonemes.

A. Segmental Phonemes
(unless otherwise specified, the basic unit in terms of which distribution is described

is the morpheme)
1. Consonants

a. Initial consonants

[n] and [z] never occur initially

b. Initial clusters

general notes—All initial clusters begin with stops (except affricates), spirants

(except [5], [z], [z]), or [m]. All initial clusters ending with [y] always are

followed b}'- [u].

14 These five basic units are described in detail as follows: syllable (page 40), morpheme
(page 86), word (page 87), phrase (page 87), and sentence (page 87).
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(1) Clusters beginning with voiced spirants or [m] are only of one type: CC,
in which the second consonant is [y]. [myuzik], [vyu].

(2) [h] only occurs with [y] or [w]. [hyuj], [hwen].

(3) The rest of the voiceless spirants (exc. [s]) and the stops may be followed

by [r]. [friz], [0r6], [JnJd], [pre], [tre]

2. Vowels

a. Single vowels

(1) None of the open vowels except [a] may occur in final position. The
three diphthongs may occur in final position. [bi], [me], [gxgse], [po], [h6],

[blu],[sina],[dY],[kw],[b6].

(2) Every vowel except [u] may occur in initial position, [il], [in], [ek],

[ig], [set], [an], [51], [did], [uz], [dp], [hn], [wt], [U].

(3) The four back vowels or the three diphthongs do not occur before the

voiced affricate, [sij], [rij], [ej], [hij], [bay], [Idj], [ftf]

B. Prosodic Phonemes
1. The syllables [-al], [-am], and [-an] in final position in morphemes never receive a

strong stress, [bdlal], [kxzam], [bdtan].

2. There is never more than one strong stress in a single morpheme, although there
may be within one word, [pdsabal], [ri-iteet], [ri-du]

II. Secondary Phonemes
A. When very strongly stressed words occur (indicating contrast, etc.), there is usually

only one in any one sentence, [dxt btik iz myn].

B. Intonation patterns only occur in short sentences. In long sentences, there are

usually several successive intonation patterns, [du yu wdnt tu g6f], [du yu wdnt iu

gd? hwen wi kdmf]

etc.

It would take several pages to complete this description, but this must be done

for any language which is to be completely described.

This complete check-up may be of value for finding some cases of conditioned

variation which had previously escaped notice. If the distribution of two similar

"phonemes" is found to be such that they occur in mutually exclusive positions,

they are in reality a single phoneme. Such an observation will be easy to make
upon examination of the distribution of the various sounds in relation to the

others.

Noting the distributional pattern of the language may give further light on the

phonemic analysis. Distribution pattern symmetry helps to determine whether

a diphthong is [ai] or [ay], for example. In language A theCW pattern makes it
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necessary to consider that [i], as it occurs in the last word, is a vowel, and the

word is correctly written phonemically just as it stands [mat]. In language B,

however, the pattern is CVC, so [i] is without a doubt a consonant—probably

the phoneme [y]. In this case, the word should be written phonemically [lay].

BLANGUAGE A LANGUAGE

SUO ran

bei por

mae sel

rau kag

mat lai

Pattern symmetry also helps to determine whether [i] and [y] as they occur in the

English words [ic], [mit], [yes], and [yuz] are the same phoneme (as in Spanish) or

different phonemes. In English, we never have a sound doubled in the same
morpheme :

15

mini si-ic

dn-non min

If [y] were the same phoneme as [i], the word [yisl] would not fit this pattern of no

doubled sounds. Therefore [i] and [y] must be different phonemes. The
English word [wund] in a similar way proves that [u] and [w] are separate pho-

nemes in English.

Distribution analysis also makes it easy to form new words for the native

which will fit into his phonetic pattern . By first fitting loan words to the native 's

distribution pattern, unpronounceable and difficult words will be avoided.

For ordinary cases of merely learning a language, or even for writing up a

description for another person to use in learning the language, it is not necessary

to make such a complete distributional analysis. It is only necessary to make
sure one doesn't violate the native distribution pattern when giving the native

a new word.

MARKERS

Features of the distribution of various phonemes often serve to mark off

the junctures between certain basic units in the language.

1. Consonants and clusters are syllable markers in Spanish. (Division is

made between vowel and following consonant or between combinations

of two consonants, unless last consonant of combination is |7] or [r].)

lo-sem-ple-a-do-san-sio-nes-no-es-tan-mwi-bue-nos-pa-ra-no-so-tros

2. Certain complicated consonant clusters, [rvy], [nn], [mpsm], and [stst],

for example, are morpheme markers in English.

yur-vyu-av-an-an-non-mxn. hi-wil-glimps-niY-lxst-stdp.

Sometimes a certain secondary phoneme will be used in a language only to

mark the juncture between various basic units.

15 Morpheme divisions are indicated in the example with hyphens. For a definition of a

morpheme, see page 86.
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1. Pause is a phrase and a sentence marker in English. The pause used

as a sentence marker is longer than the pause used as a phrase marker.

hwen hi kem in, hi sat 8a dor. y tuk hiz hset, kot, send mdflo. it woz viri

kold wtsyd.

2. Stress is a word marker in Swahili (Africa). Every word is stressed on

the next to the last syllable, or on the last syllable (if only one syllable

long).

kuli kua na mtu wa mafari seo jina lake.

If pause, stress, weakening, or some other secondary phoneme is used as a

word marker in a language, it is well to indicate it with spacing between the

words. If combinations of primary phonemes are word markers (as in English)

or there are no word markers (as in Spanish or French), it is still a good thing to

separate words from one another in the writing by means of spacing. This of

course is what is done in the traditional writing of almost every language.

When there is no phonetic juncture like the [-] in English [nyt-ret] (night-rate)

inside of words, then each word should be written as one unit, as has been done

with the Eskimo word on page 213. Natives of most languages can read un-

divided words more easily.

Word divisions (optional pause phoneme to be written with a space whether

or not it actually occurs) can be found in any language by having the native

slow down speech until spaces appear. These are true phonemic (but optional)

word markers.

Sometimes punctuation marks used to write secondary phonemes may also

serve to indicate markers. The English punctuations [.], [£], and [/] not only

serve to indicate sentence intonations, but also serve as sentence markers,

indicating where there is between-sentence pause.

CONCLUSIONS

A study of the phonemics of a language is merely determining which sounds are

significant to the native, and which are not. Phonemics is of primary importance

in the analysis and learning of a language. It is impossible to correctly work
out and learn much of the grammar of a language without first analyzing the

phonemes according to the principles that have been set forth in this chapter.
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GRAMMAR

DEFINITIONS

morphemes. Utterances in any language are made up of a series of indivisi-

ble units of meaning or function. Each of these units is called a morpheme.

The English sentence below has been divided into its twelve morphemes:

8a Bri gre ksets kwikli swdlod 8a bdtd-milk. 1

I L I I i i l_J I. i I
I I

The three grey cats quickly swallowed the buttermilk.

A morpheme is usually composed of several phonemes ([5^], [kset], [kwik]), but

may be a single phoneme: [s]. A morpheme always has a more or less constant

phonemic structure and a more or less constant meaning or function.2 It is

easy to pick out the morpheme [milk] in the following words, for example,

because of its constant meaning and phonemic form

:

milki milky milk-batal milk bottle

milks milks rdbd-milk rubber milk

A morpheme is also a unit, entering into the active grammatical processes of the

language (building up words, phrases, etc.). 3

Morphemes are usually very easy to isolate in a language by noting which

phonetically similar forms recur with similar meaning or function. In the

phonetically written Bohemian sentences below, the form [mus] probably is a

single morpheme meaning man :

muS kopil tri yabilki The man bought three apples.

zena vazila yabilko The woman cooks the apple.

Sato yabilko yest dobri The apple is good.

mu§ vazi dobze The man cooks well.

tri muzi yi yabilki Three men eat apples.

The other morphemes, meaning cook, apple, good, etc., are all easy to pick out

of these same sentences.

There are two kinds of morphemes. A free form is any morpheme which can

stand alone. The following morphemes are free forms in English: Yes! Horse.

Me? Work! A bound form is a morpheme which cannot occur alone. Examples

1 This and all subsequent examples from languages are written phonemically unless

otherwise stated.
2 Thus they are distinguished from phonemes, which are meaningless.
3 Occasionally certain combinations of phonemes with constant meanings occur which

are not units, [slv] in receive, conceive, deceive, etc. and [fl] in flash , flare , flicker , flame

are not called morphemes because they do not take part as building units in the active

grammatical processes of the language.

86
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in English are: -ed, -ing, -ish, un-. The free and bound forms are shown in the

sentence below with the initials F and B:

8a ksets kwfkli swdlod 8a bdto-milk

FFBFBF BF

Bound forms may be indicated in orthography by the use of hyphens: [-is],

[an-], [-iy], etc. (see page 150).

A bound form which occurs at the beginning of a free form, such as [an-] in

[dn-jdstli], is called a prefix. If occurring at the end, like [-U] in the above

example, it is called a suffix.

sentences. A sentence is a single complete linguistic utterance4—a word or

group of words which is grammatically independent of surrounding words and

cannot be subdivided into grammatically independent groups.

8a msen bot sam wud.

no! yu kxn ndt!

hi went fisiy , bat hi ritond wi8wt sniffs.

Bri tYmz a de iz ofan indf.

hWY?

forms. As can be seen by the above, morphemes are the smallest units in

grammatical structure and sentences are the largest units. In most languages

there are also several grammatical units of intermediate size such as stems, words,

phrases, and clauses. 5 These forms, as such intermediate-sized units of one or

more morphemes are called, are the building units for making up sentences.

We would not expect to find the same type of forms in every language. While

most languages have units that could be called "words", it is hard to know just

what would be called a word in Zapoteco (Mexico). Yokuts (California) has no

clauses, since all the sentences are extremely simple in construction.

There are two kinds of these intermediate forms:

1. Attributive

2. Non-attributive

With the attributive type, the various parts center around a principal part

called the head. In the case of the non-attributive type, the parts together form

a unit, but no one of them stands out as the head.

The attributive type is illustrated by the English phrases:

8a big rid bdksaz

nevd jdmpt hy

kwikli rsen mtu 8a strit

It will be noticed that each of these phrases has a central word around which the

rest of the phrase is grouped. This central part (underlined in the above

phrases) is the head.

4 The word utterance has been used throughout this book in the generally accepted sense;

vocal expression (Webster).
6 A stem is a principal or basic part of a word, a word is the smallest form that can stand

alone, a phrase is a unit of one or more words, and a clause is a larger unit of one or more
phrases.
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Non-attributive forms are illustrated by clauses in English:

hwen hi opand 8a dor 8e brot In 8a bdksaz.

8a msen lukt intu 8a txnk bat hi kud nat si eni g&s.

They differ from simple phrases in that they do not possess a head. The char-

acteristic feature of these larger forms in English is the fact that when the con-

necting particles [bat], [hwen], etc.) are removed, each construction can stand

alone as a full sentence.

Other examples of attributive and non-attributive constructions appear in

single words in English:

1. Attributive (head underlined)

rdnin

dn-trudfal

2. Non-attributive

noz-dYv

brek-nsk

Attributive forms are always of the same category as the head of the form ; if

the head of a phrase is a noun6
, the entire phrase is a noun; if the head is a verb,

the entire phrase is a verb, etc. The exact meaning of the term category is taken

up in chapter 7, but the two sentences below will serve to illustrate roughly what

is meant by the above statement

:

8a big red bdksaz fel wt

bdksaz fel wt

It will be seen that both the phrase [8a big red bdksaz] and the phrase head [bdksaz]

can take the same position (the noun position) in the above sentences.

It is often convenient to classify attributive forms according to the category

of the head, calling phrases, for example, noun phrases, verb phrases, etc.

TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION

Each language has a limited number of characteristic types of construction.

The characteristic word types, phrase types, and sentence types make up the

grammatical pattern of each language.

Sentence types illustrate what is meant by characteristic types of construction

of a language and also show some of the problems involved.

English simple sentences, for example, differ quite a bit from one another in

grammatical form but they can be classified into a limited number (three) main

groups:

I. Declarative

a. Subject-goal

8a bn rsen horn,

hi hxz a dog.

6 A category division in English. For definition of category, see page 119.
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hi hxz gon.

hi hxz nat gon.

8a mxn daz nat go.

8a mxn daz go.

b. Equational

8a mxn iz gud.

8a mxn iz rYtirj a letd.

II. Interrogative

a. Subject-goal

daz 8a bn ran horn?

hxz hi gon?

hwin daz hi go.

b. Equational

iz 8a mxn gud?

iz 8x1 so?

III. Imperative

a. Subject-goal

ran horn,

giv it bxk.

b. Equational

bi gud.

apir bitd.

The sentence types used differ from language to language, of course. In

English, for example, questions and statements belong in two separate sentence

types:

8a hws iz red.

iz 8a hws rid?

but in Malay, these two sentences are identical in structure, and belong to one

sentence type

:

rumah itu mera.

house that red

rumah itu mera ka.

house that red ?

Thus we would not expect to find declarative, interrogative, and imperative

sentences in languages outside the Indo-European group.

Sentences in any one language are classified in groups A, B, C, etc. based on the

main patterns of grammatical structure, then each sentence type A, B, C, etc.

can be named, if desired, by some feature of meaning common to all the sentences

of the same type.

A few of the sentence types occuring in languages are illustrated below as ex-

amples of what may be found.
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DECLARATIVE IMPERSONAL

da msen hot sam fud. no nesesita (Spanish)

not necessitates

EQUATIONAL INSTRUMENT-ACTION

da msen iz gud. ipinuitul nya an guiluk (Tagalog7
)

rumah itu m6ra. (Malay) was-cut-with by-him the bolo-knife

house that red

Often in looking over constructions one can distinguish between a predicate

(principal verb phrase), a subject (noun phrase which grammatically or se-

mantically is connected to the predicate as the initiator of the action repre-

sented by the verb), and object (noun phrase which grammatically or semantic-

ally is connected to the predicate as the receiver of the action represented by the

verb). Sometimes the arrangement or relative order of these three sections

determines the type of construction or sentence type.

Other possible sentence type names are negative, positive, deliberative, personal,

impersonal, intensive, repetitive, definite, indefinite, reflexive, in other words almost

any name or combination of names given in the sample category names on pages

122-126. The important thing to do is to classify the sentence types first, then

give each group an appropriate name.

There are always a few sentences in each language which seem to be merely

fragments of one of the regular sentence types of the language. There may also

be certain other set expressions or idioms which do not fit the regular sentence

types. These irregular and fragmentary sentences are usually all classed in one

group called minor sentence types. A complete outline of English sentence

types, including also these minor sentence types, is given below

:

Major Sentence Types

1. Declarative

da ba rxn horn.

2. Interrogative

iz da b& gud?

3. Imperative

go horn.

Minor Sentence Types

1. Supplements (any words which complete a meaning)

yes.

a hors.

hwen y gd.

7 Philippine Islands.
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2. Warnings (in English these sentences consist of the name of the danger)

Jyt!

a bdgh!

3. Interjections (surprise words, swear words, etc.)

wc!

jii

ndts.

4. Idioms (certain set combinations)

hw du yu duf

wo iz mi.

so lor).

The sentences of any language can be analyzed in this same way into major

and minor types, with appropriate subdivisions. If this analysis has been well

made, every sentence of the language will fit into one of the types which has been

worked out.

In somewhat the same way, English phrases can be classified. There are three

main types:

1. Noun Phrases

8 a big rid bdksaz

an old m&n
hi old msen bilo in 8a Idbi

2. Verb Phrases

jdmpt hy yestdde

kwikli rsen intu 8a strit

fits sndgli in 8a hoi

3. Preposition Phrases

in 8a hws
andd 8a brij

tu 8 a barn

tu ran f&sto

It is apparent that there are three completely different patterns since each type

of phrase is made up of a certain class of words (adjectives, adverbs, etc.), and

each type observes its own rules of order of the component parts.

In some languages it may be convenient to classify the patterns of word for-

mation. In English, for example, there are two principal types of words:

1. Simple words

dog

milk

bdtal

blxk

2. Compound words

milk-batal

blxk-bdd

J3ek-m-8a-baks

brek-nek

noz-dw
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Compound words in English are series of simple words in which only the first of

the combination carries a strong stress. Either simple words or compound words

may receive certain prefixes and suffixes: [dogz], [blsek-bddz], [blsekd], [ndn-

noz-dYvirj].

There may be more complicated constructions such as forms in apposition

(grammatically equivalent forms occurring in a parallel construction), quotation

(repetition of a form previously uttered by the same speaker or another), or

parentheses (auxiliary explanations inserted in an otherwise coherent construc-

tion. Such forms may be found in any language.

In many languages words can be classified according to how they are made up
of bound forms and free forms. There are two methods of word formation in

languages based on this feature

:

1. Word composition

2. Word derivation

Word composition is the uniting of two or more free forms together to make
another word. The word that is formed is called a compound word, and may
have a meaning quite distinct from the meanings of its components. Word
composition may be illustrated by means of a formula in this manner

:

F + F -> FF

F + F + F -* FFF

etc.

Examples of compound words in English have already been given.

Word derivation is the uniting of a bound form to a free form or one or more

bound forms to produce a word. The result is called a derived word.

B -f B -» BB amdble (Spanish) 8

i i i

B + F -+ BF unsafe

F + B -> FB greenish

B + F + B -* BFB unsafely

etc.

Certain types of word derivation have in the past been classified separately

and called inflection. Such a procedure is unnecessary and the term inflection is

falling into disuse at the present time.

For the simplest description, sentence types should be described in terms of

8 There are no English words of the BB type. It might be argued that receive is an

example of this, especially when the following words are considered: deceive, reject, deject.

However, the meanings of the "morphemes" [ri-] and [siv] are so vague in these cases that

it is best for practical descriptive linguistics to call each entire word of this type a single

morpheme, as indeed each really is to the native American.
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the phrase types which make them up, and phrase types described in terms of the

word types, etc.:

Declarative subject-goal

SUBJECT, GOAL

Declarative equational

SUBJECT, EQUATOR, EQUALITY

Subject

NOUN PHRASE

Goal

1. Transitive

TRANSITIVE VERB PHRASE, NOUN PHRASE

2. Intransitive

INTRANSITIVE VERB PHRASE

Equality

NOUN PHRASE OR ADJECTIVE

Noun phrase

ARTICLE, NUMBER, DESCRIBERS, COLORS, NOUN, LOCATORS

(Conditional) '
' (Optional)

(Optional)

LAYERS OF CONSTRUCTION

It is noted that there appear layers of construction, when describing the types

of construction of a language. These are the layers in which morphemes are

built into words, phrases, and sentences. Morphemes unite to form words,

words unite to form phrases, phrases form clauses, and clauses form sentences.

We do not have a simple uniting of morphemes to form sentences. Describing

sentences in terms of phrases, and phrases in terms of words, etc., as described in

the previous paragraph, reflects this situation.

If it were ever found adviseable or necessary for purposes of analysis or descrip-

tion to diagram the layers of construction of a form, it could be done as in the

English word workers:

w$k d ft

.j _

1

1 st layer

2nd layer

The first layer of construction is the combination of [wdk] and [a] to form [wdkd].

Then the next layer of construction is the addition of [z] to this first combination.

We know that these two layers exist because it is obvious that [z] pluralizes the

entire construction [waAra], not just part of it.

The word un-playboy-like presents a more complicated construction:

an pie
|

bn

i

i

lYk

1
st layer

2nd layer

3rd layer
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The phrase King of England's in the combination the King of England's hat

is divided into layers of construction in the following manner

:

kin

l !

av
|

1 iygland
\

z

_

Note that this type of analysis prevents one from thinking that England's is one

unit, with the resultant absurdity England's hat.

The sentence the man and his son have gone home, hut they will return soon can

be divided into layers of construction as follows:

8a mxn xnd hiz sdn 1 hxv gon horn 1 bat be \wil ritm sun

Realization that sentences are not just series of words, but are combina-

tions of constructions (which themselves are combinations of smaller construc-

tions) is of course essential to proper description and use of a language. This is

especially important when there is some type of syntactic agreement between

the various parts of the sentence, as in the example:

8a mxn xnd hiz sdn i i hxv gon

compare

:

hiz sdn
|

j
hdez gon ....

As can be seen, neglect of the fact that [8a mxn xnd hiz sdn] as a construction

goes with the verb [hxv] might result in the use of the singular form of the verb

where in reality it must be plural.

The forms that are divided from one another are called the constituents.

The constituents existing together in each layer of construction are called im-

mediate constituents. In the first example above, there are two immediate

constituents in the second layer of construction :

wdkd
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But [w5kd] can itself be subdivided into two immediate constituents in the first

layer of construction:

wdk

In the same way in the next example, [an] and [pUbnlyk] are the immediate con-

stituents of [dnplebnlyk], [plebn] and [lyk] are the immediate constituents of

[plebnlyk], etc.

If two constituents are equal in rank to one another, they are called coordinate

constructions: [pie] [bn]. If one of the constituents is inferior in rank to another

construction (describes or qualifies the other construction), it is said to be a sub-

ordinate construction—subordinate to the other, [an] in the above example is

subordinate to [plebnlfk].

A single constituent can be non-continuous. In the phrase fil 8a txnk dp,

for example, the immediate constituents are fil . . . dp and 8a tseyk, in which the

fil . . . dp is a non-continuous immediate constituent. Such non-continuous

segments can be classed as single constituents if they are parallel to other single

constituents in the same language in which there is no non-continuity, as giv dp

in giv dp 8a gost, or in this case we also have the phrase fil dp 8a txnk.

For simplicity of construction one might consider English combinations such as

i8d . . .or and ,...,..., and as co-used forms, but neither of these latter is an

example of a single constituent.

Immediate constituent construction is always important in the grammar of a

language. The phrase old men and women in English may have two meanings

(old men and old women vs. women and old men) depending on how the division

into immediate constituents is made. In some languages this phrase may al-

ways mean old men and old women, if the immediate constituent division is

between old and men, while in other languages the same phrase may always

mean women and old men, if the immediate constituent division is somewhere

between men and women.9

TAXEMES

For a complete description of the grammar of a language, there not only must

be an analysis of the types of construction, but each morpheme or form entering

into the combination must itself be described. There are three taxemes (descrip-

tive features of morphemes):

1. Order

2. Phonemic structure

3. Selection

The English prefix [ri-] as in [ri-ajdst], [ri-mek], [ri-sind], can be described as

follows:

The prefix [ri-] is

used with any verb.

8 Example from Rulon S. Wells.
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In the above example, taxemes are stated as follows:

TAXEME HOW STATED

Order—first. "prefix"

Phonemic structure—no change. no change is mentioned

Selection—with any verb. "with any verb"

The English word [a] as in [a kset], [an eg], [an old kset], is described in this manner

:

[a] may be placed before any singular noun or noun phrase.

If the following word begins with a vowel, [-n] is added

to the [a]: [an].

In this case, the taxemes are described in the following manner

:

HOW STATED

"before

TAXEMES

Order—first.

Phonemic structure

—

[-n] is placed "If the following word begins with

after [a] when it is followed by a a vowel, [-n] is added to the [a]

:

vowel. [an]"

Selection—with any noun or noun "may be placed . . . any noun or

phrase. noun phrase"

order. The order of morphemes is usually very important. In English, for

example, the pluralizing morpheme [s] must always be a suffix—it cannot be

placed before the word to be pluralized.

In some languages there are several ranks of order, and affixes must always

occur in the same relative order. English adjectives, for example, must all pre-

cede the noun which they qualify and they also must be in the proper order with

one another.

GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV

(articles) (numbers) (describers) (colors)

sam sfks h£pi red

da fffl big yelo

8iz fyu old grinis

eni dki-ffv skwer blsek

lorj

Adjectives in group I must precede all others. Adjectives in group II must

precede those in groups III and IV, etc. Adjectives in the same group, how-

ever, may be placed in any order with each other:

8a rwnd, flset, red bdks

3 3 4

fl£t, rwnd, red bdks

3 4

bdksaz

1

8a

1

Sri

2

8is

1

flat,

3

3

big

3

red

4

red

4

etc.

bdks

bdks
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There is a fifth group of adjectives which always occurs after the noun. These

adjectives specify location.

8a Ori men bilo

1 2 5

phonemic structure. The phonemic change or lack of change of morphemes

as they combine is called phonemic structure. Phonemic changes are very com-

plex and numerous. To avoid confusion the most important of these are

grouped below in outline form.

I. Consonant Change

A. Loss of consonant

fife + s-»ffis (English)

fifth s fifths

si -f- him —> si im (English)

see him

el + libro —> e libro (Spanish)

the book

B. Development of consonant

Ion + 9 —> lorjgd (English)

long er longer

a -{- eg —> an eg (English)

an egg

si + to —> sito9 (Navaho)
my water my water

C. Metathesis (interchange of two sounds)

atip —> aptan (Tagalog)

roofing what is to

be roofed

D. Haplology (dropping one of two like syllables)

prdbabd + li —> prdbli (English)

probable ly probably

E. Assimilation (one sound becoming like another sound)

Assimilation may be classified according to four general charac-

teristics :

1. Partial or Complete

a. Partial

un + peso —> um peso (Spanish)

a peso (a coin)

b. Complete

lit + go —> leg go (English)

let go

2. Regressive or Progressive

a. Regressive

un -f- peso —» um peso (Spanish)

a peso (a coin)
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b. Progressive

dog + s —> rf^grs (English)

dog s dogs

3. According to Point of articulation or according to Mode of

articulation or both

a. according to Point

un + peso —> wm peso (Spanish)

a peso

b. according to Mode
bop + w/bfc —> bobufok (Efik, Africa)

house build build the house

c. according to Point and Mode
Z& + ww —> Zfw mi (English)

let me

4. Contiguous or Non-contiguous

a. Contiguous

to -f- s —> fcarz (English)

car s cars

b. Non-contiguous

si §Ynd sam suz —> si §Ynd sam huz (English)

she shined some shoes

Occasionally there are certain special types of assimilation which

may not be recognized as such:

1. Unvoicing of final consonant

tdge —> tdk (German)
days day

2. Weakening medially (voicing, spirantization, or actual loss

of consonant between vowels)

gris —> grizi (some dialects of English)

grease greasy

ma -f- kale —> magale (Tern, Africa)

my to read my reading

lit + <*s —> lis (English)

let us

3. Palatalization (modification of a consonant toward the alveo-

palatal position by the effect of a high front vowel or by the

effect of an alveopalatal consonant)

did + yy> —* diju (English)

did you

wiht + yah —> wihtahu (Zoque, Mexico)
walk they walked

ken + yah —> kerjahu (Zoque)
to see they saw it
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F. Dissimilation (one sound becoming unlike another; rarer than as-

similation)

ne?ks + fa
?y —> ne9ksca?y- (Zoque)

to stick to stay to stay stuck

A rather complicated system of dissimilation determines the verb

suffix in the Chichewa (Africa) language. 10

G. Vocalization (change of a consonant into a vowel)

-ruq'wavih —* aruq'oavi (Southern Paiute, Colorado) 11

underlies lies under it

nampayana —> nampaiarja (Southern Paiute)

his foot

[II. Vowel Change
A. Loss of vowel

go -f- ciwe —> go w6 (English)

go away

kr&- -f- -en —> krin (Spanish)

believe they they believe

B. Development of vowel

glses + 8 ' —> glsesaz (English)

glass s glasses

fit + t -> //^ (English)

fit ed fitted

sentir —> siento (Spanish)

feel I feel

C. Assimilation

Vowel assimilation also may be either partial or complete, regres-

sive or progressive, etc.

ke + ubom —> kuubom (Efik)

in canoe

iliwi + an —> ilawan (Shilh, Africa)

thorn thorns

bux -\- er —* bixtr12 (German)
book books

In some languages which use morphemes of one syllable in length,

the vowels of all the morphemes in any one word are assimilated to

one another. This is called vowel harmony.

sevildirememek

not to be able to cause to be loved

yazuduramamak
not to be able to cause to be written

Turkish

aka oto ede ono (Efik)

he goes he comes from he sleeps he gives

10 Data from Mark Hanna Watkins.
11 Southern Paiute data from Edward Sapir.
12 Partial assimilation of vowels as to point of articulation is often called umlauting.
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D. Vowel centralization

In English and in several other languages, all or most of the vowels

of certain or all words change to a mid central vowel, especially

when unstressed.

y xm goirj tu go —> am gana go. (English)

I am going to go

E. Consonantilization (change of a vowel into a consonant)

sektd + as —> xktras (English)

actor actress

eda —> una oba —> mma (Twi, Africa)

day days child children

go an —> gwdn (English)

go on

III. Trosodic Change
A. Stress changes

Where stress is a prosodic phoneme, stress changes as morphemes
unite, is common :

sa kanu + re —> saka nure

B. Length changes

The following is an example of length change

:

be:sa + malo —» besa:malo

Many languages require that some or all of their words follow a

certain rhythm pattern (see page 50). This usually results in

various compulsory length changes, as in the following Tubatulabal

(California) example.
13

ta'Wdgrnana'la

to go along causing him to see

a'dawd'gina'nala

he went along causing him to see

C. Pitch changes

Several examples of the importance of grammatical pitch are given

below

:

eto etiyeeto (Efik)

tree top of tree

Notice how vowel elision sometimes occurs, with a resulting new
tone which is a combination of the tones on each vowel:

tna + a —> ^na
u

(Chinanteco)

I sold

13 Data from C. F. Voegelin.
14 The resulting compound contour, produced from the elision of a vowel and the com-

bination of the two original contours, is very similar to (but must be distinguished from)

one of the basic contour phonemes: [?na] he sold.
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Chinese does not allow two falling-rising tones to occur in suc-

cession; the combination results in pitch change:

ni + xaw + ma —> ni xaw ma.
you well ? Are you well?

To check grammatical prosody in a language, especially in a pitch language,

the words may be arranged in groups according to similar prosodic features

:

mdnu rest le

sdld manb sH

oke cam cu

Tftien each prosodic group obtained is tried in various contexts. When it is

seen that phonemic prosodic features change in different contexts, it is

probably for grammatical reasons, and all the contexts which change the

prosodic phoneme the same way should be grouped together to discover a

common feature, whether grammatical or phonemic, which causes the

change.

In many languages, several of these phonemic changes will take place at

once, resulting in extreme reductions:

let as go it —> skwit (English)

let us go eat

It must be remembered that all of the above phonemic changes are changes

from one phoneme to another. This is the thing which differentiates these

changes from mere variation of the phoneme (free or conditioned variation).

Various phonemic changes like those given on the last three pages create a

writing problem. It is probably better to not write optional phonemic changes

in a practical orthography, but rather to write the full forms, as [hi ksen nat go]

instead of [hi kxnt go], for example, and let the speaker make the change if he

wants to. Where compulsory phonemic changes occur, they would of course be

written as they actually occur: [kMs], [dogz].

selection. The third taxeme, selection, is a statement of which morphemes

the morpheme in question is used with. A description of the selection of the

English morpheme [-is] (-ish) would read:

[-is] is always used with nouns or adjectives.

Selection is thus telling where or for what situation certain linguistic forms are

selected.

In many languages a word must be chosen so that it "agrees with" (fits into

the same category
10

as) other words in the phrase. In English, for example,

we have the following combinations:

8is sut 8is kdr Sis bed

biz suts biz kdrz biz bedz

In each case the singular form [bis] is used only with the singular noun and the

plural form [biz] is used only with the plural.

15 See page 119.
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This same type of selection is also important in the Swahili (Africa) language.

There are nine genders16 in Swahili, and each one is indicated with a special pre-

fix. Each word in a phrase must have the same gender prefix as the noun

:

su hi- kisu kikali kimoja kimepotea.

knife gender knife sharp one has-been-lost

prefix

Other languages select certain words for certain syntactic positions. For

example, we can divide the personal pronouns of English into two classes (com-

monly called subjective and objective):

SUBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE

Y mi
yu yu

hi him
V •

St hd

wi as

be hem

it it

ices in the following manner

:

y hit jdn wi brot bem

jdn hit mi yu brot mi

The position following the verb requires the objective form, while the position

preceding the verb requires the subjective.

compulsion. Another thing which has to be considered when dealing with

the three taxemes is whether the feature is compulsory or optional. The mere

existence of the morpheme for a particular combination may be compulsory or

optional, its order may be wholly or partially compulsory or optional, as well as

phonemic changes and its selection with other forms. As an illustration of these

factors, note the three ways in which phonemic change can take place

:

1. Compulsory (must take place)

a. always occur with every morpheme
Example : Whenever any morpheme in Spanish ending in [-n] comes

before another morpheme beginning with a bilabial consonant, the

[-n] changes to \-m\. [un] + [burro] —» [um burro] (one donkey).

b. always occur with certain morphemes

Example : Whenever the pluralizing morpheme [-s] of English comes

after a voiced sound, it changes to a \-z]. [dog] + [s] —* [dogz].

2. Optional (may or may not take place)

Example: (English) [hi kxn nat go], [hi kxnt go].

16 See page 123.
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description. Of course every morpheme and form used in the language does

not have to be described as to its taxemes. It is sufficient to describe the

taxemes of every type of morpheme and form, and if the types described include

all morphemes and forms with no ambiguity, the description is complete.

Suppose that in a language every morpheme ending with the phoneme [s]

changed it to the phoneme [-z] when followed by any morpheme beginning with

a voiced consonant. A single statement of this general phonemic change is all

that is necessary; it is useless to repeat this same statement every time the other

two taxemes are described for every morpheme ending in [-«].

In the same way, certain taxemes true of all nouns in a language can be stated

at the beginning of the discussion of the nouns; it need not be repeated later.

On the other hand if there are only two or three morphemes to which certain

taxemes apply, it would be more convenient to state the taxemes individually

for each morpheme when dealing with the morpheme in the lexicon or dictionary.

GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

Often we have cases of cognate forms, or forms which can be derived from one

another. They are usually similar in phonemic form, but differ from one another

somewhat in meaning or function. An example of cognate forms in English is

[dryv], [drov], [drivan\. The phonemic form and meaning of each of these forms

is sufficiently similar so it is obvious that they are cognate forms of the same

morpheme.

It is usually necessary to chose one cognate form as the basic form, from which

the others can be derived. The derivation of the various cognate forms from the

basic form can then be described as the result of the basic form going through

certain grammatical processes—modifications of a form or morpheme. There are

five of these grammatical processes

:

1. Addition

2. Subtraction

3. Change

4. Zero-modification

5. Suppletion

addition. When one form is added to another, the process is called addition.

An example of addition is given below

:

ran + iy —* raniy running

When various forms are added to a basic or central form, the addition is

called affixation'.

ran + iy —
> raniy running

8a + dog —> 8a dog the dog

an + trud + fal —> dntruBfal untruthful

The basic form (underlined in the examples above) is the underlying form. The
form added is called the affix.
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If the affix is added before the underlying form, it is called a prefix

:

an + jdst —* dnjdst

In this case, [an] is the prefix, and [jdst] the underlying form. If the affix is

added to the final part, it is called a suffix:

rdn -\- in —> rdnirj

And if the affix appears in the center of the underlying form, as in the following

Tagalog example, it is called an infix:

sw.lat + um —
-> sumudat

a writing one who wrote

Whether a bound form is a prefix, suffix, or infix may be shown in orthography

by the use of hyphens: [an-], [-in], [-um-].

Part or all of the underlying form may be repeated and added to the under-

lying form. This type of addition is called reduplication. In Malay, for

example, [anjiy] means dog, and [anjiyanjiy] means dogs.

There are two types of reduplication: complete and partial. If the entire form

is repeated (as in the Malay example above), it is called complete reduplication.

Here is another example of complete reduplication (San Bias [Panama])

:

mua rise and fall gradually

muamua rise and fall (as a boat on waves)

muamuamua rapid rise and fall (as an object riding on ripples

in water)

If only part of the original form is repeated, the process is called partial reduplica-

tion. This was common in the ancient Greek language:

PRESENT PERFECT

graph gegrap la write

luo leluka loose

Partial reduplication also occurs in Hausa (Africa)

:

kunba fingernail

kunbaibai fingernails

Partial reduplication may be either initial (most common), medial (rare), or

final.

Initial reduplication

luo —> leluka (Greek)

Medial reduplication

napoxo^ —> napopoxo^ (Tonkawa, Oklahoma)
he blows he blows repeatedly

Final reduplication

kunba —> kunbaibai (Hausa)
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Reduplication usually indicates some consistent feature of meaning, such as the

reiterative or emphatic form of the verb, or the plural of the noun.

Reduplicated forms occur in English also, but reduplication is not a grammati-

cal process in English. These words are usually used in "baby talk".

choo-choo mama
itty-bitty daddy

In Ewe (Africa), words are reduplicated for intensiveness, then high tones are

used for small, pleasant, intensive, and low tones for big, bulky, disagreeable,

extensive.

evivi rjand nana it is very sweet

evivi nana nana it is not very sweet

subtraction. Subtraction is the removing of one or more morphemes from a

word or other combination of morphemes. The following example illustrates

this:

PRESENT PAST

maso mas
renu ren

Since subtraction is just the reverse of addition, some processes in languages

may be described in either way. Note the following words:

dom domse heavy

kar karga white

mur murse sweet

num numga red

dag dagga pure

There are obviously two ways of describing the derivation of one set of forms

from the other. We can take the masculine adjectives as the basic forms,

and say that the corresponding feminine adjectives are formed by addition.

Or we can consider the feminine forms as basic, and describe the formation

of the masculine words by calling the change subtraction.

If we choose the first alternative (addition), we will have to learn which

feminine suffix is used for every masculine adjective in the language:

dom (se)

kar (ga)

mur (se)

etc.

But if we call this type of change subtraction, we only need to have one rule

:

the masculine adjective is formed from the feminine by subtraction of the final

syllable. Then there is no need to list both the basic forms and the suffix to be

added to each.

As in the above examples, to describe a process as subtraction instead of as

addition often simplifies the description in a language.
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change. Change is the grammatical process in which part of a morpheme
changes in order to produce the cognate form. Vowel change is called ablaut.

sir)

sing

sdey

sang

raws

mouse
mYs
mice

Gemination (doubling) can also be called a change in which the single phoneme
changes to the double phoneme:

katal —» kittel (Hebrew)
he killed he killed (intensively)

Often the prosodic pattern is changed:

Stress change:

VERB NOUN

pdmit p'dmit permit

ridres ridres redress (English)

rijekt rijekt reject

Length change:

bona bona: (Latin)

good (nominative) good (ablative)

Pitch change:

pdji —> pdji (Dinka, Africa)

wall walls

zero-modification . Occasionally there will be examples of zero-modification

in a language. When a morpheme changes grammatically (becomes plural,

past tense, etc.), yet remains the same phonemically, we call this change zero-

modification. In short, zero-modification is the addition of nothing.

ENGLISH

SINGULAR PLURAL

kot kots

Ml hllz

U dSz

1» fit

Hp Hp
mus mus

The last three plurals are formed from the singular by zero-modification.

Zero-modification must not be confused with lack of change (as would be the

case if there were neither phonemic nor grammatical change). In Chinese,

[ma] means horse or horses, and [ft] means chicken, chickens, etc. This is not a

case of zero-modification, however. There just isn't any division of nouns into

singular and plural categories in the Chinese language.17

1T Singular and plural are indicated in Chinese with numbers: one horse, two horse, etc.
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suppletion. Suppletion, the fourth grammatical process, is the complete sub-

stitution of a different morpheme. Notice the past and present of the following

English verb:

go —> went

Suppletion forms are always irregular and do not fit into the pattern of the

rest of the language. Most languages have one or more examples of suppletion.

classification. Often there will be an entire series of cognate forms, as is

the case with English singulars and plurals:

SINGULAR PLURAL

dog

kkt

dogz

ksets

kdr kdrz

hil hilz

klif

hi

klifs

biz

roz rozaz

bdks bdksaz

psen psenz

flseS

ksektas

jdjaz

flsesaz

kxktY

aldmnas aldmnY

fokas

krYtfrian

fosY

krYtiria

dsetam dxta

fandmanan
sip

dir

fandmana

sip

dir

fis m
mus mus

nff nYvz

lof lovz

WYf WYVZ

raws mYs
Iws Iys

dks dksan

CYld cfldran

m&n men
kw ksetal

fut

tuS

fit

m
The forms in such a series can often be grouped together in subcategories, each

group consisting of all the forms that produce the various cognate forms in
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precisely the same way. Then in describing the series it is only necessary to

describe each subcategory, either by examples or by a statement of which is the

basic form and a description of the grammatical processes involved in producing

the other forms:

CATEGORY
A
(all nouns except those in

categories B-K)

B
(all nouns of Latin origin

ending in [-as])

C
(all nouns of Greek or

Latin origin ending in

[-am] or [-an]

D
(game animals)

E
(certain nouns ending

in [-/])

F

G
H
I

PLURAL FORMED FROM SINGULAR BY:

suffixing [s] with certain regular phonemic changes

[-as] changes to [-r]; preceding [k], if present, changes
to [s]

subtraction of final consonant

zero-modification

[-/] -* [-v]
t

[-z] is suffixed

[w] - [y]

suffixing [-an]

vowel change [y]

[*1 -> [e]

[/], suffixing [-an]

J [-w] —> [-xtal]

K high back vowel changes to [i]

Note that several of the groups (E-K) are very small, only being represented

by 1-5 nouns each in the language. It is usually most convenient to put all

forms such as these together in one group, call them irregular forms, and describe

each one individually. Fortunately, the irregular forms in languages are always

the most commonly used forms, and they are usually all heard in a short while

after starting to collect texts from the natives.

The basic form in the above examples was the singular. Some of the con-

siderations in choosing a basic form are illustrated with the following example

:

SUBCATEGORY CONTINUATIVE COMPLETIVE HABITUAL
ENGLISH

MEANING

1 masko mask maskoni run

ruze ruz ruzeni make
ksema ksem ksemani lie down
zoro zor zoroni drink

2 kali kal kalli use up
tenza tenz tenzzi throw

3 rzimu rzim rzimu swim
tsoke tsok tsoke find

ntuku ntuk ntuku be old
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In the above example the habitual form can be called the basic form, and not

only can all other forms be derived from the habitual, but also the form of the

habitual in each case shows whether the form and its cognates belong in subcate-

gory 1,2, or 3.

SECONDARY MORPHEMES

Secondary morphemes, made up of secondary phonemes (page 81), are common
in almost every language. The English sentence intonations are examples:

SENTENCE MEANING OF SECONDARY MORPHEME
3 3 2

Is it there? Questioning

3 2-4

All right. Impatience

2 1-3

All right

!

Extreme impatience

3 3 2-3-2

I don't know—

.

Hesitation

For English, it is more convenient to consider each of these intonations as a single

secondary morpheme which is composed of a single secondary phoneme—the

pitch contour.

DESCRIPTIVE GRAMMAR

It is often convenient to make a division in the description of the grammar of

a language. If there is a clear division between words and phrases, the mor-

phology and the syntax can be discussed separately. In this case morphology

would be the study of how morphemes unite to form words and syntax would be

the study of how words unite to make up phrases and sentences.

English is an example of a language whose grammar can conveniently be

divided into morphology and syntax. Some examples of descriptive morphology

and descriptive syntax in English are given below to illustrate how this is done.

There should be a description of form types such as sentence types:

DECLARATIVE

1. Subject-goal

SUBJECT, GOAL

8a bdksaz
\
fil |

tft.

2. Equational
SUBJECT, EQUATOR, EQUALITY

8a bdks
|
iz

|
red.

INTERROGATIVE

1. Subject-goal

INTERROGATOR, SUBJECT, GOAL
hwin did

\
8a bdksaz \jol rft.

2. Equational

EQUATOR, SUBJECT, EQUALITY
iz

|
8a bdks

\
rid?
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IMPERATIVE

1. Subject-goal

GOAL
gd horn.

2. Equational

EQUATOR, EQUALITY

bi
|
gud.

MINOR SENTENCE TYPES

1. Fragmentary sentences.

no.

xnd bint

2. Interjections

wc!

fui!

3. Idioms

so Ion.

wo iz mi.

There should be a description of the taxemes of both (a) forms in general (descrip-

tion to appear in the grammar).

numbers (wdn, dri, siksd, fyu, mini, milyan)

numbers are used before nouns in noun phrases; they follow the articles but

precede all other adjectives.

mini ttmz 8a siksd rid bdks

and (b) particular forms (description to appear in the dictionary or lexicon)

8a

[8a] may be placed before any noun or noun phrase. If the following word begins

with a vowel, the vowel [a] of [8a] changes to [i].

8a dog 8i ig

There should be a description of all series of cognate forms, such as the singulars

and plurals

:

The singular is the basic form. The plural is ordinarily formed from it by the

sumxation of [-$], with [a] placed before the suffix when the singular ends with

a sibilant (including affricates). There is regressive assimilation (voicing of

the [s]) if the preceding sound is voiced.

kset —> ksets

dog —> dogz

bdks —> bdksaz

All nouns of Latin origin ending in [-as] are pluralized by changing this to [-r]:

aldmnas —* alamnY. All nouns of Greek or Latin origin ending in [-am] or

[-an] are pluralized by dropping the final consonant: fandmanan —> fandmana.

Many game animals are pluralized by zero modification: fts —>//!, dir — dir.

Irregular plurals

nyj nyvz

16} lovz
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WYf WYVZ

mws mYS
Iws Iys

dks dksan

CYld cildran

mam men
kw ksetal

jut fit

tuB as

111

In addition to the grammatical description, examples of the useage in the native

tongue should be supplied everywhere where needed to clarify the description

and make it easier to grasp.
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SEMANTICS

Semantics is the study of meanings. Basically, any language is merely a

method of conveying meanings from one person to another.

Meanings may be conveyed by language in several ways. The meaning of

any one sentence is a combination of the meanings of the morphemes which

make up the sentence and the meaning which is implied by the grammatical

form of the sentence. Added to this are the transient meanings of sincerity,

frivolity, sarcasm, etc. which are conveyed by the general tone of the voice.

These various ways in which a language carries meaning may be outlined as

below

:

1. Lexical meanings (the basic meanings of morphemes)

2. Grammatical meanings (the meaning implied by grammatical structure)

3. Transient meanings (various emotional contexts carried by tone of

voice, etc.)

The following sample sentence illustrates these three ways in which meaning is

carried

:

(tearfully) y hxv bmd oa tost agen.

The lexical meaning is a combination of the following : first person, possess, con-

sume by heat, definite, heat-browned bread, repetition. The grammatical meaning

includes among other things: declarative ([y hsev] instead of [hxv y], for example),

past time, etc. The transient meaning, which cannot be indicated very well

in writing, is the meaning carried with the tone of voice : tearfully.

lexical meanings. Lexical meanings, the basic meanings of morphemes,

usually do the bulk of the work of carrying meanings in a language. There are

a number of aspects to lexical meanings, and these will be dealt with in the fol-

lowing paragraphs.

It is important to clearly distinguish between the distinctive and non-distinctive

features of meaning of morphemes. In English, the word chair furnishes us with

an illustration of these differences. It is distinctive that a chair is an article of

furniture, used to sit on, has a back, etc. That it is made of wood, or is brown,

or has a tall back is non-distinctive, however, and has nothing to do with the

meaning of the word chair in English.

In another language other features may be distinctive. There may be one

word used for all of these terms: bench, chair, box. To give the meaning of such

a morpheme by translating it chair would be wrong, of course. On the other

hand in a third language there may be two different words which mean what we

call a chair. One of these words may mean a chair that a man sits in, and the

other a chair that a woman sits in. In this case, these two features would be

distinctive, and would indicate which of the two different words was meant.

1 Except in the case of idioms. See page 116.
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The true meaning of a morpheme is a complete statement of the distinctive

features of meaning of the morpheme.

Some morphemes have two or more meanings:

kdr automobile

streetcar

railway coach

y eye (visual organ)

hole in needle

skdrjk a mammal of genius Mephitis

a despicable person

pig a young swine

a glutton

kaet housecat

lion

jealous woman
tiger

hart organ for pumping blood

self, being (as loved with all his heart)

The exact meaning at any one particular time is indicated by the context. If

one of the meanings is much more commonly used than the others, it is called the

central meaning, and the others are called the marginal meanings.

The marginal meanings connected with certain morphemes differ from lan-

guage to language. A Popoluca (Mexico) Indian would say loved with all his

liver, for example, instead of loved with all his heart for the phrase loved with all

his being (the central meaning of liver in Popoluca is hepatic organ, the marginal

meaning is self, being).

With certain morphemes there is an aura or vague meaning in addition to the

basic meaning. This is called a connotation.

SPEECH FORM BASIC MEANING CONNOTATION

pdpa father childish

mama mother ti

itibiti small
u

buc a nickname tough

dir an exclamation feminine

ansxtisj'xktri no good learned

primaturli too soon tt

8w you archaic

UvaB lives
tt

V
-IS partially resembling unsavory

gy man slangy

skrxm leave tt

The above examples from English illustrate what is meant by connotations.
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Occasionally there will be terms which have a very strong improper connota-

tion. T*hese terms, which are to be avoided in certain societies or at certain

times, are called tabu forms. In most languages certain religious terms and
words concerning excretion and reproduction are tabu except in special cases.

In some languages certain animals (especially during the hunt), names of female

relatives, etc., are tabu.

There are three common ways of defining, or establishing the meaning, of a

morpheme

:

1. Demonstration

2. Circumlocution

3. Translation

Demonstration is simply pointing out objects or actions, then naming them.

Demonstration is commonly used in teaching children to speak. Circumlocution

is describing the object or action by using the morpheme to be defined in several

descriptive sentences. Circumlocution is the method of definition used by
English dictionaries.

2
Another way of giving the meaning of a morpheme is by

translation—giving a rough equivalent of the term in another language. This is

the method used by bilingual dictionaries. The linguist uses this same method
(translating the meanings of morphemes into his own native language or the

trade language) when he works out an aboriginal language.

The native can not usually supply the meaning of a morpheme because he

cannot off-hand recall all the different situations in which it is used. He can

supply a partial meaning, however, if the linguist is careful to establish the con-

text of the situation in terms that the native can understand.

In order to get the complete and true meaning of a morpheme, it is necessary

to have twenty or more examples of its use in a context—sentence or phrase.

When these different occurrences are grouped together, the meaning can be de-

termined fairly accurately, since the basis for determining meaning is usage.

It is possible to have the same or almost the same meaning for two phonemi-

cally different morphemes. Such morphemes are called synonyms, rock and stone

being English examples. It is probably very rarely that two true synonyms

occur—two morphemes that have absolutely identical meanings and can be

used in identical ways at all times.

Often there occur two or more separate morphemes which are phonemically

identical.

MORPHEME MEANING

sun solar orb

son man child

see to perceive with the eyes

sea large body of water

too also

two 2

3 Dictionaries often give synonyms also, but this is not true definition.
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Such pairs or sets are called homonyms. Homonyms occur in every language,

and should of course always be written alike in the orthography.

san solar orb

san man child

si to perceive with the eyes

si large body of water

tu also

in 2

Sometimes there are two or more ways of saying a morpheme. The word

dream has two alternate past forms in English : dreamed and dreamt. The word

ration may be pronounced [resan] or [rsesan] at different times by the same per-

son. There are a few examples of alternate forms in most languages.

Many languages have symbolic forms, morphemes which in their phonetic

form symbolize the action that they represent. Examples of these in English

are flash, bang, crunch, sneeze, flare, flicker. Imitative forms also occur in many
languages. These are supposed to be imitations of sounds given out by certain

objects, animals, etc. We have moo, baa, bow-wow, ding-dong, chug-chug, ha-ha,

and many others in English.

There may be nonsense forms in a language, morphemes which have ab-

solutely no meaning at all. An example of one of these is tra-la-la in English.

Sometimes the meaning of a morpheme in a language is no more than this:

a substitute for any noun, a substitute for any verb, etc. These substitutes, which

are illustrated by English pronouns, have at any one time a temporary meaning

which is the meaning of the morpheme in the place of which the substitute is

being used at that particular time. For instance in the second sentence given

here, he has the same meaning as boy: The boy came in. He came in. did is

the substitute for went home in the second sentence in this example: He went

home. He did. Substitutes of some kind or other occur in almost every lan-

guage.

A list (ordinarily alphabetized) of the morphemes of a language and their

meanings is called a lexicon. A list of the wTords of a language and their meanings

is called a dictionary.

grammatical meanings. The second type of meaning is the grammatical

meaning, or the meaning implied by the grammatical structure. These mean-
ings are almost always quite abstract and sometimes so vague that they are

practically unanalyzable. Past tense, plural, interrogative sentence types,

etc. are examples.

Grammatical meanings are of three types, or rather there are three different

ways of looking at grammatical meanings.

1. Meaning implied by types of construction of forms, (declarative and interrogative

sentence types, for example)

2. Additional meaning of morpheme dependent on its order, phonemic structure, and
selection, (subject or object position in sentence is an example of additional meaning
dependent on order, or if certain phonemic changes of a morpheme or features of selection

result in a change in meaning)
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3. Additional meaning of morpheme dependent on which subcategory3 the particular

cognate form exists in. (singular and plural in English, for example, not only in cases like

[dog] and [dogz] but also in cases like [d&tam] and [dseta], and [sip] and [sip], where mere
lexical meanings will not handle the situation)

It is almost impossible to learn about a grammatical meaning by asking a

native. He is almost sure to give incorrect or nonsensical answers. Gram-
matical meanings can only be analyzed by gathering a large number of in-

stances of the same grammatical structure. These examples are then com-
pared for some common feature of meaning.

transient meanings. The tone of the voice is often a very strong factor in

conveying meaning. The meanings conveyed in this way are called transient

meanings because they are usually very difficult to analyze, and sometimes are a

little ephemeral. Such features almost belong in the category of gestures and
marginal forms, which are also occasionally added to ordinary speech to convey

additional meaning.

idioms. An idiom is a fixed combination of morphemes whose total meaning

is not merely a sum of the lexical and grammatical meanings of the combination.

English examples are step it up (speed up), so long (a farewell), Charlie horse

(severe muscular cramp in leg), meeting (assembly). Every language has a

number of idiomatic expressions, which must be listed with their meanings and

each one learned individually.

An idiom may undergo internal change through long continued useage with

the result that it cannot be reconstructed from any of the simple morphemes of

the language by any operative grammatical processes. English examples of such

atrophied forms are [kabdd] cupboard, [brekfast] breakfast, [guby] good-bye (origi-

nally God be with you), and [krxnberi] cranberry. In such cases it is better from a

descriptive point of view to call each form a single morpheme and list it in the

lexicon with its meaning, without any attempt at an etymology.

number systems. Every language has some type of a counting system.

There are usually a limited number of basic number morphemes which have the

meanings 2, 3, 7, 20, 100, 1000, etc. Then numbers of any size are produced by

combining these basic number morphemes in various ways. The use of figures

such as 5, 8, 46, 3570, is a type of non-phonemic abbreviation which is essential

to our modern civilization.

Number systems with a base of 10 (the decimal system) are most common.

Systems with a base of 2, 5, 12, and 20 also occur in languages. Rarer are

alternating-reversed systems and subtraction systems. Several of the many
possible number systems are shown in the table on page 117.

A perfect number system would have one morpheme for each unit number

from zero to the base (0, 1, 2, 3 ... 9, 10) and one morpheme for each power of

the base (10, 102
, 103

, 104
. . .). Systems are seldom perfect, however. A

morpheme meaning zero, nothing often has to be supplied by the linguist (bor-

rowed from the trade language or a neighboring tribe) with the introduction

3 See page 120-121.
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of the zero symbol, while commonly used numbers of the form base + n and

n base (12, 15, 30, 50) are often irregular in form.

There are two ways of representing numbers in writing. Often ordinary

phonemic writing serves very well: sevan, twelv, twenti-siks. For larger numbers

or if there are more of them, the less clumsy ideographic figures are used: 26,

5851, 679.

Constructing a set of figures for the native language causes no trouble if its

number system is an additive decimal system—our familiar Arabic numerals

are used. For other number systems, the ideal way would be to construct for

the natives a set of figures to fit the language, as has been done with the number

systems illustrated in the table. And at least for additive systems (columns

1-3) addition and multiplication tables can also be constructed; for counting

(simple counting, expression of quantities, numbering pages) any number system

serves equally well. But as far as we know, this ideal way has never been fol-

lowed in actual practice. The second choice would be to use our decimal

system, modifying that part of the native language necessary to fit the system.

This has been done with fair success in various parts of the world.

DECIMAL
(base = 10)

QUINARY
(base = 5)

DUODECIMAL
(base = 12)

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 10 5

6 11 6

7 12 7

8 13 8

9 14 9

10 20 X
11 21 E
12 22 10

13 23 11

14 24 12

15 30 13

16 31 14

17 32 15

18 33 16

19 34 17

20 40 18

21 41 19

22 42 IX
23 43 IE
24 44 20

25 100 21

QUINARY WITH
REVERSED

2ND PENTADS

SUBTRACTIVE
DECIMAL

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

15 6

14 7

13 8

12 9

11 10

21 29 (20 minus 9)

22 28

23 27

24 26

25 25

35 24

34 23

33 22

32 21

31 20

41 39

42 38

43 37

44 36

45 35

gestures and marginal FORMS. A gesture is a sign made with the hand or

some other part of the body to convey a meaning. Americans beckon with

the hand to mean come here, shake the head for no, and thumb the nose to indi-
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cate disdain. These gestures have been conventionalized and are often added

to speech to carry supplementary meanings.

Some of these gestures are partly or wholly of a vocal character—made with

the speech organs. Putting the finger to the lips indicates silence, there may or

may not be simultaneous production of a voiceless alveopalatal spirant [$*••].

The making of the spirant [§'"] alone is sufficient to indicate silence. Other

purely vocal gestures are huh-uh [Wq], h-m-m-m [Mm:], hump [nmp], a-a-ah

[a:], tsk-tsk [l>-l>]. These vocal gestures, usually called marginal forms, can

be represented in writing with makeshift combinations of real phoneme
symbols. The above English examples would then be written as follows:

[ss], [hd-a], [hmm], [hmp], [da], [tsk-tsk]. Marginal sounds occur in almost every

language of the world.

displaced speech. Sometimes a speech form will be used falsely—i.e., used

where there is no actual situation such as the meaning of the form indicates.

This is called displaced speech. Lying, sarcasm, story-telling, joking, and other

types of displaced speech occur in every language. Of course there may be

malapropism—the native himself using a word wrongly. This mistake is oc-

casionally made by everyone, no matter what language he speaks.
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GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS

The grammar of any language can be analyzed in a very short time if scientific

methods are used. Once this analysis is made, it will be easy for one to put

morphemes and words together in just the way the native does. But if such an

analysis has not been made, it will not be possible to say anything that has not

already been heard said by a native.

CATEGORIES

When a large number of the words or morphemes (whichever is more con-

venient) of a language are gathered together it is apparent at once that they

are of different types. These first large groups into which the words or mor-

phemes of a language fall are called categories. The categories of the words of a

language somewhat correspond to our traditional parts of speech.

Not all languages have the nine parts of speech commonly assigned to English.

A language only has as many categories as is necessary to use in describing the

grammar of the language. A large number of languages have only three cate-

gories: nouns, verbs, and particles. Navaho (Arizona) has four main categories:

1. Pronouns

2. Nouns
3. Verbs

4. Particles

Chinese has only two main categories:

1. Words
1

2. Particles

English words can best be divided into five categories:

1. Nouns
2. Verbs

3. Adjectives

4. Adverbs

5. Particles (prepositions and conjunctions)

Latin has seven categories:

1. Nouns
2. Pronouns

3. Adjectives

4. Verbs

5. Adverbs

6. Prepositions

7. Conjunctions

And Spanish, which is derived from Latin, has these same seven categories.

1 For want of a better term. Particles in Chinese are also words, of course.
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The following examples will show how category divisions are made : In English

the following words belong in two categories

:

i ii

hws m'ek

min biliv

cir hwz
litas sit

This division is necessary because of the fact that a certain form of the pronoun

is used with the words of category I, and another form of the pronoun with

the words of category II. One says [mY hws], [mY min], [my cir], but not [y

hws], [y min], [y cir]. One says [y mek], [y biliv], [y hwz], but not [my mek], [mY

biliv], [mY hwz].

For convenience, one can call category I nouns and category II verbs. Then
when the grammar is described, it is very simple to say: "possessive pronouns

mY, yur, hiz, etc. are used only with words in category I." The category of

each new word is then learned when learning the word itself.

If we get the following sentence in Chippewa (Wisconsin), with the transla-

tion suggested by the native:

inini unisan unimusan
man killed dog

we have no way of knowing in what category these different words belong. In

English, these three different words belong in the categories noun, verb, noun.

In this language they may all be nouns, or the first two words may belong to

category I, and the next one to category II. The words may actually mean

:

inini unisan unimusan
man (made) his death his dog

in which case killed is a noun. Until we see more of just how these different

words are treated grammatically, we have no way of knowing what categories

they belong to.

subcategories. Each category may usually be subdivided into two or three

smaller groups which we will call subcategories. The various categories and sub-

categories of English are shown in the chart on page 121.

In Spanish, the main category verbs can be divided into three distinct sub-

categories :

saltdr jump komer eat bibir live

abldr speak bolber return morir die

anddr walk kreer believe eskribir write

It will be noticed that some of these verbs end in [ar], some in [er], and some in

[ir]. There is no apparent reason for using any one of these various endings

—

all we can do is group the verbs and say that they belong to three subcategories.

This division is necessary because each of the three subcategories forms the vari-

ous tenses in its own distinctive manner.
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English nouns are divided into subcategories of singular and plural:

SINGULAR PLURAL

Europe scissors

cat cats

dog dogs

car cars

Chicago pants

A noun in the singular category may usually be placed in the plural category by

adding the pluralizing morpheme [s] or [-z].

English

words

CATEGORIES SUBCATEGORIES

nouns

-nouns

-pronouns

mass nouns /singular

/simple nouns<f

common nouns<f plural

Merived nouns

A—verbs

— verbs—

equational

— action

transitive

intransitive

-verb substitutes

qualifiers-

r-\—general

"— ;—limited—

<

f—adjectives

—

particles—

<

x—adverbs

-coordinating

-subordinating

/articles

^numbers

-describers

"colors

"locators

Figure 45. English categories

In case there is difficulty determining categories or subcategories, the use of

a substitution technique in frames may be of assistance. Notice how different

examples of the same category can be placed in the same frame:

bought meat.

John bought meat

he bought meat

they bought meat

the girl bought meat

but not . .

.

give bought meat

the bought meat
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This shows that John, he, they, and the girl are of one category (nouns), but give

and the are not of that same category.

Often most of the words in one category or subcategory will have a common
feature of meaning. Most of the words belonging to the noun category in

English are things, while most of the words belonging to the verb category are

actions or processes. Often it is possible to name a category by the feature

common to all the words in it. Some of these possible category names {nouns,

singular, subjunctive, etc.) are suggested under examples.

examples.2 Some of the possible main categories (parts of speech) are given

below as examples:

Nouns (names of things)

Adjectives (words which qualify or describe nouns)

Pronouns (substitutes for nouns)

Verbs (processes or actions)

Adverbs (words which qualify or describe verbs)

Particles (words which do not have a well-defined meaning, but are neces-

sary to the construction of speech)

Qualifiers (words which qualify or describe other words)

Prepositions (words showing relationship of things) 3

Conjunctions (words showing a grammatical relationship)

Substitutes (words which can be substituted for other words)

Each of the above categories can usually be divided up into subcategories^

Some of the possible subcategory divisions are suggested below.

Nouns, for example, may be divided up into subcategories in several ways:

1. The division may be according to unity:

Unit nouns (as bowl, stamp, book in English)

Mass nouns (as milk, grain, iron)

2. Nouns may be divided according to class:

Proper (names of people, cities, etc.)

Common (names of things)

3. The division may be according to number:

Singular

Dual (pairs)

Trial (sets of three)

Plural (more than one)

2 Most of the following terms (pages 122-125) are taken from the Handbook of Descriptive

Linguistics by Eugene Nida. A more complete explanation of these various terms with

examples may be found in this book.
3 The majority of the languages of the world have no prepositions, but instead use

certain descriptive nouns to indicate relationships

:

ati ta (Ewe, Africa)
tree head = on the tree

ka tu (Nuba, Africa)
house belly = in the house

Chinanteco, Mixteco, and other American Indian languages use the construction:

he went road house = he went to the house
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4. According to gender:

Male

Female

Neuter

Rulers

Servants

Round
Square

Big

Little

Long

Flat

Clumsy
etc.

5. According to action:

Animate (moving)

Inanimate

Living

Dead
6. According to location:

Near or far from the speaker

Near or far from the one spoken to

Near or far from some specific place (land, sea, etc.)

7. According to type of possession:

Essential

Non-essential

Alienable (separable)

Inalienable

8. According to type of identification:

Definite (the man)

Indefinite (a man)

Intensive (the very man)

9. According to case: (grammatical position)

Nominative (subject)

Genitive (possessive)

Accusative (object)

Dative (indirect object)

Vocative (direct address)

etc.

10. According to tense:

Present (the present man)

Past (the former man)

Future (the future man)

etc.

Verbs also may be divided up into subcategories in various ways. The ten

most common modes of division are given below:
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1. According to tense:

Present

Past

Future

Pluperfect (before the past) X >**
Future perfect (after the past)

etc.

2. According to aspect:

Completed

Incompleted

Punctiliar (at one time)

Continuative

Customary

Reiterative

Collective (done by many)

3. According to voice:

Active (subject initiates action of verb)

Passive (subject receives action of verb)

Reflexive (doing something to or for one's self)

Reciprocal (something done by individuals for each other)

Personal

Impersonal

4. According to mode:

Declarative

Emphatic

Narrative

Optative (wishing ot hoping something might be done)

Interrogative

Negative

Quotative (quoting another)

Dubitive (doubtful)

Similative (apparent)

Potential (possible)

Conditional (possible, but dependent on special factors)

Imperative (commands)

Permissive (permissible)

5. According to type of subordination:

Coordinate (one verb equal in rank with another)

Subordinate (one verb inferior in rank to another)

6. According to number:

Singular

Dual

Trial

Plural

Collective (a group
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7. According to person:

First (I, we, person or persons speaking)

Second (you, person or persons being spoken to)

Third (he, she, it, they, person or persons being spoken about)

Fourth (a second person or group being spoken about)

8. According to gender:

any gender distinction present in nouns may also appear in the verbs

9. According to movement:

Coming to do something

Going to do something

Action approaching speaker

Action moving away from speaker

etc.

10. According to location:

Near or far from the speaker

Near or far from the one spoken to

Near or far from some specific place (land, water, sea, etc.)

Adjectives are often divided up into several types:

Descriptives (those which describe)

Limiters (those which limit as to size or number)

Determiners (adjectives describing location, etc.)

Articles (this term is usually applied to words which indicate whether a

definite or an indefinite noun is meant)

Numbers (a group of specialized limiters, giving precise quantity only)

Pronouns may be of several types:

Personal (referring to people)

Demonstrative (referring to things in relation to their location, appearance,

etc.)

etc.

Adverbs often fall into several subcategories:

Temporal (adverbs relating to time)

Positional (adverbs relating to location)

Descriptive (adverbs relating to type of action)

Negatives (adverbs indicating a negative idea in connection with the

action expressed by the verb)

Positives (adverbs indicating a positive idea)

Qualifiers may often be subdivided into two groups:

Adjectives (qualifying or modifying nouns)

Adverbs (qualifying verbs)

4 A language will often have both an exclusive first person plural (speaker and those with

him) and an inclusive first person plural (speaker, those with him, and those he is speaking

to).
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Particles may sometimes be subdivided into several types:

Prepositions (words showing relationship of things to one another in space,

time, etc.)

Conjunctions (words showing grammatical relationship of things to one

another)

Coordinating (words uniting forms of equal rank)

Subordinating (words uniting forms of different rank)

Introductory (words which introduce sentences)

etc.

Substitutes may sometimes be subdivided into Noun substitutes, Verb sub-

stitutes, etc.

The above examples and possibilities of division are by no means exhaustive.

The purpose of these examples is to show some of the more common types of

categories and subcategories, and to suggest names which may be applied in

actual language work to similar divisions.

The way in which the different languages group morphemes and words into

categories is extremely varied. There are probably no two languages which

make these various divisions precisely alike.

IMMEDIATE CONSTITUENTS

When the analysis of a language is made, each type of sentence is divided

into its main parts (subject, predicate, object, etc.). Then each of these parts

is in turn subdivided into its own main parts. Finally, the entire sentence will

be systematically reduced to morphemes. The main parts produced by the first

division of any linguistic form are called the immediate constituents of the form.

Immediate constituents have been defined in more detail on pages 94 and 95.

The sentence below is divided into its two immediate constituents by means of

under-brackets

:

fia brdnz belz
}

{rxrj Iwdli in da kort-yard bild
i

SUBJECT PREDICATE

Each of these immediate constituents can in turn be divided up:

subject: Jia.
]

brdnz
]

jfrg/g,

QUALIFIERS NOUN

predicate: {rsey
l ]

lwdli
] ,

/n 8a kort-yard bilo
l

VERB QUALIFIERS

Further division of three of these groups into their own immediate constituents

can then be made:

noun: f>zl\ \Z\

(JwdM,
qualifiers: V V

(j/w, ,8a kort-yard bito^

PREP NOUN PHRASE
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The noun phrase can then be broken up:

I

5a,
}

k5rt-yard
{ ]

bilo
]

QUAL NOUN QUAL

And finally, the noun itself can be divided into its two immediate constituents:

[

kdrt -
]

yard
]

In case there is any difficulty in determining the immediate constituents of an

utterance, one of the following three tests may be applied:

1

.

Division of meanings

2. Junctures

3. Substitutions

An utterance should be broken down in such a way as to preserve as much as

possible the various individual component meanings. A division which is not

made according to immediate constituents will result in constituents with non-

sense or irrelevant meanings. The meanings of the various constituents can be

checked with a native, if necessary.

As an example of this technique, note the expression the King of England 7

s

hat. The meaning of this phrase is: the hat which belongs to the King of England.

The division
fig

kin av inglandz
] ]

hset
]

preserves these basic meanings. But the

division
fig

kin av^ Jnglandz hset^ introduces an obvious absurdity in the basic

meanings which cannot be reconstructed to give the original meaning.

Closely allied to the method of the division of meanings is the method of junc-

ture divisions. The native subconsciously groups the parts of an utterance into

its layers of immediate constituents. This grouping is often reflected in his

speech by the insertion of various juncture features, or segmental secondary

phonemes.

If a native is asked to slow down his speech, he will almost invariably intro-

duce pauses or other junctures in certain places. The English sentence the

boy went home is ordinarily spoken without pause. If it is slowed down, a pause

appears between the two immediate constituents: [da bn—went horn]. A slower

pronunciation of this results in a breaking up of each of these immediate con-

stituents into their own immediate constituents by means of pause : [da—ba—
went—horn]. In normal pronunciation there is no difference between the two

sentences: the sun's rays meet, (a focus) and the sons raise meat, (a ranch). But

slower pronunciation of each sentence results in a pause break between the

respective immediate constituents:

da sanz rez—mit

8a sanz—rez mit

The third test is by the use of substitutions. An utterance composed of just

two morphemes is of course always divided into its immediate constituents by
making a division between the two morphemes. By finding which construc-

tions can be substituted for either of the two morphemes and preserve some-

what similar meanings, the immediate constituents of larger forms will automat-

ically be determined.
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jdn
l

fiem

8a bs2
{

\kem

8a viri old msen^
{

kem

jdn
x {

kem 8i dfo de

8a viri old mxn^ Jkem 8i d8d de

In describing (and learning) a language, each type of construction is described

by telling how it is made up from its immediate constituents.

ANALYZING THE GRAMMAR

Before the analysis of the grammar of any language is begun, one must have

examples of every possible syntactic and morphological construction in the

language. A collection of all kinds of sentences will usually supply these ex-

amples. A good-sized collection of paradigms
5

should also be obtained to

complete any series of cognate forms. This material all must be written

phonemically, of course.

The first step in the analysis of the grammar of a language is the analysis of

the basic types of construction. Starting with the larger constructions such as

sentence types, the sample sentences are all classified in groups A, B, C, etc.,

based on their main patterns of grammatical structure. Minor types also should

be listed. Then each sentence type A, B, C, etc. can be named if desired by some

feature of meaning common to all the sentences of the same type. This proce-

dure is then repeated for clause types, phrase types, and so on. The larger

constructions are then described in terms of the smaller constructions.

If necessary, the principle of immediate constituents (pages 126-128) is used

to distinguish between obscure immediate constituents and layers of construction.

The second step is the analysis of the taxemes of each basic unit, starting with

morphemes. Units with similar or identical taxemes are grouped and described

together for economy. Exceptions are listed.

It will be noticed that this two-sided description will result in some overlapping,

depending on how far each mode of description is carried. However that may
be, it gives the best, fullest, and easiest to grasp picture and is the most logical

approach for the complete description of an unknown language.

A third series of grammatical features to be analyzed and described are the

cognate forms. In each series of cognate forms, those produced by identical

grammatical processes are grouped together in subcategories and each sub-

category described, either by examples or by a statement of which is the basic

form and a description of the grammatical processes involved in producing the

other forms.

Every grammatical construction and process should be observed in various

6 A paradigm is a systematic series of the forms of a word or phrase, such as

I go we go my cat our cat

you go yt>u go your cat your cat

he goes they go his cat their cat
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contexts to see with what features of grammar or meaning it occurs each time.

If a certain grammatical construction always occurs with a certain other con-

struction, the two constructions are co-used forms and probably should be con-

sidered as a single complex construction. If a grammatical construction or

process always occurs with the same feature of meaning, the meaning is probably

being carried by the grammatical form rather than by morphemes, and is a case

of grammatical meaning (page 115).

By this time it will be seen that certain words in the language act one way in

the grammar of the language, and certain other words act another way. It will

be convenient to outline these various groups and subgroups (categories and sub-

categories) and give them names. Which words take part in various gram-

matical features can then be stated in terms of categories instead of in terms of

long word lists.

The above procedure will give all the material necessary for an outline of the

grammar of the language. When this outline is complete, one should be able

to use it in learning to actually speak the language correctly and in a minimum
ength of time.



VII

FIELD TECHNIQUES

The theory of language and linguistic analysis has been treated in the past six

chapters. The purpose of the present chapter is to deal with the practical appli-

cation of theoretical linguistics to actually learning a language on the field.

trade language or native language. In many parts of the world, ad-

joining tribes (speech communities) have limited communication with one another

by means of some common language known as a trade language. In Mexico, for ex-

ample (Mexico is a Spanish-speaking country) , there are about fifty tribes, most
of which are located in the southern part of the country. In each of these tribes

there are a certain number of natives who not only use their own Indian

language, but can also understand Spanish. Spanish, therefore, serves as a

trade language, and has to be used in all inter-tribal relations.

Small tribes—1000 speakers or less—in a strong trade language region usually

can be evangelized by means of the trade language. Such tribes ordinarily con-

sist of 50 percent or more bilinguals. There are usually no true bilinguals, hav-

ing a native-like control of both languages, but it is almost always possible in

such cases to give the gospel to the semi-bilinguals in the trade language.

Whether evangelization should be done in the trade language or in the native

language depends largely on the size of the tribe, whether the language is dying

out or not, the native attitude to the trade language and to their own language,

how well "bilinguals" know the trade language, the concentration of the native

speakers, proximity and admixture of other tribes, and the attitude of the govern-

ment. Caution must be used before deciding definitely to use the trade lan-

guage only, as the people will always appear at first to know the trade language

much better than they really do.

It is no doubt a fact that in New Testament times Greek was the trade lan-

guage of a great area of people, and these same people were reached for the Lord

in this trade language, there being no other translation of the Scripture outside

of the Greek for a hundred years. Remembering this, one won't waste time try-

ing to use the native language when the trade language will reach the people.

On the other hand, one shouldn't use the trade language, or rely on interpreters,

just because the native language is difficult. It is much more logical that one

or two people should learn one language than that five or ten thousand natives

should learn the trade language.

equipment. If it is not possible to work in a tribe in the trade language, it

will be necessary to learn the native language from the people themselves, re-

duce it to writing, and translate parts of the Bible into the language.

Doing this work among unreached people will probably mean traveling by

foot, horse, or native canoe. This of course means traveling very light, and only

taking necessities (listed below):

130
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Minimal living necessities

8\ by 11 looseleaf notebook and paper

Small looseleaf notebook and paper (3X5, for example)

3X5 slips 1 and steel file drawer or box to fit

Pen and ink

Pencil and lead

Several books should also be included:

American Revised Version Bible

Nestle 's Greek New Testament

Greek lexicon (Harper and Thayer are both good)

Any good Greek grammar

Basic English New Testament

Trade language Bible (a revised version if possible)

Practical Linguistics (this book)

A portable typewriter is good, but could hardly be called a necessity. The
typewriter should be fitted with the extra characters necessary to write in the

trade language of the country to which one is going, making sure that it will also

still type English. In addition, the tone marks C ')> and the extra accents (* v
)
2

will usually be found helpful. If other characters are needed later for writing

the aboriginal language, such as a, 2, etc., they may be ordered from any type-

writer shop, and inserted with the aid of a "follow-up" bar.

Along with personal credentials (proper identification when in a foreign

country is very important), the above equipment will be ample to use in learn-

ing a language and giving the people a translation of part of the Word of God.

knowledge of the trade language. The leader of any group, or each

individual, if only individuals go out, should have a speaking knowledge of the

trade language. 3 In fact it is good if every worker has this basic knowledge.

Since fairly good grammars are written on all the trade languages of the world,

it is a waste of time for the linguist to work out the language himself according

to linguistic principles. The fastest way to learn a trade language is to go to the

capital city or any large metropolis of the country where the natives speak a more

or less standard dialect of the trade language. Words are learned by memorizing

from an English-trade language dictionary (purchased in the capital city will be

better—more likely to be the standard dialect of the country), working out gram-

matical principles from an English-trade language grammar, and getting the

correct native pronunciation as well as idiomatic expressions by hiring a native

to act as an informant, or speaker. As soon as possible, one should mix with

the people, ride streetcars, buy in the markets, and get the ear training neces-

sary to pick up fast speech.

1 These are 3" by 5" pieces of paper.
2 Tone marks, accents, and diacritical marks should be mounted on "dead" keys.
3 The trade languages used in the various parts of the world are given under

trade languages in the Appendix.
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The United States Armed Forces Institute, Madison, Wisconsin, has self-

teaching material (phonograph records and excellent grammars) on the follow-

ing languages

:

Arabic (Iraqui)

Arabic (Moroccan)

Burmese

Chinese

Dutch
Finnish

Flemish

French

German
Greek

Hindustani

Hungarian

Italian

Japanese

Malay
Norwegian

Persian

Portugese (Brazilian)

Russian

Siamese

Spanish

Turkish

These various language courses are called Basic Courses, as: Spoken French,

Basic Course; Spoken German, Basic Course; etc.

Less extensive but excellent material is also used by the United States Armed
Forces Institute for the following languages:

Arabic (Egyptian)

Arabic (Eritrean)

Arabic (North African)

Arabic (Saudi)

Arabic (Syrian)

Bulgarian

Cantonese

Czech

Danish

Fante (Gold Coast)

Hova (Madagascar)

Icelandic

Melanesian Pidgin English

Polish

Rumanian
Serbo-Croatian

Swedish

These are called Language Guides.

Heath and Co., Boston, Mass., publishes the civilian editions of the four

Romance languages: French, Italian, Portugese, and Spanish. Henry Holt

and Co., New York, publishes the civilian editions of the others.

One should have a sufficient knowledge of the trade language in three months

to go out and do good work in a tribe. 4 This knowledge should include cour-

tesy phrases, buying, selling, renting a house, eating, directions, employment,

weather, and certain informant phrases listed below:

What's the name of this in your language?

What's this made of?

How do they say _____ in your language?

Again? Could you repeat that?

Say it slowly. Say it again more slowly.

Say it fast. Now say it fast, just like you would in ordinary speech.

4 There are some tribes in which there are no bilinguals. In a case like this it will be

necessary to use a monolingual approach, which is outlined on page 148-150.
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Faster. Slower.

Say it in a sentence.

Is that the word they use most? Are there any other ways of saying

?

Like this. That's good.

That's hard. That's easy.

Let me try it. Is this right? Let's try something else now.

Is the same as ?

Is like ?

Is there another word? Does it mean exactly the same?

Does this make a difference? Do these sound different? Are these

the same?

A general word list is often useful for suggesting things to ask the native for

in his own language. The linguist who is not very familiar with the trade

language can write down the trade language equivalent of each word in the list

before going out into the tribe where he will be working. A suggested word list

is given on pages 134-137.

This list does not give words for conjunctions, prepositions, articles, pro-

nouns, articles of food, clothing, commerce (weights and measures, numbers,

currency), colors, and certain abstract terms. These things differ so from lan-

guage to language that it is best to just write them as they occur.

It will be easiest to use these words in the order given: pictureable words,

demonstrable words, non-demonstrable words, since natives can most easily

give terms for pictureable words, while non-demonstrable words are quite diffi-

cult for them to define in their own language. Body parts, clothing, culture

and art effects, native industries and sports, kinship terms, natural objects,

heavenly bodies, numbers, and colors all will provide rich fields for getting words

from the native without using a word list.

getting located. In any language there are almost certain to be many
dialect areas. A dialect area is a section of a speech community where the lan-

guage varies slightly from the language of other parts of the speech community

(see page 7). Dialects are always mutually intelligible, as is the case with

American English and British English. If the dialects of a tribe are easily

mutually intelligible, use of only one dialect will be sufficient to reach the people.

In this case, a standard language—one that is accepted anywhere (ask those who
travel through the entire region in their work, such as salesmen, guides, etc.)

—

should be learned and used.

In deciding whether the dialects are mutually intelligible or not, one should

not ask just one man, nor depend on one opinion, as any one person may under-

stand another dialect because he sees the similarity of the languages, or because

he has learned the other dialect. People often, intentionally or unintentionally,

will not tell the truth about whether those in one region understand those in

another region, etc.

Material to use in deciding on the best dialect to work in can often be obtained
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PICTUREABLE WORDS

man stove feather fog

woman oven snake shade, shadow
boy table insect ice

girl plate butterfly clothes

baby cup bee pants, trousers

head glass ant shirt

hair knife fly skirt

eye fork mosquito dress

eyebrow spoon worm coat

nose chair fish hat

mouth bed track (animal) glove

tooth blanket plant sock, stocking

tongue loom tree shoe

ear shelf stem pocket

neck radio trunk container

chest clock branch package, parcel

arm watch leaf bag

hand toilet flower box

finger faucet seed basket

nail pipe root bucket

leg well, cistern grass kettle, pot

foot pump food can

toe machine, engine vegetable bottle

heart wheel fruit dish

stomach axle grain tray

bone automobile nut tank

blood truck berry pipe, tube

skin bus potato rod

building train rice ring

house airplane bread slope

store station meat line

money ticket egg curve

school boat farm point

hotel sail garden circle

bank pier forest square

jail horse mountain corner

tent bridle hill ball

street saddle valley hole

road whip spring bump, projection

town cart, wagon river wire

flag animal lake rope

board dog ocean string

brick cat beach thread

floor cow island knot

wall horn desert chain

roof goat map hook

door sheep sun net

window pig moon spear

room rat rain sword

lock tail snowr bow
key bird wind arrow

bell wing cloud gun
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ax pliers fire envelope

spade, shovel wrench smoke stamp
balance, scales bolt steam, water vapor book

weight nut pen picture

spring knife, blade ink brush

hammer scissors pencil comb
nail needle lead razor

screw driver pin letter, note jewel, ornament
screw match

DEMONSTRABLE WORDS

metal soldier wet middle

iron ruler sticky end

steel doctor clean front

copper explorer dirty back

brass missionary elastic place

lead shaman, priest hot next

tin large cold last

silver small sweet male

gold long, tall bitter female

cloth short fast old

cotton thick, fat slow young
linen thin noisy, loud strong

wool wide quiet, silent weak
silk narrow same, alike rested

fur flat different tired

leather round tight well

rubber high loose sick

wax low separate rich

cork straight together poor

wood crooked few serious

stone stiff many jovial

sand limber number (to count.
i
happy

glass hard quantity, etc.) unhappy
coal soft 1 angry

liquid tough 2 fearful

water weak 3 blind

oil heavy 4 deaf

milk light 5 dead

wine sharp 6 do, make
paint dull 7 start

paste shallow 8 stop

powder, dust deep 9 have, possess

air full 10 eat

flour empty 11 bite

sugar rough 12 drink

salt smooth 13 swallow

jelly dull etc. sleep

soap shiny top awaken
laborer shining, light bottom see, look

clerk, storekeeper dark side hear, listen

mechanic bright left touch, feel

servant dry right smell
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taste

talk, say

shout

laugh

smile

cry

sing

whistle

blow

cough

sneeze

sit down
stand up
go

come

walk

run

swim

fly (move through

air)

step

jump
kick

grip

slip, slide

fall

set down
lift, pick up
hold, support

give

take, receive

catch

carry

guide

help

hide, conceal

find

the push shake
pull pat
crush open
stretch shut

turn play

twist grow, increase

roll write

bend read

fold choose

crack fight, war
break attack

cut hit

separate wound (injure)

join escape

stitch, sew bargain

weave burn

wash boil

rub cook

NON-DEMONSTRABLE WORDS

army journey, trip tomorrow old

navy mail before pleasant, pleasure
message post office after unpleasant
messenger reward, pay long time important
god tax short time unimportant
spirit profit, interest again possible

religion thing, article time (a length o f impossible

government material (of which an time) probable
nation object is made) time (a point of time) improbable
earth, world pattern direction familiar

family size north strange

relative (kin) shape south responsible, trust

friend type, kind east worthy
name remainder west irresponsible

job, vocation result distance wise

story spring near foolish

joke summer far married
art autumn all, every unmarried
word winter part, some ready
language year only, alone not ready
voice day approximately crazy
trouble night other sane
feeling (inner sensa- morning group expensive

tion) afternoon good cheap, inexpensive

disease evening bad free, gratis

fever late beautiful common, frequent
malaria early ugly rare

dysentery now, on time natural, normal expert
typhoid past unnatural, abnormal inexpert

medicine present necessary able

poison future unnecessary equal
hospital yesterday new unequal
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complex comfortable try

simple uncomfortable change

complete shame exchange, trade

incomplete tabu lose

certain secret waste

uncertain chief steal

correct, fixed in debt return (give back)

incorrect, out of order rather return (go back)

fertile very guard, watch
barren quality desire, want
public quantity need

private color request

violent move, motion protest, argue

peaceful work (function) reason, excuse

cruel work (labor) learn

kind, courteous use teach

dangerous mix force, demand
safe measure meet, meeting

disgusting mark test

respectful cause approve

dear (beloved) wait love

hate

think (use brain^

believe

doubt

surprise

remember
forget

guess

estimate

hope

know

true, truth

lie, deceive

curse

damage

destroy

punish

pain, hurt

marry

give birth

from the national government or from the anthropological department of one

of the prominent national universities.

The location within any particular dialect area will depend on the largest town,

the best trading and buying center, good communication to the outside, medical

care, and the percentage of monolingualism (a completely monolingual town is

best, if possible). It may sometimes be good to take an informant from his

native town to a more strategic one and give him room and board there.

customs. It is important to follow all customs which are reasonable, and

which the natives seem to expect. If the president of the town starts to give

the linguist a Latin-American bear hug when he starts to leave town, for ex-

ample, it will only cause difficulty if he draws away. One should be especially

careful about joking with the natives until understanding their sense of humor.

It is important never to laugh at the natives.

choice of informant. After choosing a location, the next thing is to procure

a good informant. If one can get a Christian to help him with the language, it

is much better, as those who are not Christians are likely to intentionally give

the wrong words, etc. For this reason, if an informant later proves to be a

rejector of Christ as his own personal savior, it is better to change informants.

The informant should be smart, preferably a young man, and one who knows

the trade language (but who is a native speaker and continual user of his tribe's

own language). One should get a man about whom other people agree speaks

the native language well. Missionaries have gotten informants who stutter,

etc., because of not checking their pronunciation with others.

The informant must be patient (willing to repeat forms several times if asked)

and be able to slow down his speech sufficiently for dictation. He should of

course have good enough eyesight to read his own language later on.
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The local school teacher (if there is one) can often give the best advice as to a

good informant, knowing who has gotten good grades in school. If there are no
schools, perhaps the chief ruler of the town can give good assistance in this.

Even so, it is sometimes impossible for one reason, or another to get an informant,

and it may be necessary to just mingle with the people and pick up any words pos-

sible.

It is much better to have an informant if at all possible, as it is only through

an infomant, a man who is paid for his services, that one can get paradigms,

special forms, and check over previous work. An informant can be asked for

any word, and he is paid to give it. But if the investigator has to depend on

mingling with the people to learn the language, it will be possible only to get

the words that are actually heard in conversation, and it may be a long time

before any one paradigm can be completed.

If two or more are working out the language together in a tribe, it will pay to

have separate informants not only in learning the language, but also later on in

translation work.

informant technique. The ideal way to study a language in a tribe is to

work with an informant for three or four hours each morning, then have a defi-

nite time either in the afternoon or the evening for arranging, recording, and mem-
orizing the material the informant gave and for outlining the next day's work so

no time will be wasted while the informant is there. Some time each day should

be spent in mingling with the people, learning about their culture, and hearing

the language used in actual speech.

For most informants, it will be necessary at first to break up their working

time into half hour periods with five minute intervals in between so they can

have frequent rest periods. The average native has never sat still for more than

ten minutes, and it is extremely difficult for them at first. Later on, one can

have the informant work an hour at a time, with ten minute rest periods in be-

tween.

The informant should be paid on the same scale as semiprofessional men (those

in professions not requiring college or advanced training, like store clerks,

mechanics, etc.) in their community. An informant should be started out on a

wage low enough so he can be given a raise. One should not pay too much,

however, and if there is no other definite scale to work from, he may be paid at

the rate of 20 percent more than is paid for unskilled labor. It will be worth-

while if the informant is not coming to work every morning feeling grouchy

because he thinks he is underpaid. On the other hand, overpaying is likely to

make the informant think the linguist knows nothing of the local scale of wages,

and he may continually regret that he didn't try to "hook" the linguist for a

little more.

For the actual work, one should sit down with the informant and ask him in

the trade language for material. To make sure he understands just what is

wanted, one should establish a context each time by circumlocutions, demon-

strations, etc. One would not usually trust in the informant's knowledge of the

trade language when asking him what the native word for food is, for example,
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but would also describe it and tell how it is used, using gestures if necessary.

The material the native gives (words and sentences in his own language) is to

be written down in phonetic script. If possible, one should sit at a table and

write on sheets of paper, on one side only. If no table is available, the forms

may be written in a notebook. The informant should be asked to repeat each

form until it is written down perfectly (using a pencil so the work can be cor-

rected easily), but the linguist should not try to say anything out loud back to

him in his language at first, as it would certainly be mispronounced. Each time

when by himself, he can practice the forms given to him by the native until the

pronunciation is perfect. Each form should be memorized till it is right at the

tip of the tongue. Later, when pronunciation habits become more fixed, the

words should be said back to the informant, mocking him in every detail and

intonation of his voice.

The informant must not be allowed to give theoretical discourses about his

language, especially grammatical dissertations. He should be asked only to

talk in his own language—sentences, stories, words. One should never ask him
theoretical questions like "Where do you use this verb form?", "How do you

make that sound?", etc.

If the investigator lets the informant think he is helping him, as they work

together, it will be much better all the way around. If the informant should

suggest another similar form for a word, or start telling all about his horse that

died when he is asked the word for horse, it is better to let him go ahead—it will

make for more speed in the end. One should let the informant know he is help-

ing the most if he corrects every mistake the investigator makes when he tries

to use the language. This is very important.

The informant should not be asked for the same thing more than three or

four times, as he is likely to become specially conscious of the word or phrase,

and the pronunciation will change. This is especially true of prosodic features.

If it is not possible to get just what is wanted, it is better to act completely

satisfied, then ask for the same thing the next day. It is well to never laugh

at the informant, the language, etc., while in his presence.

It is easy to spoil a good informant by getting him into the wrong habits

—

habits of giving dissertations on his language, "talking down" to the investigator

instead of speaking naturally, thinking phonetically instead of phonemically,

etc. One should never work with a man that someone else has worked with if

it can be avoided.

There are likely to be several difficulties in working with informants. A native

will sometimes give the wrong word, either intentionally, because he doesn't

know the right word,
5
or unintentionally, from not understanding just what is

wanted or because the linguist has a poor knowledge of the trade language.

The latter happened in the case of one informant in Oaxaca, Mexico, who regu-

larly gave the interrogative form for the second person singular of every verb.

Informants may give too much, saying this table for table or little white flower for

6 Or the native may also maliciously misinform the missionary to keep him from learning

the language.
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flower, even when the single trade language word is used in asking for the native

term. If it is discovered that an informant has at some previous time given

the wrong word—whether intentionally or unintentionally—it is better for the

investigator to not bring the matter up or mention it in any way for the sake of

the confidence the informant might be developing in him.

The fact that the informant knows a little of the trade language may cause

some difficulty. Even though the tribe is largely monolingual, the informant

may be more interested in learning more of the trade language, thinking it will

better himself, than in teaching someone else the native language. It may be

necessary to later on refuse to talk with the natives in the trade language at all

in conversation.

It is always a very ticklish thing to suddenly drop an informant with no ex-

planation, or to switch informants, or even to hire an additional informant with-

out saying something about it first to the original one. By being careless in

these things, it is possible to make an enemy for life.

analyzing the language. The purpose of working with a native informant

is to rapidly get enough material on the language to make a systematic analysis

of it. The analysis of a language, whether it is done subconsciously or written

on paper, is absolutely essential to speaking it properly and quickly. The vari-

ous steps in this process of analysis can be outlined in order as shown

:

I. Analysis of phonology

A. Working out phonemes

1. Random practice at hearing and writing sounds of the lan-

guage

2. Phonetic transcription

3. Charting segmental phones

4. Listing and rechecking all sets of similar phones

a. Elimination of all sets proven by minimal pairs

b. Checking of each other set by fixed contrast in ana-

logous position

c. Checking any phones which seem suspicious because

of an extremely low frequence of occurrence.

5. Checking prosodic features

6. Analysis of secondary phonemes

7. Making an alphabet by choosing a character for each pho-

neme
8. Rechecking phonemes by checking the native writing abi lity

B. Determination of basic units important in the phonemitcs.

1. Morphemes
2. Word boundries (if possible)

3. Phrases, sentences, and any other units

C. Checking distribution of phonemes

1. Segmental phonemes

a. Consonants

b. Vowels
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2. Prosodic phonemes

3. Secondary phonemes

4. Analysis of markers

D. Analysis of general speech style

II. Analysis of grammar

A. Preliminary work

1. Recording sentences

2. Determination of basic units important in the grammar
B. Analysis

1. Analysis of types of construction

2. Classification and description of taxemes of each unit
*

3. Classification and description of cognate forms

4. Analysis of grammatical meanings

C. Outlining category divisions necessary to describe grammar
D. Rechecking material

III. Recording a sample text

A. Take down texts dictated by informant, leaving space between

lines for the literal translation

B. Place English meaning under each morpheme

C. Get the free translation of each sentence as a whole from the

native

Before starting in, there are two or three general items that should be noted.

When working with an informant, it is best to write each morpheme or word

on a 3X5 slip, with its meaning. Sentences, phrases, and grammatical notes

and observations are recorded on scratch paper. These are then transferred

to a loose-leaf notebook later on each day, keeping separate sections in the note-

book for notes on phonemics, verb constructions, noun constructions, sentence

types, etc. As already mentioned, one should write on one side only of the paper,

so all the forms can be laid out on the table for comparison without turning

papers over.

When out mingling with the people, it is possible to do either one of two things.

One can write down all conversation in a pocket notebook, and rewrite it later,

or one can memorize as much as is possible "on the spot" (it must be memorized

sooner or later anyway), and write down what has been memorized later on.

To get words from the native, it is better to pitch in and help him than to stand

by with a notebook and pencil in hand and interrupt his work to get words.

Forms obtained should be memorized and practiced until each one is right at

the tip of the tongue.

As the investigator works with the language, he will begin to discover "rules"

(methods of pronunciation, variation, grammar rules) which the language fol-

lows. One should be sure to write down each of these rules as he discovers it,

as they will all be very useful later on.

random practice. As one starts to work on a new language, he has no idea

what the phonemes are. It usually takes him about a week of work (15 to 20

hours) before he is even hearing the phones accurately.
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Since most of the first week's material is relatively worthless except for prac-

tice, it is better to throw it away at the end of a week and start over again.

This may seem like a waste, but this random practice for about a week is essen-

tial to doing a good job learning the language. .

phonetic transcription. The next step, as shown on the outline on page

140, is phonetic transcription—writing words and phrases of the native language

with phonetic symbols. The basic symbols and their modifications shown on

pages 53-56 should be used.

If the investigator has practiced making and hearing the different sounds given

in chapter 2, he will have no difficulty at all in writing phonetically every syllable

that he hears. Some of the sounds are more difficult to hear than others, how-
ever, and there may have to be some revisions made later on.

In any sound, it is always possible to watch carefully the lips and tongue of

the informant to get correct points of articulation, modifications, etc. Even
with phonetic training, one may not hear everything, so every position of the

lips and tongue which seems to be consistently different with the same words

should be recorded.

If any case occurs where two sounds of any kind seem the same to the investi-

gator but different to the native, it is well to have him group words in which these

similar sounds occur, putting all words containing one sound in one group and

all words containing the other sound in another group. Hearing these words,

one group at a time, will help the ears to accustom themselves to the differences

of the sounds. Note the example below, where words containing three different

p-sounds are grouped together:

p: V V
p:arje pade p'er

xwip: paxab lip'o

p:arop:i xexwepiu p'ap*o

anup:osex popepa mop'ep

No matter how much training one has had, there will be many times when he

is not quite sure what sound the native is making. In a case like that, one

should write the sound that he thinks it might be, and place the symbol for

doubt (a horizontal wavy fine) under the questionable sound: [moseku]. This

symbol may be used whenever there is any kind of doubt as to what the sound

really is. It will then be easy to check back later.

For the actual phonetic transcription, the investigator should take down
about a thousand words, or the equivalent in phrases, writing down all of the

sounds he hears. The word list on pages 134-137 may be valuable in suggesting

words to ask the informant. Ordinarily, however, there are plenty of objects

or actions in plain sight to ask him about. In any case, he should be asked

pictureable words first, as it will be easier for him to give translations for these

in his own language. These may be followed with demonstrable words.

It is better to write down phrases or words in their contexts at first, unless it

is apparent that there is no change of pronunciation when the word is spoken
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by itself. One can often save time by using a frame, and substituting different

words in it:

The man ran to the corner.

The man walked to the corner.

The man rode to the corner.

The man crawled to the corner,

etc.

Even as the linguist is taking down the first thousand words, he will dis-

cover certain types of variation which it is unnecessary to write down. For

instance, if the stress is placed on the same syllable of each word, it will be un-

necessary to write it. If the pitch pattern changes from word to word, but re-

mains consistently the same for the different times any one word is spoken by
the native, pitch is significant, and must be recorded. If voiced and voiceless

stops vary freely with one another in the same words, the change is insignificant,

and only one symbol need be used for both varieties at each point of articulation.

On the other hand, one may suddenly find that a difference he has been ignor-

ing is important to the native (such as long and short vowels, fortis and lenes

consonants). In a case like this, it will be necessary to go back over all pre-

vious words and check for the missed sound.

finding phonemes. After taking down a thousand words, one will probably

have enough material to work out the phonemes. The phoneme proofs men-

tioned in the outline (pages 140-141) are given in greater detail on pages 67-78.

If a definite check of prosodic features has not yet been made, this should be

taken care of next, going back through the thousand words and writing in the

prosodic features, then checking them for free and conditioned variation. Sec-

ondary phonemes also may be analyzed at this time.

If at any time one is misunderstood by the natives, it may be a sign he has not

figured out the phonemes correctly. In a case like this, a mental note should

be made of the phonemes that were misunderstood, and they should be checked

again as soon as possible.

After the phonemes are worked out fairly well, all occurrences of each phoneme
should be pronounced consecutively by the native so the investigator can make
sure he has not been hearing two very similar sounds as a single sound.

Varying pronunciation is another problem. There may be three reasons why
the native pronounces the same word or phrase in different ways at different

times.

1. Free variation. There may be simple free variation (pages 58-59). In this case the

native is usually completely unaware that he is changing the pronunciation. This is a

variation from one phone to another phone, but within the same phoneme.
2. Alternation. Alternation is the optional choice of one way or another way to

pronounce a single word. In this case the same word is usually pronounced the two ways
because of indecision as to the correct pronunciation ([resan] and [rassan] for ration in Eng-
lish), or because there are alternate forms. In such cases, the native is aware of the dif-

ference, it being a variation between two separate phonemes. Alternation occurs in most
languages of the world.
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3. Optional phonemic change. When certain words change in pronunciation because of

speed of utterance or other even more vague factors, the change is called optional phonemic
change. Such variation is illustrated by the following English sentences:

ksen hi go?

kani gdt

Here, as in alternation, there is a substitution of one phoneme for another. But this differs

from free choice in that the native is usually not as aware of his changing pronunciation.

Free variation can be recognized by the fact that it continues to occur through-

out the language and is not limited to certain words. Only one symbol need be

used to represent the phoneme in writing, of course. Alternation can be consid-

ered to be the occurrence of two morphemes with identical meaning. Which-

ever form appears in a discourse is the one which is written (as is done with the

English words dreamed and dreamt, or the Spanish words sur and sud (south).

Optional phonemic change is a grammatical problem, and is to be dealt with as

such. In writing, it is best to write the full form, and let the reader switch to

the modified or reduced form if he wishes. In other words, we would write

[ksen hi got] and let the person reading or saying it use the form [kani go?] if he

wished to.

alphabet formation. An alphabet should now be made for the language

according to the principles outlined on pages 79-81. As a final test for the

alphabet, the informant may be taught the characters and their phonemic

values, and how to read and write. If he can do this satisfactorily, and if he

spells words the same as the investigator does when he has never seen him spell

them, the alphabet is probably phonemic.

The entire phrase list and word list may then be checked over with the in-

formant's pronunciation, rewriting everything phonemically according to the

alphabet which has been chosen. From then on, all material is to be written

phonemically.

The investigator should not make the final phonemic alphabet until he has

successfully written texts in the language for some time. The final phonemic

alphabet should not be decided upon before fairly complete grammatical analy-

sis has been made since the grammatical pattern often gives hints as to the

phonemes.

checking distribution. A preliminary determination of the basic units

should now be made. Morphemes are easiest to work out (page 86). De-

termination of word boundries (page 213) should follow. Phrase and sentence

boundries, in so far as they affect the distribution, should also be determined.

Distribution of phonemes is important to work out only if a complete descrip-

tion of a language is desired. Markers, especially single phonemes which func-

tion as markers, are important, and should be analyzed at this time. For a

detailed description of the steps involved in distributional analysis, see pages

81-84.

A statement of syllable formation is usually only a restatement of distribution,

and often the two can be worked out together.

general speech style. Note the general speech style that the natives use
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in speech. One should watch especially for the styles given on pages 50-51,

as these occur quite commonly.

gathering material. The next step is to gather material for a grammatical

analysis. Sentences of every possible type and form should be obtained from

the native. It will ordinarily be easier to use more or less the same words in

different combinations for getting these sentences:

The man is good. The man killed the dog.

The man was good. The man killed the good dog.

The dog is good. The man killed the dog well.

The investigator should try to get translations of ideas from the native rather

than words in obtaining these sentence types. This will prevent the native's

giving an English grammatical structure. It may even be necessary for the

linguist to have the native give him the sentences—stories and conversations

—

in the native language first to avoid getting an English grammatical structure.

Then the approximate English translations can be obtained from the informant

later on.

It also must be realized that certain forms, though perfectly logical in English,

may be impossible or ridiculous in another language. The informant may be

unable to say our hand, my moon, etc. In Arapaho (Wyoming), for example,

it is impossible to say the noun by itself. One must always include a possessive

:

his coat, its sand, etc. It is usually a poor policy to try to get information from

the informant which he hesitates about, or is reluctant to furnish.

analysis of constituents. The work from now on is building up the gram-

matical structure of the language. There is one primary rule that must be

followed in doing this: One must describe exactly what is found, not what he

thinks he should find. The linguist must not attempt to explain it, especially

psychologically or historically. He must not try to fit the language into an

English (or any other) pattern. These points cannot be stressed too much.

It is all right to use English or Latin terminology if more or less appropriate.

One can use the terms noun, verb, predicate, indirect object, preposition, de-

clension, accusative, future, etc., but must realize that the definition of each of

these terms will be slightly different in different languages. A noun in Korean

is not the same as a noun in English, for example. Other languages do not have

anything even remotely like a preposition in Latin, and it is best in a case like

that to completely avoid using the term preposition. One should look for every-

thing possible and record everything he sees.

Complicated analyses should be simplified if possible. If there are too many
irregular forms in any one section, for example, there may be some rule which

has been missed that would simplify the list.

Most of the languages can be worked out pretty well by following the steps

given in the outline on pages 140-141. Methods for doing this are given in

greater detail in chapter 7, especially on page 128.

One of the first things that can be done with a language, once some material

has been written down phonemically, is the determination of the morphemes.
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It is very easy to determine morphemes by partial resemblances. Several

phrases including the same meanings are compared. The morphemes can then

be determined by a process of elimination, as is illustrated on page 86. The
result (the phonemic form of each morpheme and its meaning) should then be

placed on a 3X5 slip of paper and filed. This will be explained more completely

on page 150.

The other basic units important to the grammar should be determined as soon

as possible. These units may be words, phrases, sentences—depending on the

language. Any test discovered for determining word divisions or other gram-

matical boundries is very important, therefore, and should be written down. It

will be needed later on when writing up the grammar. Methods for determining

word boundries in English and some related methods are given on page 213 as

examples.

An analysis of these intermediate forms should be followed with an analysis

of the types of construction of each—the sentence types, phrase types, etc. The
larger constructions are described as to how they are made up of the smaller

constructions.

Then the taxemes of the individual morphemes, words, etc. can be stated,

grouping all the forms with similar taxemes together so that the final description

will be a statement of the taxemes of each type of morpheme or form.

A classification and description of the cognate forms can then be made. Much
material for this can be obtained by asking the informant for paradigms. If he

will give paradigms without difficulty (many informants just can't give

paradigms), getting them from him will save much time in working out the gram-

mar. In any case, the informant should not be asked for too many paradigms

at one time, as it is very tiring to a native to give them.

The linguist may find defective paradigms, such as scissors in English which

has no singular, or my hand which in some languages has no distributive singular

our hand. He should never insist on a form which the native seems reluctant to

supply.

When paradigms are recorded, a separate page may be used for each verb,

each set of possessives, each declension, etc. At the top of each page should

be put the name of the basic form in the native language. Recording paradigms

in this way will greatly simplify bookkeeping later.

When asking for these forms, one should have them carefully thought out

ahead of time so he won't be asking for forms in this order: he hit me, I hit you,

etc. The investigator should try to get all possible forms like a fourth person,

exclusive first person plural, etc. He should try to get the intransitive forms

like / jump, you jump, the form with one possible object, / hit me, I hit you,

I hit him, I hit us . . . you hit me, the form with two possible objects, J give it to

you, I give it to him, I give it to us, and any other forms which seem peculiar to

the language. One should work with both the rarer forms like stretch, mop,

choke, and the commoner forms like go, come, give when asking for paradigms.

This will supply the regular paradigms as well as the more common irregular

forms.
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Paradigms should always be checked by getting the same forms in context.

Of course the native should not be asked to put the form in a context, but he

should be asked for translations of meanings which will result in an example of

the form in context.

A large number of examples of each grammatical construction and position

should be compared with each other for any common feature of meaning. Mean-
ings of this type are grammatical meanings, and should be analyzed and

described.

From the data obtained in this manner, it will be easy to outline the morphol-

ogy and syntax of the language. One may follow this with an outline of category

divisions. But only those category divisions as are necessary to describe the

grammar should be made.

rechecking material. All conclusions should be rechecked by getting

more sentences from the informant in the native language.

It may be found necessary to recheck material in other ways. If one later

discovers some other form (such as the plural) which cannot be predicted from

the singular, it will be necessary to go back and check all these from the begin-

ning. The category of each wordl will have to be learned and it may be necessary

to go back and check this for atl words that have been obtained. Categories

are often indicated by a co-used erm (such as the article in German or Spanish

which indicates gender) and it is often easier to get this term for each word than

to indicate the category for each word as such.

In every language there are irregular forms—words or phrases which do not

fit the regular pattern of the language. Such irregular forms are almost always

the most commonly used forms of the language, and will usually be found right

away. They must be listed separately and memorized specially. Therefore

to find out what the regular pattern of the language is, one should work with

rare forms, such as the verbs stretch, mop, choke, especially when asking for

paradigms.

recording a sample text. A short story, conversation, or other text,

should be recorded for use in the grammar write-up. It should be taken down
just as the native gives it, at the normal speed of speech, leaving extra space

between the lines. Legends should not be used, however, as they may be spoken

in a special religious or archaic dialect.

1. Write words down as well as possible the first time.

2. Have informant give same story again, making sure of all segmental

phonemes.

3. As he gives it a third time, write in all prosodic phonemes. Make
a final check on segmental phonemes.

4. Have native repeat as many more times as necessary to get the text

recorded correctly.

It may be found easier to go through all four steps for a sentence or two at a

time, with a final check of entire text.

The approximate English meaning may now be written under each morpheme
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This will give an interlinear translation. Then the native should be asked to

give or check the meaning of each sentence as a whole. From this, the story

may be written up into idiomatic English. The result is called a free translation.

An example from Luragoli (Africa) is given below:

musakulu huyu lieta litye alaygwa muhanga, a veye na ayanza malwa munonono. madiku
old-man that name his he- is-called Muhanga he is and he-likes beer very-very-much days

gosi Iwa a li na atwula kuleka baraza, a li na ahuya na kunyola lusala lulwe two
all when he is and he-comes-out leave palaver he is and he-goes-home and get stick his of

kunywa malwa na a li kugenda bwangu bwangu kuingira munyumba ya mulina wewe
drink beer and he is go fast fast enter in-house of friend his

halala na avasakulu vandi, navo vosi halala vatanga
together with old-men others and-they all together they-begin

Free translation—The old man whose name is Muhanga likes beer, very, very much.
Every day when he leaves the palaver, he goes home for his beer stick and hurries to the

home of a friend together with other old men, and all begin drinking

The investigator will now have all the material necessary for himself or some-

one else to use in learning the language quickly and correctly. All that remains

to be done is the arrangement of it in an orderly fashion, as described on pages

151-153.

monolingual approach. Up till now we have assumed the bilingual approach,

where the informant and the linguist both knew a common language. In some

places, it may be necessary to use the monolingual approach, because no person

in the tribe knows (or cares to know) the trade language. Some have even

recommended the monolingual approach when it is possible to secure an inform-

ant who knows the trade language. But if at all possible, it is advisable to use

the bilingual approach, as there is no use voluntarily placing oneself under the

same handicap a baby is under when it first starts to talk.

The monolingual approach has several disadvantages. Meanings are some-

what uncertain. Because of the uncertainty of meanings, it is very difficult to

get minimal pairs at first, and thus to work out the phonemes. It is necessary

to get nouns by demonstration—pointing6
, or in some other manner indicating

the object for which the name is desired. Verbs are more difficult than nouns,

demonstration of action being even more uncertain. Abstractions of various

sorts (adverbs, articles, prepositions, conjunctions, abstract nouns or verbs,

some adjectives) are very difficult.

It is possible to get the following material without much difficulty, however.

One can usually find out greetings, farewells, parts of the body, possessives (by

indicating parts of the body on yourself, informant, others), numbers to 10,

some verbs of motion. It is easy to find phrases like I don't know, yes, no right

away by deduction.

Because it is sometimes necessary, and because some of the techniques of the

monolingual approach are useful even when working with a bilingual native, an

outline of the monolingual approach is given below.

6 In some tribes (as in parts of Africa) pointing with the fingers is the equivalent of swear-

ing, and must be avoided.
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In every case, the investigator should keep talking to the native in any lan-

guage (English, for example) in order to relieve the tension. One may ask him

what is this? in English, if he knows no other language, and the native will often

get the idea of what is wanted

The linguist can point to himself and give his name then point at the native

and wait for a name. He can also start things going by pointing at objects and

naming them in English, then point at them again and wait for the native to

name them.

There are a certain number of more or less universal signs which assist ma-

terially in establishing communication. Holding up the fingers for various

numbers, shaking and nodding the head, beckoning, dismissing a person, point-

ing (but not necessarily with the finger), hands spread out with a shoulder shrug

for I don't know, hm? or huh? for what did you say?, etc. are all signs which are

understood in a surprisingly large number of aboriginal languages. Of course

one can't depend completely on any one of these signs, but they may be of great

assistance.

Nouns can be obtained by demonstration—indicating the object for which

the name is desired. The difficulties with this are that when a table is indicated,

one is apt to get the word point, wood, where you eat, etc. This difficulty can be

solved by asking for several similar things and getting the lowest common de-

nominator of the situation. In other words, if an investigator gets the same

word for table, chair, and bench, the word may be wood or furniture. However
if he points at a door, the roof, and a tree, and gets the same word again, it is

no doubt the word for wood that he is getting.

Drawing pictures will often help in getting the name of an object.

Verbs are a little more difficult than nouns, but by the use of a little pantomime,

words can be obtained for most of the action verbs.

Personal pronouns are usually obtained along with verbs. The informant

will ordinarily (but not always) switch pronouns when using verbs himself.

If the linguist says / sit down, then does it, the native will describe the action

as you sit down, etc.

Geroge Cowan, working monolingually among the Amusgos of Mexico, dived

into a pool of water and asked the informant what he had just done. He got

the second person form of the verb dive. Then he pointed to another person

diving in and asked what he did. He got the third person. Finally the inform-

ant himself dived in, and Mr. Cowan got the first person form of the verb when
he asked the informant what he had just done.

Imperative is easy to get by using the appropriate gestures, with a third party

obeying.

There are two ways to get tense:

1. One may listen till he gets, or tries to get, words for yesterday, today,

last night, noon, tomorrow. If this is unsuccessful, he may use sun, one sun,

two suns, moon, wax and wane (of moon), etc., perhaps with the idea of

gone or will come. Fit these ideas into sentences using verbs, and get them

corrected by the native.
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2. Illustrate past, present, and future verbs by first describing an action

as it is happening, then repeating the action, and describing it after and
before it is happening. The informant then will correct the description

if tense exists in his language.

In general, it is most easy to obtain pictureable words and demonstrable words.

The lists on pages 134-136 contain many of these words which it will be possible

to get.

The monolingual approach—much slower than the bilingual at first—will

steadily get faster until at the end of three or four months an investigator using

it will be making faster progress in actually speaking than if the bilingual ap-

proach were used. This is because there is no temptation to relax and use the

trade language; if he doesn't talk the native language, he doesn't talk.

bookkeeping. Bookkeeping is one of the biggest and most important jobs

in working out a language. If it is done right, it won't have to be done over

again. If not, much time will be spent in changing the system. Some workers

alaykxi

alaykxuse

NOUN

box

the walls of a house

(rare)

oles panto alaykxi sa mas rent

he put apples in the box

alaykxi mo karumo
the walls of the house were built

Figure 46. A sample lexicon slip.

have used one system straight through, while others have changed from one to

another, and back again several different times. The bookkeeping system given

in the next few paragraphs has been found satisfactory for most people, and is

used by many experienced workers.

Each morpheme with its meaning or meanings should be written on a 3X5
slip of paper and filed alphabetically according to the phonemic alphabet of the

language. Examples (phrases and sentences and their translations) to illustrate

the meanings may also be given, as shown in figure 46. If there is some doubt

as to the meaning of a morpheme, one must not arrive at a final decision until

he has had from 30 to 50 examples of its usage in different contexts. It may be

found convenient to distinguish between stems, suffixes, prefixes, and free forms

by means of hyphens [-an], [-lem-], [man], [ir-].

With some languages, especially if there are very few bound forms or only a

limited number of derived words, it may be better to just list the words and their

meanings instead of the morphemes. If there are very few affixes in a language,

and they indicate grammatical processes more than they indicate meaning, as in

Indo-European languages, they can be listed in the morphology section of the

grammar instead of in the lexicon.
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The lexicon (or dictionary) should contain every morpheme or word that it is

possible to get. Every time a new word is heard, it should be written down.
It may be just the word that will be needed very badly later on for translation.

Each paradigm or other grammatical feature should be written in a loose-leaf

notebook as shown in figure 47, keeping separate sections for the separate cate-

gories: verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc. The forms in each of these sections may
be arranged alphabetically according to the key form, using one page for each

form. Complete paradigms should always be recorded at first; rules for sim-

plifying can be worked out later.

writing grammar. In order to learn a language most efficiently and cor-

rectly, it is important to organize the grammatical material into a systematic

grammatical sketch. Such a brief grammar of the language will also make it

easy for other foreigners to learn it.

Figure 47. The grammar.

The grammar should be a systematic and complete description of material

useful to speaking. It should above all be a description of the language exactly

as it is. One should describe what he finds, not what he thinks he should find.

No attempt should be made to explain anything, especially psychologically or

historically. When arranging the grammatical material, conciseness, clearness,

and completeness should always be kept in mind. It should not be made so

concise, however, that it is difficult to read and grasp. Examples should be

included to illustrate each new point or process.

The grammar itself may be written either in English or in the trade language

(English is advised), but the examples of course are written phonemically in

the native language. One should be sure to include a description of any gram-

matical test which he will be able to use to determine phonemes, word boundaries,

etc. Such descriptions would preferably be given as footnotes.

A general outline to follow in writing a grammar is given on pages 152-153.

This outline has been made as elastic as possible, but it may have to be modified

somewhat to fit various languages. A brief grammatical sketch of a hypothetical

language is given on pages 187-195 as an illustration of how this outline can be

followed.

When the lexicon is fairly complete (when the meanings of 3,000 or more of the

most common morphemes are known with fair certainty) it also may be written

up in book form, and placed in the back of the grammar.
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GRAMMAR OUTLINE

I. Introduction

(Give location, size, and population of speech community and subdialects, classifi-

cation of language, informant's names, and any acknowledgements of assistance)

location of research name
date

II. Phonology
A. Phonemes

1. Primary phonemes

a. Segmental phonemes7

(1) Formational charts

(a) Consonants

(consonant chart)

(b) Vowels

(vowel chart)

(2) Formational statements

(a) Consonants

(formation and variation in statement form)

(b) Vowels

(formation and variation in statement form)

b. Prosodic phonemes8

(symbols, formation, and variation in statement form)

2. Secondary phonemes 9

(describe and give variation; if secondary morphemes are treated as

secondary phonemes, a cross-reference should be included telling where
they are described grammatically and semantically)

B. General speech style

C. Distribution (optional)

1. Basic units

(define phonemically or grammatically, or refer to grammatical definition

elsewhere)

2. Primary phonemes
a. Segmental phonemes
b. Prosodic phonemes

3. Secondary phonemes
4. Markers

(name and describe)

D. Orthography

(explain divergence from phonemic writing, if any. If any abbreviations

have developed which are not linguistic forms, such as the English abbrevi-

ation Mrs., include them here).

III. Categories
(a complete outline of those categories necessary to explain the grammar)

IV. Grammar
(List and describe each type of construction starting with smaller constructions

7 Give as a footnote a list of words illustrating the various segmental phonemes and proof

of any questionable phonemes.
8 Give as a foot note a list of words illustrating the various prosodic phonemes and

proof of any questionable phonemes.
9 Give as a footnote a list of phrases or words illustrating the various secondary

phonemes and proof of any questionable phonemes.
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such as words and ending with larger constructions such as sentences. List minor

types.

It is often convenient to classify attributive constructions according to the category

of the head: nouns and affixes, verbs and affixes, etc., or noun phrases, verb phrases,

etc. Subdivisions of these may be according to the category resulting from each

affixing, if convenient: nominalizing affixes, adjectivizing affixes, verbalizing af-

fixes, etc.

Where possible describe all constructions in terms of being made up of smaller con-

structions.

Describe each series of cognate forms, classifying and describing each subcategory

of each series either by examples or by a statement of which is the basic form with

a description of the grammatical processes involved in producing the other forms.

List irregular cognate forms.

State all general taxemes in the appropriate places. List exceptions.

Describe any grammatical meanings connected with any of the above in the ap-

propriate places.

It is often convenient to completely describe the grammar of the smaller construc-

tions first under morphology and follow with a description of the larger constructions

under syntax)

V. Sample Texts
(Give a sample text in the native language with an interlinear translation and
grammatical notes. Follow with a free translation into idiomatic English)

VI. Lexicon
(Alphabetical list of native morphemes or words with translations. Reverse list if

desired—alphabetical list of English words and translations to native language)

Ordinarily the grammar should include all the material of a general nature

such as an outline of the categories, a description of the types of construction,

general taxemes (such as the taxemes of nouns in general), cognate forms, and

grammatical meanings. The lexicon should include the material of a specific

nature such as the lexical meanings and the category and taxemes (if necessary)

of each morpheme.

learning to speak. There are many difficulties in learning to speak and

understand a foreign language. These difficulties can be classed under four

heads

:

1. Difficulty in hearing and making proper sounds, styles, intonation.

2. Difficulty in automatically producing the free and conditioned varia-

tions of the native phonemes.

3. Difficulty in using proper grammatical forms.

4. Fluency (having phrases at the tip of the tongue, being able to use

the native speed of utterance, etc.).

To learn the language quickly, one must first learn the pronunciation of the

native phonemes and their variants, rapidly, as a matter of habit, and without

facial contortions. This will usually take considerable practice using the native

mouth positions and speech habits in an exaggerated form to counteract old

habits which have been developed for years.

The other part of learning a foreign language consists of developing fluency in

using grammatical forms. This is best done by memorizing examples of the
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basic sentence and phrase types. These should then be practiced daily until

they are right at the tip of the tongue. Then one can substitute other words
as needed in these basic sentences when talking in the native language. Of
course it is necessary to keep memorizing new words or morphemes daily, learn-

ing them so that they can be used instantly at any time with no hesitation.

As the linguist learns sentences and phrases he should keep checking their

construction with the grammar rules he has already worked out. If there are

any incongruities, it may be that the grammatical analysis and description is

not complete or correct, or that the sentences and phrases he is learning are

being learned incorrectly.

Grammar rules which have been worked out for the language can be of great

help in quickly learning to speak the language correctly. The proper proce-

dure is to learn thoroughly a few basic sentences and phrases illustrating the

rule, as mentioned at the top of the page. Then after learning the expressions,

the grammar rules involved can be learned and applied as needed. Grammar
rules are most valuable for consciously or subconsciously checking constructions

used in speech after their production. The construction is produced by sub-

stituting the desired words in the basic sentence or phrase types which have

been memorized, then each construction can be silently and automatically

checked after it has been produced in speech by those grammar rules which

have been learned. But in no case should the linguist try to consciously con-

struct sentences by the use of grammer rules when first speaking the language.

To learn to speak a foreign language rapidly, one must plunge right in and

start speaking, even if he makes many mistakes at first. A person who actually

starts speaking a language learns to speak it correctly much sooner than the

more cautious individual who is afraid of making a mistake. Always try to

mock the pronunciation of the native in every detail when learning to use the

language. Use the native speed of utterance right from the start.

It will probably take from a week to a month before the investigator is writing

the language phonemically. It will take perhaps two months altogether before

the grammar is worked out fairly well. These figures are based on working

with an informant 4 hours a day and putting in whatever additional study is

necessary to keep material organized and up-to-date.

One should not try to say anything at all in the language until reasonably sure

of the phonemes. Then greetings, phrases of buying and selling, weather, and

other set phrases can be learned, but one should not try to construct sentences

or say something not already heard until the grammar has been worked out fairly

well.

There are various ways by which one can tell how he is progressing in learning

the language. The expressions: You speak our language well! or You speak

perfectly! used by natives usually mean that the foreign accent and constructions

are quite noticeable. As one improves, his pronunciation will not be noticed by

people as much, and will occasion fewer such remarks. When the linguist is

mistaken for a native in the dark, he may be assured that he has mastered the

language. Such precision is usually attained only after years of using the

language.
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TRANSLATION

introduction. "So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word

of God ... .
,n

No person can accept the Lord Jesus Christ as Savior apart from the Word of

God, either spoken or written, in a language which he can understand. No
native church can grow and become strong unless it possesses some portion of the

Word of God.

One of the first and most important jobs of the missionary is the provision of

the people with a translation of at least part of the Word of God for their own
use. Once the language has been learned, it is a comparatively short job to

give a translation of the New Testament and the first fifteen chapters of Genesis

to the native church. Then as the native evangelists develop, there will surely

be one who will be qualified in natural and spiritual ability and knowledge of

the trade language to give his people the entire Bible in their own language.

In choosing which parts of the New Testament should be translated first,

probably the best order would be the following: John, Acts, Romans. If there

is some particular need in the native church, the order of translation of the books

may be changed somewhat. If a tribe had no concept of God's love, for ex-

ample, it might be best to translate 1 John next after the Gospel of John.

Although it does not take too much time to translate the entire New Testa-

ment (perhaps a year or two) , it may only be possible to give the people part of

it in certain instances. In cases like this, the Gospel of John ordinarily would be

the first book given to the people. It gives an outline of most of the important

doctrines as well as an account of the life of Christ. Sometimes one of the other

three gospels is used instead. Mark is often used because it is shortest, easy

to translate, easy for the native to understand, and gives a complete account.

If at all possible, the people should have the three books mentioned in the above

paragraph. That much of the Word of God is a gold mine to a people who never

have had it before.

basic text. The basic text is the text from which the translation is made.

The basic text may be either an English version, a trade language version, or

the Greek text. There are several good basic texts.

The American Revised Version of 1901, including marginal notes, is no doubt

the best basic text in English. Its literal exactness, though not producing the

best natural-sounding English translation, results in a superb basic text for doing

a translation from English into another language. There is less of the inevitable

loss which always takes place in a Greek to English to native language transla-

tion. However all passages in it which are not completely clear, such as Matt.

6:34, should be compared with one of the modern speech versions mentioned in

the next paragraph. The tables of New Testament Special and Religious Terms

1 Romans 10:17.

155
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and New Testament Weights and Measures in the Appendix should also be used

freely when translating from this version.

There are several good modern-speech versions of the New Testament. Four
that can be especially recommended are the Revised American Standard Version

of 1946, Conybeare and Hausen, Weymouth, and Centenary.

The Basic English Version is not a very good translation, but because of its

self-imposed use of a very confined vocabulary (1000 words), it is very valuable

to the translator for giving hints as to constructions for rare words.

It will usually be necessary to have most of the actual translation done from

a trade language version. Several different versions exist in almost every

major trade language. A revised version, like the Moderna Version of Spanish,

should be chosen if possible.

There are two widely accepted basic Greek Testaments : Tischendorf and

Westcott-Hort. Tischendorf, which is quite a bit older, was finally developed

from the different manuscripts on the basis of the largest number favoring cer-

tain readings of the original Greek. Westcott and Hort developed their Greek

Testament from just a few of the early Greek manuscripts, paying special atten-

tion to the age and history of each particular manuscript. Within the last

twenty-five years the Nestle Greek Testament has won greater favor than any

other. Nestle is a combination of Tischendorf, Westcott-Hort, and Weiss,

using the rendering favored by any two out of these three.

Very recently Panin, the Russian who worked out the mathematical structure

of the original Greek texts, had a version printed privately in England based on

his mathematical findings. He claimed that only words which fitted into the

very intricate mathematical structure of the original languages were the original

words of God, and he developed a text based on this work. The text appears to

be very good, but is not available at the present time.

Probably the best available Greek text is Nestle's Greek Testament. This

text is the one which has been officially chosen by the British and Foreign Bible

Society as their basic text for translations.

There is an obvious disadvantage of a person who knows almost no Greek using

the Greek text. However Greek grammar is quite simple, and only a little

knowledge of Greek, along with a Greek lexicon, will give much assistance for

verb aspects, etc.

In most localities it will be necessary to conform to one of the trade language

versions. 2 This is especially important if the translation is to be a diglot, but in

any case it will avoid much controversy. The American Bible Society, which

does much of the printing of new translations, demands that the native transla-

tion be a translation of the trade language version instead of the Greek. This is

especially true in a strong trade language area, such as Latin America.

It is important to agree with the Bible society which will be doing the publica-

tion as to which basic text shall be used before even starting a translation. This

may save a great deal of useless work.

To get an accurate translation of the original Greek meaning, care must be

taken to express both the lexical and grammatical meanings (see page 112).

2 This may not be necessary if the tribe is almost completely monolingual.
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The lexical meanings are represented very well by the American Revised Ver-

sion and its marginal references. Grammatical meanings are more difficult to

translate into another language, but even here the ARV translation is quite com-

plete. Care should be taken not to include in the translation any deductive

meanings (derived from other Scripture passages) or interpretive meanings (pri-

vate interpretations). Only translate the lexical and grammatical meanings

actually occurring in the passage.

There is only one part of the Greek language which consistently defies correct

translation into English, and that is the meaning of the various verb forms.

Because the Greek verbs don't quite fit the English system, there is no remedy

for this as far as English is concerned. But because many native languages

have a verb system closer to Greek than English does, a translation of the orig-

inal grammatical meaning of the verbs is much better than a translation direct

from English. These various Greek forms, ARV renderings, and real meanings

are listed under Greek verbs in the Appendix.

For weights and measures, it is almost imperative to use the Greek text, as the

native terms differ so from language to language.

informants. The missionary himself cannot make a satisfactory translation

of the Word of God into the native language. It would almost certainly be

stilted and foreign sounding. The real translators are the natives themselves.

The missionary merely furnishes the informants with the general meaning of the

Greek or English, and they put it into clear, idiomatic native speech.

If the informants are Christians, the translation work will go along very

rapidly and easily. In fact the work becomes so difficult with informants who
are not Christians that it almost makes it worth while to wait until there are

some who know the Lord before beginning extensive translation work. Unless

there is one large standard dialect which overshadows the others, it will be

better to have an informant from each dialect area. Then if they do not agree

on some word to be used, another word can be used which is understood by all

or the majority of dialects.

method of work. The meaning is furnished to the informants by reading the

trade language version to them,3 and then explaining anything necessary in

either the native language or the trade language. The informants will then

supply a translation of the verse in their own language, which is written down
phonemically by the missionary.

It is well to put each verse (numbered at the top: 3-16, 3-17, etc.) on a 3X5
slip, then read it aloud to informants immediately after writing it out to check

for a possible improvement of word order, etc. If a verse covers more than

one page, the slips can be numbered as shown in figure 48.

Every rendering volunteered by the informants should be written down, as

there may be a desire to change the verse later on. One should keep track of

the occurrence of new terms so they can be corrected later if necessary. Any
new terms should be added to the lexicon of the language.

In translation it is important to translate meaning rather than words. This

3 If the informants do not know the trade language, as literal a translation as possible

should be supplied in the native language for them to smooth out.
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is because the meaning is carried by the grammar as well as by the various mor-
phemes. Many times the true meaning is actually better translated by using
slightly different words than in the original. The verse Ezekial 45:10 is liter-

ally:

You shall have just balances, and a

just twenty-ninth of a cubic meter,

and a just thirty-seven liters.

But a much better translation of the meaning itself would be:

You shall have just balances, and a

just meter, and a just liter.

Figure 48. The first draft of a translation.

One should avoid slang, archaic forms, learned or formal speech. Use the

simple, ordinary, but dignified language of the people. It is interesting to note

that the New Testament was not originally written in classical Greek, but in

the common language of the people—the ordinary language of the street.

If there is any verse in the trade language version whose meaning is not clear

to the translator (the missionary), he should check with other versions (ARV,

Centenary, the Greek) and look up in a Greek lexicon if necessary. The words

bless, justification, unto eternal life, and others which do not mean much to us in

English are to be translated from Greek because every word should mean some-

thing. A word like baptize should be translated from Greek, not borrowed, as

has been done with English versions. 4

If a loan word is needed, it is best to borrow it from the trade language. If

this is not satisfactory, it may be borrowed from Greek. Such loan words should

4 The American Bible Society, however, prefers that baptize be transliterated (borrowed

from the Greek) rather than translated, in order to avoid interdenominational controver-

sies.
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always be modified if necessary to fit the pattern of pronunciation of the native

language. In other words, one should make sure that every combination of

phonemes used in a loan word also actually occurs in native words. If this is

not done, the natives will either stumble at the word every time they see it,

or they themselves will modify the pronunciation. Loan words should also fit

the native grammatical pattern.

When translating Biblical weights and measures, it is recommended that an

accurate representation of the meaning be conveyed in translation by using the

native units wherever possible. If one has no idea what the value of the original

Greek term actually was, then it is better to borrow the Greek word. 5 In every

case, it is important to have a natural sounding translation. The phrase "from

two to three firkins apiece" in John 2:6 would be translated "about a hundred

liters" instead of "from eighty to one hundred twenty liters". Sometimes the

actual amount of the measurement is of no consequence, as in the example on

page 158.

Sometimes, because of the grammatical pattern of the language, it is impos-

sible to make a word-for-word rendering. The American Bible Society, for

example, sanctions:

The use of repeated antecedents instead of pronouns
the man came in the man came in

he went out again the man went out again

The repetition of verbs

going from Jerusalem going from Jerusalem—

^

• •

to Jericho coming to Jericho

Definite particles before certain proper names, especially place names
Jordan —> the river Jordan

Hermon —» mount Hermon

At first it will only be possible to translate about 3 or 4 verses a day (i.e., in

about two hours). Later, about 30 verses a day can be done with no trouble.

One missionary reports the following rate of translation in verses per day:

NT WRITER VS PER DAY

Paul 25

Peter 40

Luke 50

James 60

John 75

One should never give a translation to the people without first making a com-

plete revision of it. The reason for this is that by the time several books are

completed, many additional words will have been learned which will fit better

in earlier parts of the translation than words which have already been chosen.

This will result in better consistency in the translation of the various Greek

words.

6 A table of New Testament weights and their US and Metric equivalents appears in

the Appendix under New Testament weights and measures.
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A list should be made of all occurrences of parallel words and passages to make
sure each parallel word or passage is translated in the same way each time it

occurs.

There should be only one reading. There should be no variations or explana-

tions in the margin or in parentheses. The translator should decide which

reading is best and use it.

problems. The only real difficulty one will have in translation is the occa-

sional difficulty of finding native words to express certain meanings in the trans-

lation. When the native says that "there is no word for that" in his language,

there are several things that should be tried one after the other, in order to find

a suitable word to use.

1. Tell stories of various types to illustrate the situation. A story of a drowning man
being rescued may supply the word for salvation, for example.

2. The natives may say it is all right to apply the new meaning to a word they already

have, if the word is not too different in meaning.

3. Construct some type of derived or compound word or word phrase from several native

morphemes which gives the meaning desired. For instance doubt can be translated not

believe. The Basic English Version will give many hints along this line. 6

4. If it is impossible to find a certain word in the native language, and no satisfactory

word can be constructed, then a loan word will have to be used. Borrow from the trade

language if possible. If this is impossible, borrow the Greek word. As mentioned on page

158-159, such a loan word should be modified so as to fit the pattern of the native language.

There may be other difficulties of translation. The native may misunder-

stand the trade language version, especially if there are homonymous combina-

tions like desierto (desert) and de cierto (of truth) in Spanish, which are pronounced

identically. Where there is a possibility of homonymous words or phrases,

one must make certain the informant knows exactly which meaning is intended.

translation of music. While the translation of practically any literature

other than the Bible would be handled in much the same way, the translation

of music presents some special problems.

Music is a series of highly artificial combinations of the three prosodic features

:

stress, length, and pitch. The native text should be chosen so that its natural

prosodic features more or less fit with the music. Usually the translator will

want rhyme—periodic recurrence of the same or similar syllables. It may be

easier to write the words first, then write music which is both suitable to the

rhythm of the language and pleasing to the ear.

Every tribe will have music, and while very satisfactory results are obtained

by using it, most natives readily adopt western music, sometimes in preference

to their own. The type of music chosen will have to be determined by the

reaction of the people themselves.

6 The Basic English Version is invaluable for giving constructions of common words

which may be substituted for non-existant words. For instance, the word throne does not

occur in Totonaco (Mexico), nor is throne one of the 1000 words permitted in the Basic

English Version. So in seeing how the Basic English translators dealt with this problem,

(by using seat), the problem was solved for Totonaco in the same way, using the Totonaco

equivalent for seat. Other Basic English renderings are made friends with for reconciled to,

guiding-blade for rudder.
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publication. After the translation of the Bible is completed, the missionary

will want it printed for the natives. There are a number of ways in which this

can be done.

A Bible Society is an organization which prints and distributes Bibles. There

are three important world-wide Bible societies: American Bible Society (New
York), British and Foreign Bible Society (London), and the National Bible

Society of Scotland (Edinburgh).

The Bible Society which will publish the translation should be chosen before

going to the field. The length of time it takes to publish a translation, the free-

dom the translator has in the choice of alphabet symbols and trade language text,

and the size of the tribe necessary before the society will undertake a translation

all enter into the choice, and should be checked on before a decision is made.

Figure 49. A diglot.

It is also possible to have the translation published by a commercial printer

in this country or on the mission field, or by a mission board. In any case,

nothing should be allowed to stand in the way of publishing an accurate transla-

tion with a minimum of delay.

Several types of edition are possible. Ordinary printing is best, of course,

but rather expensive for a very small tribe. Multigraphed or even mimeo-
graphed editions have been used for small tribes. Vari-typing with photo-

offset printing is one of the most satisfactory ways of doing a translation using

special characters. The American Bible Society has cast type for editions

totaling as little as 1500 copies, but for very small editions the American Bible

Society prefers to multigraph.

The translation may be either a straight translation (a translation into a

single language) or a diglot (two languages in parallel columns or on opposite

pages), as in figure 49.
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Native governments, trying to unify the national speech, are usually much
more favorable towards the publication of a diglot of the trade language and the

tribal language. They realize that possession of a diglot version of the New
Testament does much to teach the natives the trade language of the country.

Chapter and verse numbers should be included in the translation as they are

necessary for reference. If the translation is a diglot, the verse divisions must
follow the trade language version, but if it is a straight translation, a slight

change in chapter and verse division to fit natural paragraph divisions of the

text is permissible. In this case verse numbers may be run right in with the

text as is done in the American Revised Version.

Whichever way the translation is published, the methods for preparing the

manuscript and proofreading will be similar.

The manuscript should be typed double-spaced on one side only of 8J by 11

white paper. The pages should be numbered consecutively in the upper right

hand corner. Deletions may be indicated in the manuscript with a horizontal

line ( ) drawn through the part to be removed. Insertions are written above

the line with a caret ( A ) to indicate point of insertion. A carbon copy should

always be made with duplicate corrections on it. Copy for the preliminary

pages (title page, foreword if any, etc.) should also be supplied to the printer.

The printer or publisher will return the manuscript to the translator when he

sends him the proofs. The translator should first read over the proofs as they

stand, looking for any corrections in style, punctuation, or spelling. He then

should have an assistant read the proofs to him while he compares with the

manuscript for possible omissions or repetitions. Standard proofreading marks

are given in the following list:

INSERTIONS (place of insertion is in-

dicated with a caret, A)

tf- space

period

y/ comma
(I) colon

;/ semicolon

= hyphen

fj paragraph

CHANGES (part to be changed is circled)

6) upside down
% broken letter

o/f wrong font (size or style)

rom use roman letters

DELETIONS Cross out part to be de-

leted with a single line, and put^ in margin.

OTHER CORRECTIONS
no 57 no paragraph

•S even spacing

O take out space (use same sign in

text also: ti^me)
^ straighten lines

j| straighten margins

step let it stand (also underline part to
stand with a dotted line: time)

ital italics (also underline part to be

changed: time )

of bold face (also underline part to be

changed with a wavy line: time)

caps capital letters (also underline part

to be changed with three lines:

time)

smc small capital letters (also underline

part to be changed with two lines:

time)

Proofreading marks are always placed in the margin. Any instructions to the

printer, either on the manuscript or on the proofs, are to be written in the mar-

gin and circled to avoid being mixed with new copy.
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The American Bible Society can usually complete the publication of a gospel

of John in a year. This time is spent by the Bible society in checking names,

parallel passages, etc., and sending the translator the corrected manuscripts for

him to check. The final proof copy is also sent to the translator, but in this

case the translator himself corrects it.

The publishing of the translation will be done free of charge by one of the

Bible societies. Of course the copies of the translation will be sold to the

natives. This is a very good thing, even if they are only sold for bananas or

labor, as it teaches the natives that the Word of God has a value.



IX

TEACHING THE NATIVE TO READ

introduction. With the Word of God in the language of the people, the final

step is to teach the natives how to read their own language.

Opinion varies as to whether it is better to teach just a few how to read, or

whether it is better to put on a widespread teaching campaign and try to teach

great crowds of people. Both systems have been tried, and with varying results.

One will probably be most successful teaching only the key men (informants,

future evangelists, pastors, and teachers) how to read. Then these men can

teach other natives as the others express the desire to learn. One of the impor-

tant jobs of the future pastors is the teaching of their own people to read the

Word of God
Teaching a native to read is not a long drawn out job. With the language

written phonemically and modern methods of teaching, reading can be taught in

from four to thirty lessons of an hour's length each. The speed with which the

native can be taught to read his own language depends mainly on the language

itself. Some languages are much easier for the native speaker to learn to read

than others.

Natives themselves ordinarily haven't the slightest interest in being able to

read. For those that are Christians, however, a desire to read the Word of God
will be a very strong motive for learning, and will take care of most problems

along this line. One of the greatest barriers which stands in the way of the aver-

age native even trying to learn is the saying which often has been pounded into

his head since childhood: "You can't read. You're too dumb. You'll never

be able to read." One of the best ways of breaking down this barrier is the

testimony of some enthusiastic native who himself has learned to read.

methods. There are two methods of teaching a native to read: the syllable

method and the word method. The method to be used depends partly on the

type of language spoken by the native. The syllable method works more

satisfactorily with synthetic languages such as Aztec and Eskimo, and with

languages made up largely of open syllables and with few consonant clusters

such as Maranaw 1 and Japanese. The word method gives excellent results with

analytic languages such as Chinese and English and with languages containing

many closed syllables and consonant clusters such as Russian and Navaho,

and has proven itself to be very satisfactory for synthetic languages and those

with a simple syllable structure also.

Both of these methods have been used in different parts of the world with ex-

cellent results. They are each explained in the following pages.

the syllable method. The syllable method of teaching reading was de-

veloped by Dr. Frank C. Laubach of the Committee on World Literacy. The

basis of this method is to illustrate each syllable of the language by means of a

1 Philippine Islands.

164
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picture, while simultaneously teaching the written form of each syllable. There

are live tilings to be done before the actual teaching is begun

:

1. List all the syllables occurring in the language.

2. Chart these syllables in order as shown on page 168, arranging those with the same
vowels in the same column and syllables with the same consonants in the same row.

3. Choose a word to represent each of the above syllables—if possible taking a word

which begins with the syllable being represented. Use concrete nouns or action verbs

for the words.

4. Chart these words in the same order as the syllables they represent, as shown on page

167.

5. Draw a picture of each word on a third chart, using the same order, as shown on page

166.

This will result in three corresponding charts, the first of which will be of syl-

lables, the second of key words, and the third of key pictures. The actual

teaching process with these charts is told very clearly by Dr. Laubach in his

book Toward a Literate World, from which we quote the following method which

was used in the Maranaw language of the Philippine Islands.

Tell the student, (do not ask him) : "This is a amo [monkey] . . . this is his ikog [tail] . . .

this is the olan [moon], this is an undo [pestle to husk rice].
,, while showing picture chart.

Say: "Here are the words for the pictures." Ask the student, (do not tell him) : "What
is this word, like this" (pointing with left finger to the word amo and with right finger to

the picture of amo [monkey]).

So across that line. So on down the page until finished. Then return to top of page and
point to word amo, and (if necessary) to the picture of amo. "What is this?"

Student answers.

Teacher: "The word amo begins with the sound a. Here is a alone (pointing to a on the

right hand chart). What is the first sound of ikog} (Teacher pronounces the i, as in "ma-
chine," very plainly). Pupil may say i. If he does not say it, tell him at once. After

finishing line 1, the teacher points and says rapidly: "a, i, o, u."

Thus down the whole page. For example on line 2. Teacher asks: "First sound of ma
ma? Here it is, say it." (Pointing to syllable chart on right) Pupil says and points:

"ma".
When they reach the end of line two, teacher points and says "ma, mi, mo, mu."
So down the entire page. Presently the student will discover that every syllable across

the line contains the vowel sounds a, i, o, u; ma, mi, mo, mu; sa, si, so, su . . . .

We desire to enable the student at once to pronounce every syllable on the page without

looking at pictures. To do this we next teach the pictures down the first column on the left,

pictures of monkey, man, cow, water-buffalo, rope, frog, plate, pineapple, bird, rice meas-

ure, plow point, chain.

As a memory aid we group the pictures, two at a time. To group monkey and man, say

"The monkey is seated on the man's head. So the man is under the monkey."
To group man and cow: "The man is mounted on the cow's back. The cow is under the

man."
To group cow and carabao: "The cow is standing on the carabao. The carabao is under

the cow."

So down the page, with a different story for each two pictures, as "The rope hangs from

the carabao's nose. The rope is under the carabao." "The frog is biting the rope. The
frog is under the rope." "The frog will fall into the plate." "The plate will spin on the

pineapple"; "the bird likes to eat sweet pineapple"; "the bird stands on the gantang";

"rice falls out of the gantang to the ground ... we plow it"; "the chain is under the plow."
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Maranaw key picture chart.
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amo
monkey

ikog
tail

olan
moon

undo
pestle

mama
man

miti
heel

modol
lips

murra
peacock

sapi
cow

sising
ring

sokob
fish net

suda
fish

karabao
water buffalo

kiping
short sword

korsi
chair

kundi
teakettle

tali

rope

tiganga
beetle

totok
nail

tumboan
bumble bee

babak
frog

birbir
pistol

bola
ball

budong
cat

lapad
plate

lima
finger

lomusud
rooster

lusong
mortar for rice

nanas
pineapple

nipai
snake

ngari
mouth

ngirong
nose

papanok
bird

pirak
money

pora
paddle

pudang
sword

gantang
grain measure

gilingan
spinning wheel

gonsi
key

gulat
bolo knife

dado
plow point

dinding
plow share

dorian
durian fruit

dumpas
mat

rantai
chain

ria
rat

roasan
window

rungit
mosquito

Maranaw key word chart.
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a
•

i o u

ma mi mo mu

sa si so su

ka ki ko ku

ta ti to tu

ba bi bo bu

la li lo lu

na ni nga ngi

pa pi po pu

ga gi go gu

da di do du

ra ri ro ru

Maranaw key syllable chart.
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If well taught a student will know the entire column of pictures from top to bottom in

two or three minutes. Then test whether he can say them covered up.

Teacher: Now say the beginning only of each word, like these, (pointing to syllables

"a, ma, sa, ka,"— [we suggest the reader of this book try this on himself]).

When that is done successfully teacher says: "Now say the whole of each line—like a,

i, o, u;—ma, mi, mo, mu;—sa, si, so, su,—try it!"

Thus the majority of our students know the page of syllables without looking at the pic-

tures, in less than half an hour. Of course they know them only in their proper place.

They can now drill by themselves at home. Packages of syllable cards the same as these

on the page—forty-eight little cards—are given them to play with as they wish.

The next day Lesson 2 is taught by comparing the pictures, across the page this time,

with the sentences. The sentences are learned. Each word is learned. For example:

Teacher: Point to the word amo in this sentence. To pugilain—to ikog. (This is the

usual sentence method of teaching words.)

Lesson 3 in the Maranaw chart makes use of the knowledge of syllables. Adult students

go through this lesson with eagerness and ease, taking the leadership as soon as they are

shown how to find the syllables on the syllable page. Children cannot do this, as a rule,

but may be taught the sentences.

Lesson 4 is a continuation of the same process with variations. Numerals and capitals

are introduced. Lesson 5 is a familiar story or poem—if possible something which the

student already knows by memory.

Each of the above lessons will take from a half hour to an hour to teach.

The teaching itself is best given to one student at a time. Sample charts in the

Maranaw language appear on pages 166-173.

LESSON 2

So amo na pugilain ian so ikog ian.
The monkey is looking at tail his.

So olan na somisimdao ko kaporo-an o undo.
The moon is shining above the rice pestle.

So mama na pugilain ian so miti nian.
The man is looking at his heel.

So modol na itotoro ian so murra.
The lips are pointed toward the peacock.

So sapi na pugilain so sisting.

So sokob na kusokoban ian so suda.
The net is catching the fish.

So karabao na pugilain ian so kiping.

So korsi na mao-obai nian so kundi.
The chair is near the teakettle.
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So tali na pulaiog on so tiganga.

So totok na pulaiog on so tumboan.

So babak na kasasangoran o birbir.
The frog is being pointed at by the pistol.

So bola na pugilain o budong.

So lapad na itotoro o lima.
The plate is being pointed at by the finger.

So lomusud na pugilain ian so lusong.

So nanas na pugilain o nipai.

So ngari na marani ko ngirong.
near to the

So papanok na marani ko pirak.

So pora na liasoagan o pudang.
The oar is pierced by the sword.

So gantang na marani ko gilingan.

So gonsi na marani ko gulat.

So dado na sisi-i ko kabuba-an o dinding.
The point is below the plow share.

So dorian na sisi-i ko dumpas.

So rantai na pukukubun o ria.

The chain is chewed by the rat.

So roasan na pulaiog on so rungit.
Into the window is flying the mosquito.

LESSON 3

The student can piece out these words when he knows the syllables.

ama i mama. ama ami.
The father of the man father of us (our father)

amo ami. amo i mama.
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ama a-i.

father toe (big toe)

• •

si-i si ama.
This is father

si-i so ama o amo.

saia so ama ami.

si-i si kaka.
uncle

kaka, si-i si ama.

si-i so kisa ko.
book

so kaio i kaka.
of

kusasa so sako.
can be tied

kati-i so katia.
Here is the bottle.

si-i so soti a kaki.
clean cloth

mababa a mama,

so bibi o babai.
duck

saia so bota a mama.
boat

oai, bota bus.
yes indeed

matas a bukao a-i.

loong this

si-i so amo.
this is the

si-i so amo ami

saia so amo.
There is

suka i ama ami.
You are

suka i kaka ami.

ama, si-i si kaka.

saia so kaio.
coconut

si-i so sako ami.
sack

si-i so tata i ama.
ornament

kaoto so titai.
There is the bridge.

mababa a wata.
short child

mababa a babai.

sisaia so babo ami.
aunt

ba bota a mama oto?

kati-i so bukao.
root of tree

lalakao ka sa lama.
you walk in the yard
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kati-i so bola.

mala mambo a mama,
also

so lama nio sa walai.
outside the house

malo mala a lama.
rather large

oai, mala a tanto
large very

nonoi ngka piapia.
observe you carefully

so ngingi o wata.
corner of mouth of child

ilaia ngka so papanok.
you look

papas.
papas bird

sa Momongan.
to Momongan

nipa.
nipa palm

andai ka kun uka.
when you eat

so sapi i kun sa gi.
grass

ngguga-an ka
stop you

nggulubuk.
work

mala i gona.

mala a bola.
big

mala mambo a lama,

ilai ka sa lama.
look you at

mala a nanas a-i.

so lata na mala.
can

so nganga o malong.
edge of the sarong

so ngipun namaitum.
tooth black

antona-a papanok?
which?

anda ka song?
where you going?

antona atup oto?
What kind of roof is that?

so wata na pukum.
is eating

amai ka gugawi-i
This evening

ngguga-an ka.
You stop.

antona i gona nian?
What is the use of him?

gi ngka anan
do not do that
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duku ka. di ka ndoda si-i.

you rest do not spit here

dadoa ngka so lopa. rara ka sa dumpas.
spit you on the ground y0u weave the

gari, roro ka sa hiog.
friend make the coconut fall

LESSON 4

Mama Sising Totok

Karabao Babai Lalakaw

Nanas Papanok Gonsi Dado

Rungit Roro ka sa niog

123456789 10

Ngaran

Ingud

Writing lesson.
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In later practice Dr. Laubach places the pictures, words, and syllables in

three parallel columns. As many charts are prepared as there are vowels in the

language, and one chart is taught each day. The teaching method for carrying

over from pictures to syllables is the same as given on pages 165-169 for use with

the Maranaw charts. On the first day, after all the syllables using the vowel a,

for example, are taught, the student reads a number of simple sentences made
up of only these syllables. The next lesson he learns the syllables using the

vowel e, etc.

Syllable cards are prepared with the syllable printed on one side and the

picture representing the syllable, along with the consonant symbol itself in a

suggestive position, on the other side. The student takes these home and plays

with them until he learns to read all the syllables on the cards without turning

them over to look at the pictures.

In Spanish, for example, the simple syllables are learned in 5 lessons, con-

sonant and vowel clusters are taken up in the 6th lesson, and capital letters and

numbers in lesson 7. Illustrations of Dr. Laubach's latest Spanish material

are shown on page 175.

If it is desired to teach a large number of students, Dr. Laubach's method of

dividing up the work is probably the best. He goes into a village, chooses a

group of the ten brightest students in the public school, and tells them he is

going to make teachers of them. Then after teaching the first one individually

the first lesson, he sends him out with a copy of the chart to teach six other

people. He then teaches the second person the same lesson, sends him out with

a chart to teach six more, and so on until he has finished with the ten.

The next day, the process is repeated with the second lesson, and so on until

at the end of the week sixty people have been taught to read and write.

By the extensive use of this method in the Philippine Islands among the Mara-

naw people, Dr. Laubach raised the literacy of this tribe of over 200,000 people

in a marvelous way. Within three years he was using 500 teachers. In the

next three years, 45,000 new names were submitted of persons who had learned

to read.

the word method The word method of teaching the native to read was

developed by Cameron and Elaine Townsend, of the Summer Institute of Lin-

guistics. The basis of this method is to teach the native to recognize each word

by its general appearance. Notice the individual appearance of each of the

three words given below:

WORD APPEARANCE
uta

anu
,

;*&»

utata tfJM#

The second column shows more or less how each of these words impresses the

illiterate native.

To prepare the teaching material, primers are made up, one being furnished

to each student if possible. Word games based on the primer are also made and

used to speed the teaching process.
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Three of the charts.

ma ma
P7
va a.

1 \ fife. &
la ca sa

ma ma a masa la ma sa

ma ma
0-5 /f^

Ila ma papa

ma ma a ma papa

pa pa va a la casa

ma ma ha lla la pava

pa pa
tfs^
ha JIa la

4 R*S
na vaja

pa pa inaia la
gatPf

8

pava

ma ma asa la pava

Sa ra.

® «2:(P* <^\ ^2'^
da pava a la £ata

The first reading lesson.

na—Na

do—Do

lo—Lo

pe—Pe

ru—Ru

Natalia

Domingo

Lopez

Pedro

Ruben
***** ^

e
>

6>

Two of the syllable cards—front and back

Jo

Some capital letters and numbers.

Teaching material for Spanish—Laubach method.
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The primers are so constructed that all of the native phonemes are introduced

and practiced in about 75-100 lessons, depending on the phonemic complexity

of the language. Each lesson consists of six to ten words and a couple of simple

phrases or sentences. Every tenth lesson is a review, with no new words intro-

duced but just sentences or a story.

The following details of the construction and use of the primers are quoted

from an instruction sheet prepared (1946) by Mrs. Townsend.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A PSYCHO-PHONETIC PRIMER

1. Make the first lesson simple, so pupil can learn rapidly and feel that he is making
progress.

2. Use from two to five phonemes (even more if necessary) that will form concrete nouns
of common useage.

3. Introduce a verb or two as soon as possible so that sentences can be formed and the

reader will be reading for meaning.

4. Try to select phonemes that lend themselves to phrases or short sentences. For exam-
ple, ke mek e kek (Kay make a cake), using only k, e, and m.

5. Use phonemes that look different, such as I and a, not b, h, and d, or m and n.

6. Use words that look as different from each other as possible. Avoid words whose
difference consists only in the order of phonemes, such as mek and kem (make and came),

or es and se, el and le of Spanish.

7. Avoid minimal differences as in sal and sol in the first lessons, but later on they can

be used to advantage as a teaching device.

8. Introduce two or three words on the first page of the primer. These words appear at

least twice on the first page, and once on each of the next two pages, as well as in the

review. Try to have one or two phrases on the bottom of the page as soon as possible

besides the words above.

9. The second lesson should introduce one new word using the same phonemes as in lesson

one. Thus this lesson will have the new word repeated plus the words from the first

lesson.

10. New phonemes should be introduced every two lessons. Thus lesson three will have

one or two new words using the new phoneme as well as the old ones. Also the word
on the first two pages will be repeated once on page three. Lesson four will have a new
word but no new phonemes, etc.

11. In the preparation of the primer, you will save yourself much time by listing the new
words on their first occurrence and at the same time placing them on the next two pages.

Thus you will not have to go back each time, looking for the new words on the previous

pages.

12. Introduce systematically all the different types of syllables found in the language.

13. About every ten pages there should be a review of the words taught as well as a review

of the phrases that have appeared on the bottom of the pages.

14. At the back of each book list the vocabulary in the Indian language and the meaning

in the trade language. Also have a list of the phrases and sentences introduced with

the translation into the trade language.

15. Avoid if possible, until the latter half of the primer, the use of consonant or vowel

clusters and letters with special signs.

16. Begin your primer with rather large type, working down gradually to a size 14 point.

Four or five different sizes of type are suggested.

17. Use frames 2 for tonal languages (or in any other case where the new words have to be in

2 The same sentence used each time in which to put the various words to be taught

:

the man walked

the girl walked

the dog walked



anu
uta

anu

uta

anu

uta

anu

anu uta

uta anu
Page 1 from the Aymara primer, (actual size)
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putu

putu tapa

uta putu

tapa anu

utata tapa

putu uta
4

tapa

tapa uta

utata tapa

anu uta

utata

Pages from the Aymara primer. (£ actual size).
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sentences for the natives to comprehend them), especially where the context will reveal

tone withoul having to mark tone. One can also use only one tone to begin with, or one

pattern of tones on each word.

18. Work in short stories just as soon and often as possible.

19. At the end of the primer, list alphabet, names of letters, small and capital letters, and

punctuation.

20. One word on each page should he illustrated with an attractive picture if finances

permit. The pupil is told that just as the picture calls to his mind a certain word, so

also the characters written below the picture represent that word. He is going to

learn to recognize the written "picture" just as rapidly as the real picture and with

greater accuracy. The same illustrations will serve in making games, flashcards, etc.

(The pictures facilitate teaching and make the book more attractive and interesting,

but they are not essential)

21. It is better to divide the primer up and print as four separate books (sections) as it gives

the pupil a feeling of confidence to be able to finish the books quickly.

22. Where the government is interested in substituting the national or trade language for

the vernacular, it may be wise to make the primer bilingual. After some ten lessons

in the vernacular, introduce two lessons in the trade language using only letters that

have already been introduced in the previous pages. Don't print the translations of

the trade language words if other letters than the ones already introduced are required.

If the words can be pictured, print a small picture above each trade language word to

acquaint the monolingual pupil with its meaning. After all the letters of the vernacular

alphabet have been introduced, it is probable that there will still remain several letters

used in the trade language. These can be taught in a final section in which literal

translations in the vernacular can now be printed. Some of these may not be phonemic

and they should be left for the last lessons especially if they are at variance with some

of the phonemes taught in the vernacular.

HOW TO USE THE PRIMER

In teaching the first lessons the teacher should not mention the names of the letters or

the sounds of the letters, but rather present the word as a whole. The following conversa-

tion illustrates how the teaching can be started.

Teacher: John, if you saw your friend Henry walking down the street you would recog-

nize him wouldn't you?

John: Sure I would.

Teacher: If you saw Henry in the next town would you still recognize him?
John: Yes.

Teacher [pointing to the first picture in the book]: This is a picture of a dog and no mat-

ter where you see this picture it is always a dog, isn't it?

John: Yes.

Teacher [pointing to the word below the picture]: This word also says dog no matter

where you may find it. Let's pretend that this first page is Chicago and see how many
times you can find our friend Mr. dog in Chicago. [John proceeds to point out all the words

that look exactly like the one under the picture and each time he finds the word he says its

name, dog. The rows can be called "streets" and the pupil can look for the word dog on

the streets as well as on the page. The teacher should show enthusiasm each time the

pupil finds the word. This will encourage him greatly.]

Teacher: That's wonderful, John. Xow let's turn the page and see if we can find our

friend Mr. dog in Evanston. [John proceeds to look for the word but if he points out the

wrong word, the teacher should never tell him which one it is but rather go back to the first

page and have him study the word again under the picture of dog. After he has it well

fixed in his mind, then he can look for it on the second page. The pupil then looks for

all the words that say dog on the second page, saying the word each time he finds it. He
will also look for the word on the third page, which is given the name of another well-known

town nearby.]
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The same procedure is followed with preceding words until the pupil gets the idea that

each word represents an object with which he is familiar. Always get the pupil to go

through the process of contrasting one word with another until he finds the exact mate of

the first word. Unconsciously through oft repeated comparison he builds up a relationship

in his mind between symbol and sound.

Bright Indian children as well as adults have often learned to read their entire primer
in one hundred hours. Sometimes they can also learn to write and even get a good start

at reading the trade language. Of course if your language is tonal or has a highly complex
phonetic or syllabic structure, the problem is greater. If your bright students require

longer than this, you must net have followed the method closely enough either in preparing

the primer or in teaching. In this regard, remember that it is very important to have the

pupils go through the process of comparing one word with another constantly.

Flash cards have been used to supplement the primers with remarkable suc-

cess among various American indian tribes by Mrs. Elaine Townsend. A
number of 3X8 inch white cards have pictureable words printed on them—

a

different word for each card. Then the corresponding pictures are placed on

8X10 inch cards. Five of these picture cards are placed upright in front of the

class and a student is given five corresponding (but mixed up) word cards. He
matches them by placing each word card in front of the proper picture card.

Students can read a word wherever they see it after they have matched it three

or four times with flash cards. Flash cards used with the Aymara indians of

Peru are shown in figure 50.

Variations of this can be done by "fishing" for steel-tipped cardboard fish

in a jar with a magnet on a string. Each fish has a word printed on it and as

they are brought out one by one they are laid on the proper picture cards by the

student, as he pronounces the wrord. See figure 51.

Word parchesi is another game which has proven very useful for teaching

reading. The essential part of this game is that every space, with the exception

of a few specially colored spaces, has a word written in it. The number of

spaces each counter moves is determined by using a spinner as in all parchesi

games, but in this case the player must read the word of the square he lands in.

If he reads it wrong (judged by the other players) or cannot read it, he re-

mains back where he was till his turn comes again. Should the player land in

one of the colored spaces, he moves according to the following rules: red, lose

next turn; green, take an extra turn. The player reaching the goal first (which

must be by a spin of exactly the right number) is the winner. 2-6 players.

In Aymara, the first 33 wrords of the primer w7ere used in making up this game.

When the students were ready, they were given another board to play the game

on using the next 33 words, etc. Figure 52 is a picture of the game used with

Aymara.

Playing cards can be adapted well to teaching the natives to read. From 12

to 24 sets (depending on the number of players) of 3 cards each are made. Each

of the 3 cards in a set has the same wcrd on it, but one has the picture of the word

also. The game is played like authors, with six cf the shuffled cards dealt to

each player and the remainder placed face downward on the table as a bone pile.

Each player in turn asks a player of his choice for his sana, waka, or whatever
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other card he wants to help him complete a set. If the one asked has it, he

must give it up, and a second one of the same set, if he happens to have it.

If he does not have the card asked for, he tells the player to go to the bone pile,

from which the player may draw the top card only. Each time a set is com-

pleted by a player, it is laid on the table face up. The final high score goes to

the one with the largest number cf completed sets.

For word lotto, 5 pieces of cardboard are divided up into 25 "squares" each

as shown in figure 53. Color the borders of each of 4 a different color. Print

the first 25 words of the primer, or 25 other words with which the players are

fairly familiar, on one of the cards, one word to each square. These same 25

words are printed in a different order on each of the other cards, making sure that

no two rows are like. The card without the colored border is then cut up into

25 word cards. 80-100 small pieces of colored paper or kernels of corn com-

plete the equipment for playing this game.

To play word lotto, the caller chooses a word from the pile of word cards in

the center of the table, reads it out loud, then places it in the proper square

of his card. Each player meanwhile finds the same word on his card and covers

it with a kernel of corn or a colored piece of paper. This continues until the

first one to get 5 words in a row in any direction calls "lotto". After the winner

checks with the caller to make sure he hasn't made a mistake, all players ex-

change cards and the winner becomes the new caller. 2-4 players.

Other games using native words can be devised if desired. Old maid, flash

cards on a flannelgraph, and others have been tried with success. In introducing

games, it is important that they be started with adults. If first started with

children, the adults of the community are likely not to care to enter into the

games.

Work with games and work in the primer should be alternated for best results,

working with the primer in periods of an hour each and playing the games during

the intermissions. When starting with a new group of people, the games may
be introduced first, then when the people go to the primer, they can immediately

start reading.

The Townsend method of teaching reading will work with either one student

or a class. Each lesson (from 1 up to as many as 25 pages in the primer, de-

pending on the teacher, student, and language) can be about an hour long,

depending on the interest of the student. With a full-time school, 4 to 6 hours

a day can be spent in teaching, alternating the games and primer as suggested

above. With the Aymara indians of Peru in 1940, after 17 days 50 percent of

the students enrolled had learned to read in their own language, having covered

in this time 3 sections of the primer in the native language and part of the 4th

section in the trade language.

general teaching hints. Regardless of which teaching method is used,

there are several hints which may be found valuable.

With either one of the two methods of teaching reading, there is no need at

all of teaching the native single phonemes. He will gradually learn automati-

cally how to pronounce the various phonemes. After he has started learning the
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separate phoneme symbols, he may be taught the traditional trade language

names of the alphabet letters. This will keep him from naming the letters

wrong on his own volition—inventing a name for each letter. When teaching

natives of a different dialect to read from the primer, one must be sure to pro-

nounce the word the way the other dialect does, in spite of the way it is written.

Care must be taken that the students don't memorize words and sentences by

their position in the primer. One who does this can "read" very well as long as

he is on familiar material. But he cannot read the same words at all in a differ-

ent context.

Interest in the class must be kept up with repartee, a general air of encourage-

ment, and generous praise when deserved. The student must always be made
to feel his progress, and must not be discouraged by giving him unfamiliar words.

All hand-writing for the native to read should be printed. It should be done very

carefully and correctly, especially at first when he is just learning to read and

write.

One of the most encouraging things that can be given the graduate is a writ-

ten copy of some story, poem, or song which he already knows by heart. He
will take great joy in reading the familiar lines, and his memory will aid him

where he would be inclined to stumble. He will read it over and over again,

gaining valuable practice with no effort at all on the part of the teacher.

The natives must be kept provided with material to read as practice. Other-

wise they will forget how to read in a surprisingly short time. Readers should be

prepared based on the vocabulary used in the primer with new words being

introduced systematically in each successive page. If fifty words are used

on a page, not more than seven of them should be new ones. After completing

a sufficient amount of graded reading material, the natives can be supplied with

a translation of the Bible into their own language. One of the best first texts

for the native to read is the creation story. The people themselves may wish

to publish a newspaper or other type of periodical as was done by the Maranaw
people of the Philippines, juchdri andpu is a magazine in the native tongue

published by Max Lathrop for the Tarascan (Mexico) indians, following his

work in reducing the language to writing, translating the New Testament,

and conducting reading campaigns. Issues contain native stories and songs,

current events, educational articles in various fields, and other articles of general

interest, as well as advertisements in Tarascan.

printing primers and charts. When primers or charts are printed, large

type should be used, especially for the first few pages, using smaller type later

on. This gives the native the feeling of progress at the first part of the book

(when he turns the pages fast), as well as being easier to read for eyes not ac-

customed to type.

One should be careful to always use familiar words in the first lessons, prefer-

ably concrete nouns or action verbs. The ideas carried by these will be much
easier for the native to remember, and will help with his learning to read.

government assistance. The government of the country will often be glad

to assist in many ways: building a school building, furnishing teachers, printing
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primers and charts, etc. It usually pays to accept any help of this kind that

will save the missionary's time for the primary job—getting the Word of God out

to those tribes who have never yet had a chance to hear it.

conclusion. In all things keep the objective in mind. If the Holy Spirit

is leading, be not weary in well doing, for in due season you will reap, if you

faint not.



X
SAMPLE GRAMMAR

A general outline to be followed in writing a grammar has been given on pages

152-153. As an illustration of how this outline can be followed in writing up
the grammar of any language, a brief grammatical sketch of a hypothetical

language is given in the next few pages.
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MAMATOMI GRAMMAR

by

John Smith



INTRODUCTION
The Mamatomi language is spoken by some four thousand Indians of the

Mamatomi tribe located in eastern Colombia, South America, about 20 miles

north of the confluence of the Sena and Larapo rivers.

There are two major dialects of Mamatomi, which differ but slightly. The
southern dialect, spoken by almost three thousand persons, is the one described

in this paper. Roberto Sanchez (age 24), Maria Dloret (39), and Namal Pon

(32), all of San Feliz, Colombia, acted as informants.

Mamatomi is apparently not related to any other nearby language and classi-

fication will have to await further research.

Manaos, Brazil John Smith

April 7, 1944

I

PHONOLOGY
There are 23 primary phonemes in Mamatomi: 17 consonants, 4 vowels, and

2 prosodic phonemes. These are charted and described below:

Consonants. 1

e
•<s>

r©

•<s>

rO

o

e

a
o
<*>

Si

C3

3

© 5-

glottalized stops V t k

voiceless stops b d 9

affricates 3
spirants / s X

nasals m n

lateral I

flap r

semivowels y u

<5i

1. A glottalized voiceless bilabial, alveolar, and velar stop: p, t, k.

2. A glottal stop: *.

3. A voiceless bilabial, alveolar, and velar stop: b, d, g.

4. A voiceless alveolar affricate: 5.

5. A labiodental, alveolar, and velar spirant:/, s, x. There is free variation

between voiced and voiceless forms.

6. A voiced bilabial and voiced alveolar nasal: m, n. The alveolar nasal

is pronounced at the velar point of articulation before a pause.

7. A voiced alveolar lateral: I, and a voiced alveolar flap: r.

8. A voiced alveopalatal and a voiced velar semivowel: y, w. The velar

semivowel is accompanied by simultaneous lip-rounding.

1 Examples of primary phonemes:

pago sun JOS seven lema horse

ta? to mount sof completeness yawo departure

bre to put sixo village waya? knife

dlako? white nanan six 3131 now
glomet kilometer remo this place

188

3131 fortunate
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Vowels.

front back

high i

low e a

1. A high front vowel: i. This has the approximate sound of German ie

as in liebe. When i occurs in a closed syllable, it is pronounced more

open, somewhat like English i as in bit.

2. A high back vowel: o, that almost has the sound of German o as in oder.

Before a pause there is free variation of the o, it sometimes is pronounced

[o] and sometimes [u].

3. A low front vowel: e. This has the sound of German ee as in Beet.

When it occurs in a closed syllable it is pronounced more open, somewhat

like German e as in Bett or English e as in bed.

4. A lowr back vowel: a, about half way between English o as in cot and au

as in caught.

5. These vowels are all nasalized when they occur before a nasal.

Prosodic phonemes. There are only two prosodic phonemes: strong and weak

stress. Strong stress is marked with an accent (') over the stressed vowel:

lono. Weak stress is unmarked.

Secondary phonemes. 2 Pause is sometimes used as a secondary phoneme.

It is usually very short, but there may be as many as three lengths of pause for

contrast: short (space), mid (,), long (.).

There are three pitches used in intonation patterns : low, mid, and high. The
combinations in which these occur (secondary morphemes) are so limited that

they are represented in orthography as to their combinations instead of indi-

vidually :

mid
low S \ Low

ordinary sentence, represented with a period at end (.).

— mid —

—

low ^
person expects an answer, confirmation, etc. Repre-
sented with a question mark (?).

high

lowS \^ low

anger, fright, or other sudden and strong emotion.
Shown with an exclamation point (!).

2 Examples of secondary phonemes:

tar pado desgli, mes soxmastoski.
fast nails go they said

tar pado- desglif
fast nails go
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Length also appears as a secondary phoneme. It is used with single words

(applied to stressed syllable) as a secondary morpheme meaning emphatic.

Length is indicated in the orthography by means of a dash written after the

lengthened word.

Distribution. Consonant clusters only occur initially in morpheme: unas-

pirated stops + Z or r. bla? (to obtain), gri (woman).

Morphemes may end in either C or V. Unaspirated stops or semivowels do

not end morphemes. 50s (seven), -ta (few, small amount)

With the exception of that, all syllable types are CV.

Each word must have one and only one strong stress, meso (open), de (was),

ndnan (six), waya? (knife).

Pauses are always placed between words, phrases, and sentences only, la

mes waya? masralxagi. (They did not sell him the knife)

Only one intonation pattern may occur on each sentence.

tar pado desgli, mes soxmastoski. (Nails go fast, they said)

But any number of emphasis-lengthened words may occur in a sentence, tar-

pado- desgli mes soxmastoski-. (Nails go fast, they said)

General speech style. The speed of utterance is rather slow—about 4 syllables

per second. The lips tend to be somewhat rounded at all times.

Orthography. Since every word has only one strong stress, and since this

stress usually falls on the next to the last syllable in words of more than one

syllable, stress is only marked when it occurs in polysyllabic words on some

syllable except the next to the last.

II

MORPHOLOGY

Categories. There are four main categories of words in Mamatomi. These

are outlined, along with their subdivisions, as follows:

1. nouns

a. animate lema (horse)

b. inanimate

(1) nominals pado (nail)

(2) postpositions bla (road, toward)

2. pronouns mes (they)

3. verbs

a. transitive -ral- (sell)

b. intransitive -meso (open)

4. particles

a. introductory taro (and)

b. equating dra (is)
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Word formation. Mamatomi is a somewhat synthetic language, using much
word derivation. The following word types occur:

1. Morpheme words (single free form)

bla? gri

to obtain woman

2. Derived words (one or more bound forms and a free form)

kokata yisdaga

a little rope our country

Whenever two like consonants come together at the juncture of morphemes,

one of the consonants drops out.

Nouns. Nouns are divided into subcategories depending on whether or not

they take -hi with the co-used verb form. The nouns which take -ki are called

animate because almost all such nouns are living or moving beings. The other

nouns are called inanimate. The noun is composed of one, two, or three mor-

phemes:

|

NOUN
|

|

adjective
|

|

possessive i

required optional optional

lemagesa

his black horse

The adjective suffixes are very numerous and are listed in the lexicon.

There are only six possessive suffixes, which are given below:

-ga my -daga our

-dra your -dadra your

-sa his -dasa their

Pronouns. Apparently some relation exists between the pronouns, the pos-

sessive suffixes of the nouns, and the object pronominal suffixes of the verbs,

but these three types of morphemes are not linked by any operative grammatical

process. The six pronouns are:

mek I maga we
madre you madra you

masa he, she, it mes they, anyone

Verbs. Verbs are of two types: transitive and intransitive. Transitive verbs

must take a pronominal suffix (a type of object pronoun) but intransitive verbs

cannot take such a suffix. The verb is made up of from two to six morphemes

:

|
subordinating

|
i aspect i

|
VERB

|
|

mode
| |

pronoun
|

|

animate
|

optional req. req. opt. req. for req.

transitive

verbs

soxmasralpexagi

[that] they had always sold it
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The subordinating prefix, added when the verb is subordinate to another verb,

is sox-.

There are two aspects:

mas- finished

des- unfinished

Every verb must be placed in one of these two aspects.

There are three modes:

-bo potential

-to customary

-pe uncustomary

The use of a modal suffix is optional.

There are six possible pronominal suffixes:

-?a me -da us

-da you -da you

-xa him, her, it -das them

These are required for transitive verbs but are never used with intransitive

verbs.

There are two other suffixes one of which is required for each verb

:

-hi animate

(zero) inanimate

The k of -hi is changed to a g when this suffix follows a voiced sound.

Particles. Particles do not enter into morphological changes. They are

apparently unanalyzable. There are two kinds: introductory particles, which

always occur initially in a clause, and equating particles, which always join the

two parts of an equational sentence. Useage of these is discussed further in

the next chapter.

Ill

SYNTAX

* Sentences. A sentence may be made up of one or more clauses occuring

concurrently and united by slight pause junctures. If one of the actions ex-

pressed is subordinate to the others, it is indicated by the use of the subordinat-

ing prefix with the verb. Any sentence may be begun with one or more in-

troductory particles or phrases. These may not occur in any other position

in a sentence.

Clauses. There are two main clause types:

1. Subject-action

introd.

particles

,
or phrases i | subject

j
< object

[ |
verb •

optional req. opt. req.
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la mes wayd? masralxagi

not they knife sold-him

2. Equational

introd.

particles

I

or phrases complement

equating

- particle
,

subject

optional required required req.

taro sax dra bla

and good is road

There may be one or more introductory particles, or one or more introductory

phrases, or both. These only occur in clause-initial position.

Phrases. In addition to verbs and particles, the above clauses are con-

structed from two types of phrases:

1. Noun phrase

one or more nouns or pronouns in sequence

mam lema gri (the man, woman, and horse)

man horse woman

2. Introductory phrases

any noun + postposition

jos ?a
seven belly

sixo bla

village road

(at seven)

(to the village)

Postpositions are a small group of inanimate nouns (listed below)

which take the indicated marginal meaning when used in the above

constructions.

MEANING MARGINAL MEANING
road to, toward

belly at, in

head on, over

departure from

POSTPOSITION

bla

9a

non

yawo

IV

SAMPLE TEXT

$i$il pap masmesoto. 2 $an non de mam bago sofsa de pago. mam
today market opened ground on was the-man when complete was the-sun the-man

lemagesaz masta9pexagi* 30s 9a5 pap desmesoto remo yawo sixo bla

his-black-horse mounted-it seven at market opens this-place from village to

nanan glomet6 desglito na9 tar dra lemasa sax dra bla. pap 9a mes padota

six kilometers goes but fast is his-horse good is road market at they a-few-nails

kokata masralxagi. tar pado desgli mes soxmastoski.7 taro ^i$i de masa
a -little -rope sold him fast nails go they said and fortunate was he
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lono masa padota soxdesbla?ki. ban law madre wayd? desxom?agi masa
because he a-few-nails gets please also you knife give-me he

soxmastoski. la mes wayd? masralxagi. satd ?a masa padosa kokasa
said not they knife sold-him saddlebag in he his-nails his-rope

masbrexagi. taro linsa bla masmergi. xos lindaga bla mamdaga9 desmergi
he-put-it and his-home to returned does our-home to our-man return

grisa soxmasloski. ^i$i mek pap bla desglibogi soxdestoski. pap bla

his-woman she-said now I market to can-go she-says market to

masa maskeki. 10 yisdaga ?a la la pap bla mam desgligi wox ?a
she walked our-country in not not market to a-man goes in -order-to belly

gleda11 masa den soxdeskopagi. kol gri retup desakbogi na ? la la gri

for he food buys only woman that-thing can-do but not not woman

lema desta?xagi. yisdaga ?a sodet dra mam gri. 12

horse mounts our-country in careful are men women

GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS

1. Introductory particle meaning now or today.

2. A verb made up of mas- (finished aspect), meso (open), and -to (customary

mode), with the zero inanimate suffix. See page 191-192.

3. A noun made up of lema (horse), -ge (black), and -sa (his). See page 191.

4. A verb made up of mas- (finished aspect), ta? (to mount), -pe (uncustomary

mode), -xa (it), and -hi (animate suffix). The k of the animate suffix becomes g

before voiced sounds.

5. An introductory phrase (see page 193). It will be noticed that numbers

(such as seven) are nouns in Mamatomi.
6. Borrowed from the Spanish word kilometro.

7. A verb made up of sox- (the subordinating prefix), was- (finished aspect),

tos (say), and -hi (animate suffix).

8. A morpheme, translated does here, which merely means an answer is ex-

pected or desired. The interrogative idea is always indicated by means of this

particle.

9. The forms my-man and our-man are used for husband. Converse terms are

used for wife.

10. A verb made up of mas- (finished aspect), kek (walk), and -ki (animate

suffix) . Here there is a loss of one of the k sounds as a result of two like conso-

nants occurring together. See page 190.

11. A postposition whose basic meaning is useage.

12. The phrase mam gri is an example of a noun phrase (page 193).

FREE TRANSLATION

Today is market-day. The man got up at dawn and got on his black horse.

The market opened at seven. It was about six kilometers to the village, but it

was a fast horse and a good road.

They sold him nails and rope at the market. Nails go fast, they said, and he
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was fortunate to get some. Give me a knife, too, he asked. But they didn't

sell him a knife. He put the nails and rope in his saddlebag and returned home.

Has our man come back home? his wife asks. Now I can go to the market.

She walked to the market.

In our country the man never goes to the market to buy food. Only a woman
can do that. But a woman never rides a horse. Men and women are careful

[of their customs] in our country.
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READINGS LISTS

The following list is not intended to be a comprehensive list of the best linguis-

tic books available. It is merely a list of the best and most easily obtainable

reading material on linguistics. As far as possible, we have only given one

source for additional material on each subject of linguistics, at the same time

limiting ourselves in the actual number of books suggested.

The first list is made up according to topics. Then complete information

about each of the books is given in the second list so it will be possible to obtain

any of them desired.

List I

History of Linguistics

Linguistic Science in the 19th Century—Pederson

Language—Jespersen (ch 1-4)

Comparative Linguistics

Linguistic Science in the 19th Century—Pederson (ch 7-8)

Language—Bloomfield (ch 18-21)

Language, Culture, and Personality—Spier (Methods in the Classification of

American Indian Languages by Harry Hoijer, pages 3-14)

Physiology of the Vocal Organs
Phonetics—Pike (ch 6-7)

Practical Phonetics for Students of African Languages—Westermann and

Ward (ch 3)

Production of Sounds
Phonetics—Pike (ch 6-8)

Practical Phonetics for Students of African Languages—Westermann and

Ward (ch 6-20)

Outline of Linguistic Analysis—Bloch and Trager (ch 2)

Prosodic Features
Language, Culture, and Personality—Spier (Theory of Accentual Systems by

Trager, pages 131-145)

Tone
Tone Languages—Pike

Practical Phonetics for Students of African Languages—Westermann and

Ward (ch 22, 24)

Intonation

Pronunciation—Pike (ch 4-7, 10-11)

Styles of Speech

Pronunciation—Pike (ch 1-2, 11)

Phonemics

A Technique for Reducing a Language to Writing—Pike

196
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Language—Bloomfield (ch 5-8)

Practical Phonetics for Students of African Languages—Westermann and

Ward (ch 5)

Outline of Linguistic Analysis—Bloch and Trager (ch 3)

Morphology
Language—Bloomfield (ch 10, 13-16, 20-21)

Handbook of Descriptive Linguistics—Nida (Part I)

Taxemes and Immediate Constituents—Pike

Syntax
Language—Bloomfield (ch 10-12)

Handbook of Descriptive Linguistics—Nida (Part II)

Taxemes and Immediate Constituents—Pike

Semantics

Language—Bloomfield (ch 9)

Categories

Language—Bloomfield (ch 14-16)

Informant Technique

The Practical Study of Foreign Language—Bloomfield

Shrine of a People's Soul—Smith (ch 1, 5-7)

Bookkeeping, Writing Grammar
Tunica Grammar—Haas

The Navaho Language—Young and Morgan
Teaching

Toward a Literate World—Laubach (especially ch 3, 10)

Translation

A Guide for Translators, Revisors, and Editors—American Bible Society

Shrine of a People's Soul—Smith (ch 2-4, 7-9)

Book of a Thousand Tongues—American Bible Society

Rendering of Biblical Terms of Weights and Measures—American Bible So-

ciety

General
Language—Bloomfield

Language—Jespersen

Outline of Linguistic Analysis—Bloch and Trager

Sapir Memorial Volume—Spier

Language—Linguistic Society of America

List II

American Bible Society

A Guide for Translators, Revisors, and Editors (16 pages)

American Bible Society, N. Y., 1932. A practical guide for those making a

translation of Scripture.

The Rendering of Biblical Terms of Weights and Measures. (30 pages)

American Bible Society, N. Y., 1943. A guide for the translation of Hebrew
and Greek terms of weights and measures, giving modern equivalents, etc.
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Book of a Thousand Tongues. (357 pages)

Harper and Bros., N. Y., 1938. A brief history of translation work with

samples of the text from over 1000 languages.

Bloch and Trager (Bernard Bloch and George Trager)

Outline of Linguistic Analysis. (75 pages)

Linguistic Society of America, % American Council of Learned Societies,

Washington, D. C, 1942. An excellent book on general practical linguis-

tics, covering phonology, morphology, and syntax.

Bloomfield, Leonard

Language. (506 pages)

Henry Holt and Co., N. Y., 1933. The most complete book on general

linguistics available. Somewhat difficult reading, however.

The Practical Study of Foreign Language. (16 pages)

Linguistic Society of America, % American Council of Learned Societies,

Washington, D. C, 1942. General informant technique.

Haas, Mary
Tunica Grammar. (130 pages)

J. J. Augustin, N. Y., 1940. A technical descriptive grammar of the Tunica

(Louisiana) language.

Jespersen, Otto

Language. (423 pages)

Henry Holt and Co., N. Y., 1922. Several pieces of material of interest such

as history of linguistic science, linguistic development of a child, mixing of

languages and classification of results, interesting grammatical features of

Chinese, Bantu, etc.

Laubach, Frank

Toward a Literate World. (174 pages)

Columbia University Press, N. Y., 1938. Different methods of teaching read-

ing to illiterates and the results in various parts of the world. A detailed

account of the syllable method of teaching people to read.

Linguistic Society of America

Language, (approximately 300 pages a year)

Linguistic Society of America, % American Council of Learned Societies,

Washington, D. C. A quarterly containing general linguistic articles.

Nida, Eugene

Handbook of Descriptive Linguistics, (approximately 500 pages)

Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1305 No. Louise St., Glendale, Calif., 1944.

Morphology and syntax, with examples and problems. The most com-

plete work on the subject.

Pederson, Holgar

Linguistic Science in the Nineteenth Century. (339 pages)

Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1930 (original appeared in

1924). Histories of linguistic studies of various languages, including

samples of orthographies and comparative linguistics.
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Pike, Kenneth

Phonetics. (153 pages)

University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1943. A critique on pho-

netic theory, and a presentation of a complete method of phonetic analysis

of any sound. Difficult.

Phonemics. (127 pages)

Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1305 No. Louise St., Glendale, Calif., 1943.

A technique for reducing a language to writing. General phonemics,

variation, complex phonemes, and distribution, with problems.

Pronunciation. (123 pages)

Volume 1 of the series : An Intensive Course in English for the Latin American

Student, English Language Institute, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Mich., 1942. Elementary phonetics, intonation theory, and practice

exercises, especially of the English language.

Tone Languages. (190 pages)

Linguistic Society of America, % American Council of Learned Societies,

Washington, D. C, 1943. A complete work on the theory of tone languages

and practical methods of analysis.

Taxemes and Immediate Constituents. (48 pages)

Summer Institute of Liguistics, 1305 No. Louise St., Glendale, Calif., 1942.

A further explanation of Bloomfield's work in Language on immediate con-

stituents and taxemes in relation to morphology and syntax.

Smith, Edwin W.
The Shrine of a People's Soul. (192 pages)

Edinburg House Press, 2 Eaton gate, S.W. 1, London, England, 1929. Sub-

stitutes for and necessity of native language, informant technique, dialect

problems, difficulties of learning language, and difficulties of translation, all

illustrated with interesting anecdotes from different fields.

Spier, Leslie

Language, Culture, and Personality. (298 pages)

George Banta Publishing Co., Menasha, Wisconsin, 1941. Articles of gen-

eral linguistic interest by various authors, such as Classification of North

American Indian Languages, Behavior Patterns in Linguistic Structure,

Theory of Accentual Systems, Social Trends, Personality Development.

Edited by Leslie Spier.

Westermann and Ward (Diedrich Westermann and Ida C. Ward)
Practical Phonetics for Students of African Languages. (216 pages)

Oxford University Press, London, England, 1933. General phonetics, with

illustrations taken from African languages. Phonetic summaries of nine

African languages.

Young and Morgan (Robert W. Young and William Morgan)

The Navaho Language. (360 pages)

Phoenix Indian School, Phoenix, Arizona, 1943. A descriptive grammar of

the Navaho (Arizona) language.
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List III

Books Not Listed Above Which Will Be Found Useful on the Field
New Testament Greek—Machen (Macmillan Co., N. Y., 1939). An elemen-

tary Greek Grammar with a basic vocabulary.

Greek Lexicon—Thayer (American Book Co., N. Y., 1889). A complete

lexicon of the Greek New Testament.

Analytical Greek Lexicon—(Harper and Bros., N. Y.). A complete lexi-

con of the Greek New Testament. Includes a brief outline of Greek
grammar.

American Revised Version—(American Bible Society, N. Y., 1901). The
best translation of the entire Bible into English available at the present

time. Done by a committee of men from the Greek.

Basic English Version—(Dutton and Co., N. Y., 1941). A New Testament

translated from Greek with the use of an English vocabulary purposely

limited to 1000 words.

Nestle Greek Testament—(American Bible Society, N. Y., 1936). The best

commonly accepted Greek Testament available. A combination of the

texts of Tischendorf, Weiss, and Westcott-Hort, using the one for which

there seems to be the most authority. Variant readings are given in the

margin.

OUTSTANDING LINGUISTIC SCHOOLS

Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1305 No. Louise St., Glendale, Calif,

(schools at Norman, Okla. and Caren, Saskatchewan in 1947).

Linguistic Institute of America, sponsored by Linguistic Society of America,

care of American Council of Learned Societies, Washington, D. C. (at

Ann Arbor, Mich, in 1947).

Yale University Graduate School, New Haven, Conn.

NEW TESTAMENT WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

Biblical weights and measures often cause difficulty in translation. As a con-

venient reference table to use for this type of work, the various New Testament

weights and measures are listed below as they occur in the Greek text (Nestle)

and in the American Revised Version, with U. S. and Metric equivalents. 1

GREEK TERM ARV TERM US EQUIVALENT METRIC EQUIVALENT

\eirr6v mite 1.5 gm copper coined

Kobpkvrris farthing approx size US \£ 3 gm copper coined

kaokpiov penny- 12 gm copper coined

Spaxnv piece of silver 3.64 gm silver coined

8rjv6.pi.ov shilling 4 gm silver coined

8L8poixpov half-shekel approx size US 25^ 7.27 gm silver coined

<tt<ltt)p shekel approx size US 50^ 14.6 gm silver coined

ipybpiov piece of silver approx size US 50f£ 14.6 gm silver coined

1 From The Rendering of Biblical Terms of Weights and Measures, published by the

American Bible Society, N. Y.
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p,va pound 364 gm silver coined
\Lrpa pound 12.3 ounces 349 grams
Tokavrov talent 48 pounds 21.8 kilograms (silver)

irijxvs cubit 17.6 inches 44.6 centimeters

dpyvia fathom 5 feet 10 inches 1.78 meters

Xa\aiJ.os reed 10 feet 3 inches 3 meters
aradiop furlong 194 yards 178 meters

n'Ckiov mile 0.919 miles 1.48 kilometers

<ja(5(3a.Tov 686s2 sabbath day's

journey-

970 yards 890 meters

Xotvi^ measure 1 quart 1 liter

aarov measure 13 quarts 13 liters

fiddlOS measure 13 quarts 13 liters

/Sdros measure approx 1 bushel

Ions)

(8 gal- 37 liters

Xopos measure over 10 bushels 370 liters

\ierpT)TT)% firkin about 9 gallons about 40 liters

&pa hour hour

rinlupov the space of half

an hour

half-hour

<f>v\aKrj watch about 3 hours

rinepa day either the 24 hour day or the 12 hour day

aafifiaTOV week week
\xr\v month lunar month
Ztos year solar year

eviavros year solar year

201

METRIC SYSTEM

In most countries the world over, the Metric System is the standard system

of weights and measures. The most commonly used units, with their US equiv-

alents, are given in the following table:

METRIC

Length: 1 Kilometer (1000 meters)

1 Meter
1 Centimeter (0.01 meter)

1 Millimeter (0.1 centimeter)

Weight: 1 Ton (1000 kilograms)

1 Kilogram, Kilo (1000 grams)

1 Gram

Volume : 1 Cubic Meter (1000 liters)

1 Liter (1000 cubic centimeters)

1 Cubic Centimeter

Area: 1 Hectare (10,000 square meters)

US EQUIVALENT

0.621 miles (approx 5/8 mile)

39.37 inches (about 1 pace)

0.394 inches (about 3/8 inch)

0.0394 inches (about 1/25 inch)

2200 pounds (about a ton)

2.2 pounds
0.0353 ounces (about 1/28 ounce)

1.31 cubic yards

1.06 quarts

0.0338 fluid ounces (about 1/30 fluid

ounce)

2.47 acres

GREEK VERBS

Ways of classifying Greek verbs. Greek verbs can be classified in four ways:

1. According to aspect

2 This term should be translated with a phrase, as has been done by the ARV.
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2. According to mode
3. According to tense

4. According to voice

Each of these is taken up in order, and the basic meanings of each form is given

below

:

Imperfect aspect. The imperfect aspect, called imperfect and present by Greek
grammarians, indicates continuous action or state. The American Revised

Version usually translates the imperfect either is acting or was acting, depending

upon the tense.

Aorist aspect. The aorist aspect indicates completed action. The American
Revised Version usually translates this with the simple English past tense.

Perfect aspect. The perfect aspect indicates that the action took place in the

past but continues up to the present, either as to the action itself, or as to its

results. This aspect, called both perfect and pluperfect by Greek grammarians,

is usually translated in the ARV with the English present perfect.

Indicative mode. The indicative mode indicates actuality or certainty. It

is the usual form of the Greek verb.

Subjunctive mode. The subjunctive mode in Greek shows probability of the

action, rather than definite actuality or certainty.

Optative mode. The optative mode, rare in New Testament Greek, indicates

the wish or possibility that something might happen. It is used in the Greek

which is rendered God forbid in Romans 6.

Imperative mode. The imperative mode indicates a command. It is trans-

lated by the English imperative sentence type where it occurs in Greek.

Present tense. It should be understood that tense in Greek only carries a

strong and definite meaning when the verb is in the indicative mode. In other

modes tense means little if anything, and different tenses are not used much in

the other modes.

Present tense in Greek has much the same meaning that it does in English.

It is used primarily with the perfect and the imperfect aspects, and is trans-

lated have acted and is acting respectively by the ARV where it occurs.

Past tense. The Greek past tense, used with the same two aspects as the

present tense, forms the imperfect and pluperfect of Greek grammarians. The

past tense merely indicates action in the past. It is usually translated into

English by was acting and had acted respectively.

Future tense. The future tense has the same meaning as in English, and has

been consistently translated in this way by the ARV.
Active voice. The active voice indicates that the subject acts on or for some-

thing else. It has much the same meaning as the active voice in English does.

It is always translated with the active voice in English.

Middle voice. The middle voice in Greek often means that the subject acts

to or for itself. At other times, the verb naturally patterns in the middle voice,

and is to be actually translated as if in the active voice.

Passive voice. The passive voice has substantially the same meaning as the

passive voice in English: the subject is acted upon. It is translated in this way.
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caution. In any one of the above instances, the context itself may at

times chartge the meaning of the verb, and it must be realized that it is impos-

sible to make a completely hard and fast rule about the translation of the tenses,

modes, etc. The American Revised Version at times disregards the general

rules of translation of verb forms, modifying the principles slightly when neces-

sary to produce a smooth and clear English text.

NEW TESTAMENT SPECIAL AND RELIGIOUS TERMS
The following is a glossary of all words used in the American Revised Version

Testament (1901) which are either not denned or are ambiguously or incorrectly

(in respect to the meaning of the Greek) denned in Webster's Collegiate Dic-

tionary (1944 edition).

In each case the ARV term is given followed by the meaning of the underlying

Greek term. For words which have been translated from two or more Greek

sources with different meanings, the Greek also is given. For any words best

transliterated the Greek is reproduced.

Only the basic ARV word (such as judge, plague, apostle) is listed in each

case; derived words with the same basic meaning (such as judged, plagues,

apostleship) are not listed.

All meanings have been taken from Thayer's Greek-English Lexicon. Mean-

ings given in brackets have not been directly quoted from Thayer but are either

a condensation or rewording of a Thayer definition, a dictionary (Webster)

definition of a Thayer definition, or an ARV margin rendering. Italics are

used for notes on procedure, such as "transliterate . .
.".

Abba

—

transliterate afifia bad—malice, ill-will, wickedness, trouble;

abyss—bottomless Matt 13:48: poor quality, unfit for use,

adoption—adoption as a son worthless; Matt 22:10: perils, toils,

advocate—intercessor, advocate, one who wickedness, malice

pleads another's cause, assistant band—detachment of 600 soldiers

ah (Luke 4:34)—let alone baptize—immerse, wash by immersion,

alien—foreigner (alien or enemy) overwhelm

alienate—estrange, shut from one's fellow- barbarian—foreigner (one who speaks a

ship foreign language)

Alpha—a [i.e. the name of the first letter of beggarly—of poverty

the native alphabet] behold—see!

ambassage—ambassadors Belial

—

transliterate /3eXia\

Amen—so be it! believe—believe + element of trust (con-

anathema—accursed fidence)

angel—messenger beset—skilfully surrounding

antichrist—against Christ bier—coffin

Apollyon—Destroyer birthright—right of the first-born

apostle—sent-one, [missionary] bishop—overseer, inspector

archangel—chief angle (q.v.) blaspheme—speak reproachfully, revile,

ark—box, boat slander, speak evil

asp—a small venemous snake [of the viper bless—make happy, prosperous, confer

family] benefits on

assembly—assembly; Heb 12:23: see general bond—note (written acknowledgment of

assembly debt)
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bounty—benefit

brawler—drunken, given to wine

brimstone— [sulfur]

busybody—busy about trifling, needless

matters, especially in other people's af-

fairs

candlestick—lampstand

captain—commander of 1000 soldiers or a

group of soldiers, sometimes commander
of a military tribunal or ruler over a city

or colony

carnal—fleshy

carousing—drinking, carousing [a drinking-

bout, drinking party]

castle—encampment
celestial—of heaVen (g.v.)

centurion—commander of 100 soldiers

chambering—sexual intercourse

chamberlain—officer who is in charge of the

bedroom
chaste—pure from carnality and fault

cherubim

—

transliterate x«pou/3t/x

chrysolite—topaz

chrysoprasus—a golden-green [variety of

chalcedony]

church—assembly

cleave—join one's self closely to

come to pass—take place

comforter—intercessor, advocate, one who
pleads another's cause, assistant

commonwealth—state, nation [in the sense

of a political unit]

communicate—communicate, be in fellow-

ship with, contribute

communion—fellowship

concession—permission

concision—mutilation

congregation—assembly

continency—self-control

Corban

—

transliterate KopPav

corn—grain

corruption—perishable, decaying

council—the Sanhedrin (an assembly of

priests, scribes, and elders convening to

deliberate or pass judgment); Acts 25:12:

the lay council (an assembly of rulers and

judges convening to deliberate or pass

judgment)

counsel—counsel, consult, deliberate; an

assembly of counsellors or persons in

consultation

counsellor—adviser, counsellor

covet—desire to possess, especially that

which is forbidden or belongs to others

creation, creature

—

ktl-: translate as crea-

tion (the act), creation (the product), or

creature, whichever fits best; {uov (2 Pet

2:12, Rev 4:6-9, 5:8, 11, 14, 6:1, 3, 5-7,

7:11, 14:3, 15:7, 19:4): living being

creeping things—reptiles

crucify—hang on a cross [wooden pole with

cross-board]

crystal—clear transparent quartz

custom (tax)—toll, indirect tax on goods

dart—missile (dart, arrow, spear)

dayspring—rising sun and stars

day-star—morning-star

deacon—servant

deep (noun)—bottom, the sea, the deep sea

demon—demon, evil spirit, messenger and

minister of the devil

desert—uninhabited region

devil— (false) accuser, slanderer

devilish (Jas3:15)—demon-like (q.v.)

devout—reverencing God
dignities—praised and honored ones

disciple—learner

discipline—self-control , moderation

dispensation—administration, management
dissimulation—play-acting, hypocrisy, pre-

tense

divine—nature, power, etc. of deity

divinity—divinity, deity (the nature

power, etc. of deity)

divisions—divisions, dissensions

doctor (of law)— [law-teacher], teacher and

interpreter of the law

doctrine—teaching

dog—dog, man of an impure mind, impudent

man
doting—morbid fondness, such an interest

in a thing as amounts to a disease

double-minded—wavering, uncertain,

doubting, divided in interest

doubletongued—saying one thing with one

person, another with another (with intent

to deceive)

dragon—huge serpent, fabulous animal

[huge winged lizard]

draught (Matt 15:17, Mark 7:19)—privy,

[toilet]

dream—dream, [thoughts or images seen

during sleep]

earnest (noun)—deposit to guarantee pur-

chase, [down-payment]

edify—build, repair, build up, promote

growth

effeminate—[homosexuality] (of males)
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effulgence—brightness, [radiance]

elder—elder

elect—chosen, select

election—choosing

Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani

—

transliterate

r)\l r)\i Xe/Ltd cafiaxOavt

Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani

—

transliterate

cXoh eXou Xa/xd. <ra/3ax0d»a

emperor— [supreme ruler of the Roman
Empire]

Ephphatha

—

transliterate hfapaBa

epistle—letter

eunuch— [castrated male person]

Euraquilo—a (south-east) wind raising

mighty waves. If there is no single term

for a wind of this type, transliterate ebpon-

evangelist—bringer of glad tidings

evil

—

irovripla: perils, toils, wickedness,

malice; xa/aa: malice, ill-will, wickedness,

trouble; fi\aa<pVfjLia (1 Cor 10:30, Tit 3:2, 1

Pet 4:4, 2 Pet 2:2): speak reproachfully,

revile, slander, speak evil; 4>av\os (John

3 :20, 5 :29, Tit 2 :8) : worthless, bad, wicked

8va<t>r}nia (2 Cor 6:8): reproach, ill-repute;

/caraXaXid (1 Pet 2:1): defamation, evil-

speaking

exhort—speak to, admonish, beg, console,

encourage, instruct

exorcist—one who employs a formula of

conjuration for expelling demons

extortion—ravenous plunder, robbery

fable—fiction, falsehood

factions—groups of a partisan spirit; 1 Cor

11:19: sects, dissensions

Fair Havens—Good Harbor

faith—belief + element of trust (confidence)

faithful—can be relied on

filthy lucre—dishonorable gain

flower

—

see past the flower of her age

forbid

—

see God forbid

foreordained—predetermined, decided be-

forehand

fornication—any type of sexual intercourse

outside of that between married persons

froward—crooked, perverse, wicked

gainsay—speak against, contradict

gall—bile, gall

gangrene—spreading deep ulcer

garner—storehouse

garnish—prepare, adorn

gazingstock—set forth as a spectacle, ex-

posed to contempt

general assembly (Heb 12:23)—public as-

sembly, [massmeeting]

gentiles—nations [in the sense of racial

units], other nations (except the Jewish

nation), those of other nations

ghost

—

see give up the ghost

girdle—belt, money-belt

give up the ghost—expire, breathe one's last

glory (the noun and derived forms)—praise

(good opinion), honor, splendor, magnifi-

cence, excellence

glory (the verb)—extol, boast

God, gods—supreme deity, deity

God forbid!—far be it!, [be it not so!]

godly—of God, dutiful toward God
gospel—glad tidings

governments—governing, government

grace—loveliness, favor, [unmerited] favor

gratulation—declare or pronounce one

happy
gross—thick, fat, dull, stupid, calloused

ground (as in "pillar and ground")—support

[foundation]

guardian—manager (as of a household,

lands); guardian (as of minor children)

guile—bait, lure, deceit

guileless—without fraud, trusting others

ha—ah!, ha! (an interjection of wonder and

amazement called out by the overthrow of

a boastful adversary)

Hades—the nether [lower] world, the realm

of the dead, the common receptacle of dis-

embodied spirits

Hallelujah—praise ye the Lord

hallowed—holy

handmaid—slave, bondservant

haven—harbor

hay—grass

heart—cardiac organ, seat and center of all

physical and spiritual life, central or

inmost part of anything; Eph 6:6: soul

(q.v.)
'

heaven—heaven [sky, interstellar space, the

region beyond space]

hedge—fence

hell

—

ikivv*: name of a valley near Jerusa-

lem where human sacrifices were burned

alive and later used for the burning of

refuse and unburied bodies; Taprapoco (2

Pet 2:4) : the name of a doleful, dark sub-

terranean region in Greek mythology re-

garded as the abode of the wicked dead.

// there is a somewhat parallel place believed
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in as part of the native culture, translate;

otherwise transliterate.

herb—plant, vegetable

heresies—sects, dissensions

Herodians—Herod's partisans

high-minded—high-minded, proud

highway—traveled road

holy

—

ayios: worthy of veneration, set apart

for God, sinless, separated from the un-

holy; ocuos: undefiled by sin, religiously

observing every moral obligation

hope—confident expectation

horn—horn, projection, strength, courage

hosanna

—

transliterate axrawa

host—army, the group of heavenly bodies

(stars, etc.)

husbandman—tiller of the soil

husbandry—a (cultivated) field

hyacinth—a red lily-like flower, red

hymn—song of praise, sacred song

hyssop—hyssop, [caper (a low prickly shrub

of the Mediterranean region)]

imaginations—reasonings

immortality—immortality; 2 Tim 1:10: in-

corruption (see corruption), imperishable

immutable—fixed, inalterable

impenitent—unrepentant

implacable—cannot be persuaded to enter

into a covenant

impute—set to one's account, lay to one's

charge

incontinent—without self control, intemper-

ate

infirmity—want of strength, weakness

iniquity

—

avojila: lawless (q.v.)\ abUrjixa

adLKia: unjust, wicked, wrong; irovnpla:

perils, toils, wickedness, malice

inspired by God—God-breathed

intreaty—speak to, admonish, beg, console,

encourage, instruct

issue (disease)—flowing; Matt 9:20: hemor-

rhage

jacinth—sapphire

jasper—a precious stone of various colors

(purple, blue, green, golden), [perhaps the

opal]

jot—i [i.e. the name of the smallest letter

used in the native alphabet]

judge

—

npivco and derivatives, y v&pi}' to be of

the opinion, to judge (though without the

idea of carefully sifting evidence), to pass

judgment, decree; 8UaLos and derivatives

(Luke 12:14, Acts 7:27, 35, Rom 2:5): to

judge righteously, justly

just—righteous, keeping the command-
ments of God, just

justify—declare righteous, establish as right

king—commander, lord of the land, king
kingdom—royal power, kingship, dominion,

rule, kingdom (territory subject to the
rule of a king) (see king)

lasciviousness—unbridled lust, excess, lasci-

viousness, wantonness, insolence

latchet—leather thong
lawless—without law, violation of law
lawyer—one learned in the law, lawyer
leaven—yeast

legion— [division] (of the army), 6826 men
letters (Gal 6:11)—letters of the alphabet,

symbols used in writing

life

—

faq: life; \f/vxv'- soul (seat of feelings,

desires, affections)

lo—see!

longsuffering—patient, especially in bearing

misfortunes and troubles, endurance,

constancy

Lord, lord—owner-master; Luke 2:29, Acts

4:24: master; Mark 6:21: great man,
magnate

lowering (Matt 16:3)—cloudy

lucre

—

see filthy lucre

lust—desire (especially for something for-

bidden)

magical—superfluous, magical [of sorcery]

magistrate—ruler of a city or colony, com-
mander (of a group of soldiers) ; Luke
12:58: ruler, chief, leader

majesty—greatness, magnificence, majesty

maker—workman, artisan

malice, maliciousness—malice, ill-will,

wickedness, trouble

malignity—bad character, malicious crafti-

ness

mammon—what is trusted in, riches

manna

—

transliterate nkvva.

mantle—covering, wrapper

Maranatha—our Lord come!

martyr—witness

masterbuilder—superintendent in the erec-

tion of buildings

meal—wheat flour

meat—eat, food

mercy-seat— (lid) of appeasement

messenger—messenger; 2 Cor 8:23, Phil 2:25:

sent-one, [missionary]

might

—

iaxvw- healthy, robust, sound, ser-

viceable; SvvafiLs: inherent power, power

residing in a thing by virtue of its nature;
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kpcltos (Acts 19:20, 1 Pet 5:6): manifested

power; /3icuos (Acts 2:2): violent

minister—servant, serve

minstrels—musicians

miracle—strength, power; Luke 23:8, Acts

4:16, 22: sign

mortal—liable to death

mote—twig

mystery—hidden, secret, not obvious

napkin—handkerchief

nard—a plant of the genus Valeriana, the

source of a fragrant and costly ointment

natural

—

\pvKin6s: of the soul (q.v.);<f>vaiK6s:

natural, produced by nature; ykwr]<ns

(Jas 1 :23) with which he was born

nay—no, not

Nicolaitan

—

transliterate NikoXcuttjs

nobleman—member of the king's (q.v.)

court; Luke 19:12: of noble (highest class)

birth

noisome—bad, wicked, troublesome

novice—newly-planted

offence—obstacle, cause of stumbling

officer—servant; Luke 12:58: an officer of

justice of the lower order whose business

it is to inflict punishment

offscouring—dirt rubbed off, scrapings

oil—olive oil

Omega—z [i.e. the name of the last letter of

the native alphabet]

one that is sent (John 13:16)—sent-one,

[missionary]

oracle—utterance

ordain—appoint

ordinance—decree, precept, that which has

been established as right

palsy—paralysis, derrangement of the

nerves of one side

parable—comparison, fictitious illustrative

narrative

Paradise—garden, park, pleasure-ground

parcel—field, farm

parties—sects, dissensions

pass

—

see come to pass

passion—feelings, sufferings

Passover

—

translate pass + over and make
into a proper name

pastor—shepherd

past the flower of her age—beyond the prime

of life, overripe

patriarch—founder of a tribe, [chief (or

first) father]

Pavement

—

transliterate Xidos

Pentecost—fiftieth (day)

perdition—complete destruction, ruin

perish (and "die" in John 18:14)—destroy,

ruin, get lost

perverse—turned aside, perverted

pestilent—a pest

Pharisee

—

transliterate (papiaalos

philosophy—love (and pursuit) of wisdom
piety—reverence (especially toward God),

dutifulness, godliness

pigeon—dove

pilgrim—foreigner (dwelling temporarily in

a strange land)

pipe—flute

plague—blow, wound, disease, public

calamity

platter—dish

pledge—belief, trust (confidence)

porch—portico ; Matt 26 :71 : front part of a

house; Mark 14:68: fore-court

porter—door-keeper, janitor

power

—

Suva/jus: inherent power, power re-

siding in a thing by virtue of its nature;

e£ovala: authority; /cpdros (1 Tim 6:12, Heb
2:14): manifested power; iaxvoi (2 Pet

2:11): healthy, robust, sound, serviceable

Praetorium—palace [residence and/or office

building of a ruler]

prating—false accusation

pray, prayer—7rpoo-euxo/xai; pray (to deity);

all other occurences (8eopai, Sevens,

evTevt-ts, kpcorau), euxo/itu) : ask, beg

preach

—

KTjpvaau}-. proclaim; evayyeXlfa: bring

glad tidings

presbytery—body of elders, council

priest—priest, one who offers sacrifices and
is in general busied with sacred rites

prince—ruler, chief, leader; Matt 2:6: legate

(in Roman government one who presided

over an imperial province in the name and
with the authority of the Roman
Emperor), or procurator (in Roman
government an attache* of a proconsul

or a legate who had charge of imperial

revenues and concomitant judgments)

principality—beginning, leader, cause

proconsul—proconsul (in Roman govern-

ment one who presided over a senatorial

province in lieu of a consul), [deputy]

profane—unhallowed, common, ungodly

prophesy—tell future events of things hid-

den from others

propitiate—appease

proselyte—[convert to Judaism], one who
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has come over from another religion to

the religion of the Jews
proverb—proverb, a dark saying which

shadows some truth to be taught, an illus-

trative saying

providence—forethought, make provision

for

prudence—understanding, sober thinking

psalm— [poem], religious song

publican—tax-collector

publish—proclaim

pure—clean, pure, free from sin and guilt

purge—cleanse out, clean throughly

purloin—appropriate for one's own use,

embezzle

quarternion—guard of 4 soldiers

queen—female king (q.v.)

quit you like men (avbpl^nai)—to show

one's self a man, to be brave

Rabbi

—

transliterate pa/3/3i

rabble—idlers, loafers

Rabboni

—

transliterage pafSfiovl

Raca—empty, empty-headed, senseless

rail—speak reproachfully, revile, slander,

speak evil

redeem—redeem, pay ransom, deliver, buy
up

redemption—deliverance

refuse—refuse (rubbish, dregs, dung)

regeneration—restoration, renovation, re-

creation, new birth

reins—kidneys, inmost thoughts, feelings,

purposes of the soul

remission—release (from bondage), forgive-

ness

repent—change one's mind, change one's

mind for the better

reprobate—not standing the test, unfit

resurrection—a raising up, rising

revelling—luxurious living, [merry-making]

(commonly at feasts and drinking parties

prolonged to late at night)

righteous, keeping the commandments of

God, just

ringleader—a front-rank man, leader,

champion
robber—robber, plunderer

royal—pertaining to the king (q.v.)

ruler—ruler, chief, leader; Eph 6:12: master

Sabaoth

—

transliterate <ra(3acod

sabbath— [Saturday], seventh day of the

week
sacred—sacred, dedicated to deity

sacrifice— [an offering of animal life, food,

incense, etc. to deity]

Sadducees

—

transliterate XaHSovKalos

saint—one who is holy [a7ios (q.v. under
holy)]

salutation—greeting

salute—greet

sanctify—to render holy [ayios (q.v. under
holy)]

sanctuary—the holy [01710s (q.v. under holy)

place, the building set inside the temple
enclosure in which the most important
rites are performed

sapphire—a precious stone, perhaps the

lapis lazuli

sardius—sard

sardonyx—a precious stone marked by the

red colors of the sard and the white of the

onyx
Satan

—

transliterate 'Earavas

saviour—savior, deliverer

scepter—staff, rod

scourge—whip, scourge; /idxo/icu (Matt

10:17, 20:19, 23:34, Mark 10:34, Luke
18:33) : quarrel, dispute

scribe—public secretary, Bible scholar and
interpreter

scripture—writing, a thing written

scruples—reasoning, deliberating

senate—senate, council of elders

sensual—of the life, feelings

Serjeant—lictor (in Roman government the

officer who carried the insignia of office

before the magistrate)

servant

—

dovXos: slave, bondservant; irals:

child, attendant, servant, slave; all other

occurences: servant

shambles—market

shamefastness—a sense of shame, modesty

shoe—sandal

showbread

—

translate show + bread

signify—indicate (with a sign) , make known
sin—miss the mark, violate God's law, sin

sojourner—foreigner (dwelling temporarily

in a strange land)

soothsaying—practice of divination

sop—fragment, morsel

sorcery— [use of the power gained from the

assistance or control of evil spirits, witch-

craft]

sore (adverb)—very

soul—breath, life, seat of feelings, desires,

affections

sparrow—a little bird, especially of the

sparrow sort, a sparrow

spirit—wind, breath, spirit (the vital prin-

ciple of the body which has the power of
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perceiving and grasping divine and

eternal things), disposition, spirit (a

being devoid of all or at least all grosser

matter and possessed of the power of

knowing, desiring, deciding, and acting)

spiritual— [of, like, or pertaining to the

spirit (q.v.)}

spue—vomit

staves—boards

steward—manager, guardian

straiten—narrow space, dire calamity, ex-

treme affliction

stranger—foreigner (stranger)
;
(Matt 17:25-

26, Luke 17:18, John 10:5): foreigner (of

another family or race)

strife—contention

stripe—bruise, wound that trickles blood

strong, strength

—

iaxvu: healthy, robust,

sound, serviceable; avvafxis: inherent

power, power residing in a thing by virtue

of its nature; /cpdros (Luke 1:80, 2:40, 1

Cor 16:13, Eph 3:16): manifested power;

crrepeooj (Acts 3:7, 16) : strong, firm, solid;

cdevaoi (1 Pet 5:10): strong; aUepa (Luke

1 :15) : intoxicating

study—be amibitious

supplication—seeking, asking, intreaty

surfeiting—giddiness and headache from

excessive drinking of wine, [hangover]

sycamine—mulberry tree

sycamore—fig mulberry tree

synagogue—assembly

tabernacle—tent

table—table (at which one eats) ; 2 Cor 3:3,

Heb 9 :4 : a flat thing, tablet

tackling—apparatus, equipment, furniture

Talitha cumi

—

transliterate raXida kovh

tares—darnel (resembles wheat except that

the grains are black)

tattler—uttering or doing silly things, gar-

rulous, babbling

temperance—self-control

temperate—exercising self-control

tempered—mixed together, united

temple

—

iepdv. temple [compound] (entire

group of buildings, courts, etc.); vaos;

sanctuary [the building set inside the

temple enclosure in which the most m-
portant rites are performed]

temporal—enduring only for a while, tempo-

rary

tempt—try, test

terrestrial—of earth

testify—bear witness, testify

tetrach—co-ruler over part of a country

theatre—theater, assembly hall

thief—thief, one who takes property of

others by stealth

throne—throne, chair of state, kingly power,

royalty, one who holds dominion or exer-

cises authority; Acts 12:21 : judgment-seat

thyine

—

transliterate dvlvos

tithe—to give or pay one-tenth

tittle—accent mark, diacritical mark
tongue—tongue, language

town-clerk—public secretary

tradition—instruction, teaching, precepts

trance—wonder, state of trance

transfigure—change into another form,

transform

transgress—overstep, neglect, violate; Luke
22:37: lawless

translate—transfer

tresspass—fall beside, lapse or deviation

from truth and uprightness, sin

tribe—clan, race, nation

tribute—the annual tax levied upon houses,

lands, and persons

trump—trumpet

trust—be persuaded, confident

tutor—tutor (guide and guardian of boys)

ungodly—want of reverence toward God,

ungodly

unholy—unholy [not oaios (q.v. under holy)],

wicked; Heb 10:29: common (belonging to

several), ordinary

unjust—unjust, unrighteous, wicked, wrong

unrighteous—unjust, unrighteous, wicked,

wrong
upbraid—reproach, revile

upright—upright, straight

verily—truly

vessel—vessel, receptacle, implement,

household utensil

vile—Rom 1:26: of dishonor, disgrace; Jas

2:2: filthy, dirty

villainy—unscrupulous, cunning, mischief

vine—grape-vine

viper—venomous snake, viper

virtue—moral goodness, any particular

moral excellence

vision—a sight, vision, or appearance pre-

sented to one either when awake or asleep

wanton—to feel the impulses of sexual desire

wantonness—unbridled lust, excess, lascivi-

ousness, wantonness, insolence

ward—guard

waterpot—waterjar

Way—traveled road, way (manner) of think-

ing, etc.
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weighty—heavy, burdensome, severe

whit—completely

wicked, wickedness—perils, toils, wicked-

ness, malice; 2 Pet 2:7, 3:17: lawless (q.v.);

Acts 8:22; malice, ill-will, wickedness,

trouble

wilderness—uninhabited region

wiles—craft, planned deceit

will-worship—voluntary, arbitrary worship

(q.v.), the worship which one devises and

prescribes for himself

wine—wine; Acts 2:13: grape-juice

wise-man—wise-man, astrologer, sorcerer

(q.v.) —
witness—witness, testify

woe—alas!, woe! (an interjection of grief or

denunciation)

womb—abdomen, womb
world

—

Koanos: universe, earth, inhabited

world, [world-system]; aiuv. an age, uni-

verse; oUovukvr): inhabited world

wormwood—wormwood, absinthe

worship—kneeling or prostration to do
homage, [reverence shown or respect paid

by external action]; Acts 17:23: reverence;

Col 2:18: religion

would to God—I pray to God
wrong—unjust, unrighteous, wicked, wrong
yea—yes, truly

yokefellow—partner

TRANSLITERATION OF GREEK
All loan words from Greek (most proper names and any other words which

are untranslatable into the native language) must be transliterated. The fol-

lowing Greek alphabet with phonetic equivalents will assist in the choice of the

proper native symbol to be used for each Greek symbol.

GREEK PHONETIC

CAPITALS CURSIVE EQUIVALENT

A a a

B £ b

r 7 9

A 8 d

E € e or e

Z r 3
H V e or e:

e V or

I i i

K K k

A X I

M M m

<? = at. (ay)

V = v<> (ey)

GREEK PHONETIC

CAPITALS CURSIVE EQUIVALENT

N V n

S £ ks

o or o

n 7T V
p P r

s (7, S s

T T t

T V i or u

$ <f> p
% or/

X X k* or x

* * ps

Q. 03 o or o:

co = col (oy)

dieresis (") over the second of

two consecutive vowels indi-

cates the two vowels belong in

two separate syllables instead

of forming a diphthong

7 before a velar consonant: 77, 7«, 7x, can be

transliterated with y.

' (sometimes placed over vowels, diphthongs,

or p) = h + sound over which placed

' (occurs over vowels or p)—disregard in

transliterating

PROSODIC FEATURES
' high or rising

' low or falling

~ glide or falling-rising or rising-falling
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Trade languages of the Western Hemisphere.

1 English

2 Russian

3 Spanish

KEY
4 Portugese

5 French

6 Dutch



Trade languages of the Eastern Hemisphere.

KEY
1 English

2 Russian
"9 Japaunrn , i.,,

4 Mandarin
5 Arabic

6 Hindustani

7 Persian

S Hausa
9 Malayan
10 Melanesian Pidgin

11 Cantonese

12 Burmese
13 French
14 Kingwana (Bantu Trade Language)

15 Lingala

16 Swahili

17 Portugese

18 Afrikaans

19 Kitchen Kaffir

20 Spanish
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TRADE LANGUAGE AREAS OF THE WORLD
The maps across the page give the main trade language areas of the world.

It should also be realized that English itself will often do as a medium of com-

munication in almost every part of the world.

ENGLISH PHONEMIC ALPHABET

The following alphabet is a suggested English Phonemic Alphabet for the

Central-Western dialect of American English. For the pronunciation (phone-

mic charts and formational statements) see pages 68 and 69.

SYMBOL KEY WORD

a cot kdt

a cat kat

b bed bid

c chip cip

d do du

8 this bis

e pay pe

€ pen pen

f /ish fi's

9 00 go

h hat hat

i meet mit

i pin pin

3 just jdst

k /till kil

I look luk

m man man
n man man

V sing sir)

note not

SYMBOL KEY WORD

caught kot

J2 boy bn

V pick pik

r red red

s sip sip
V
s ship sip

t take tek

$ think Birfk

u food fud

u good gud

a mud mad

d bird bdd

V save sev

w wish wis

w cow kw

y yes yes

Y my ray

Z zone zon

Z azure azd
i away (strong stress) awe

Word markers. Space between words indicates optional short pause.

bil and jdn wil go horn nw.

Phrase markers. Comma at ends of phrases indicates pause.

// it renz, sal wi kavd ha masinri?

Sentence markers and intonations. (.), (f), and (/) indicate the longer pause

which separates sentences. These marks also tell the sentence intonation:

. declarative pitch

hors.

f question pitch

hors?
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/ exclamatory pitch

hors!

Other secondary phonemes. Underlining indicates strong word stress.

// hi goz, jam wil, tu.

A dash after a word indicates word length.

it iz rili— swel—

/

Quote marks indicate a higher general pitch of parts enclosed.

ll
8a bdks iz opan" 8a man riportad.

Parentheses indicate a lower general pitch of parts enclosed.

8a man (8i old wan) iz livin nw.

Note: Several other systems of writing English phonemically have been developed by
linguists—most of which are quite good. While I personally believe that the above alpha-

bet well represents the phonemes of American English, and it has stood the test of useage,

it certainly must not be considered to be the last word on the subject. Slight modifications

would have to be made for other dialects, and of course it is possible that there are better

ways of representing the phonemes of the Central-Western dialect. But this is an example

of a good phonemic alphabet, and provides a workable plan for writing English.

ENGLISH PHONEMIC WRITING

The following text is written phonemically with the above alphabet.

in hi dli esc, misanz woz not a spisal wdk, send 8er woz no spehl

misaneri organazesan. misanz wd 8a kdman Ofy, 8i eksprisan av

lyf. 8i apdsal pol plsentad indijanas Cdcaz.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOUNDS

Sounds are often distributed geographically, the same sounds occurring in

many adjoining (even though unrelated) language families:

A great many American Indian languages have glottalized consonants

and/or voiceless or affricate laterals.

Most of the languages of South Africa have clicks.

Most of the languages in the following regions are tonal (pitch is a primary

phoneme); there are very few tonal languages outside these areas:

Africa, south of the Sahara

Southern and Eastern Asia

Parts of southwestern United States

Oaxaca State, Mexico

LANGUAGE TYPES

The languages of the world may be classified according to the favorite types

of word formation used in each language. A language which uses many bound

forms to make long words (much word derivation) is called a synthetic language.
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If a language uses mainly free forms, with little or no word derivation, it is said

to be an analytic language.

Languages differ as to what extent they are synthetic or analytic. English

is more analytic than German, San Bias (Panama) is more synthetic than Latin,

etc. The following chart compares various languages in this way.

s a
3 8
p a

ANALYTIC So* g- g
P

Languages can be classified in other ways, such as to whether the words are

principally monosyllabic (Chinese, Chinanteco3
), or disyllabic (Mandingo4

), or

polysyllabic (German, Eskimo), etc. Some other terms which have also been

used in classifying languages, agglutinating, isolating, etc., are in disuse at the

present time, having been replaced by the more workable terms synthetic and

analytic.

CRITERIA OF WORDS AND COMPOUNDS IN SOME LANGUAGES

A word is any single free form or a close combination of two or more morphemes
which acts as a free form—i.e., can stand alone. Ordinarily, the native speaker

of a language can break his own speech up into words without any trouble.

But this cannot always be done, and it is sometimes necessary to define words

very specifically in order to make word divisions. Of course these definitions

would differ from language to language.

Not all words are of the same size. Words in English are usually short. But

in Eskimo, for example, a word may be very long: [ighlutaarssualiorasuarniaru-

magaluarpnyaasit]—7 would indeed have been willing, as usual, to hasten to build a

large new house.

Following are examples of compounds words taken from English

:

blackbird buttermilk

greenhouse streetcar

yellow jacket penholder

nose-dive gentleman

breakneck jack-in-the-box

milk bottle bookcase

There is often some question as to whether a compound word is actually one

word or two separate words. The two possibilities are contrasted below:

1. He shot a blackbird.

2. A crow is a black bird.

If there were a question, it would have to be seen whether the characteristics

3 Mexico.
4 Africa.
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of a word fitted each part of the "compound", or only fitted the "compound"
as a whole. There are various characteristics of compound words which may
help in their identification.

The two parts of a compound are often joined by a different type of phonemic

juncture than is used between words: [blsek-bdd], [blsek bdd\. There may be

failure of a certain group to act as a normal phrase (blackbird, but not very black-

bird) . A certain combination of morphemes may always be selected for a certain

meaning (as streetcar in English), or the meaning of a combination may be

completely different than the sum of the meanings of the parts (as greenhouse,

which is neither green nor a house). Any of these situations indicates a com-

pound.

SUGGESTED LINGUISTIC COURSE

The following outline has been found very successful for teaching linguistics

to medium-sized groups (30 to 50 students in each class) of missionary candi-

dates, ranging in background from high school graduates to those who had done

graduate work at various universities. Over 90 per cent of the students gradu-

ated from the 136-hour course with a good basic knowledge of linguistics.

For drill in making difficult sounds, classes were divided into groups of about

10 students each and placed in charge of assistants.

PERIOD6 SUBJECT

1 Introduction (value, aim, languages and dialects, definitions

history of linguistics).

2 Parts of vocal organs, air mechanisms, types of sounds.

3 Basic vowels (*, e, a, o, u), spirants.

4 Aspirated, unaspirated, and voiced stops.

5 Glottal stops.

6 Affricates.

7 Nasals (voiced and voiceless).

8 Laterals (voiced, voiceless, and frictionized), flaps, semi-

vowels, final [h].

9 Various modifications of oral consonants.

10 Glottalized consonants, implosives, voiced implosives.

11 Review of glottalized consonants and implosives, clicks.

12 Complex consonants and clusters, review of aspirated stops

and affricates.

13 Review of all sounds.

14 Vowels (normal, nasalized, umlauted)

15 Other modified vowels, diphthongs, review.

16 Informant work.

17 Sonority, syllables, semivowels, etc.

18 Prosodic features.

19 Contour.

6 Each period was two hours long with a five-minute intermission in the middle.
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20 Secondary phones.

21 Speech styles, general modifications.

22 Dialect mimicry contest, review of chapter 2.

23 Exam on chapter 2 (written and oral).

24 Phones and phonemes, free variation.

25 Conditioned variation.

26 Conditioned variation (continued), complex phonemes.

27 Review, phoneme charts and formational statements.

28 Phoneme charts and formational statements demonstrated

by class members. Phoneme proofs.

29 Review phoneme proofs, alphabet formation, secondary

phonemes, distribution, markers.

30 Phonemic problem (a phonetically written word list; class

to chart phonemes, write up formational statements, show

use of proofs, make alphabet), review.

31 Exam on chapter 3.

32 Morphemes, bound and free forms, word formation,

language types.

33 Types of construction.

34 Review and class practice on types of construction.

35 Taxemes (just briefly mention phonemic change).

36 Review taxemes, work on phonemic change, spending most

of time on assimilation.

37 Cognate forms and grammatical processes.

38 Review grammar.

39 Class practice at descriptive grammar.

40 Semantics, culture patterns.

41 Categories.

42 Layers of construction, immediate constituents.

43 Review of chapters 4 to 6.

44 Exam on chapters 4 to 6.

45 Informant technique, dialect problems.

46 Bilingual approach, monolingual approach.

47 Bookkeeping, grammatical analysis, writing grammar
(tie up with sample grammar, ch 10), learning to speak.

48 Translation (theory and demonstration).

49 Teaching natives to read (theory and demonstrations)

.

50 Dictation of hypothetical language, have students write up
grammatical sketch.

51 Discussion on grammars written up from previous period.

Review.

52 Exam on chapters 7 to 9.

53-68 Informant work in small groups with various non-European

languages,

within one week Write up and turn in grammar of language worked on.



GLOSSARY
No attempt has been made to give a complete glossary. The terminology

used in this book is as near standard as it has been possible to make it. Other

terms are also in wide use in certain cases, and this glossary is merely a list of

these other terms with their equivalents in the terminology of this book. Refer-

ences in the text to these equivalents can be found in the index.

position—

a

form standingabsolute

alone

accent—(1) stress, (2) prosodic fea-

ture, (3) speech style

adam's apple—region of the glottis

advanced—fronted

agglutinating—synthetic

allophones—the various phones which

are members of one phoneme

American Standard Version—Ameri-

can Revised Version

antecedent—a recently-uttered form

replaced by a substitute

antepenult—the second to the last

syllable of a word

apposition—a construction in which

two grammatically equivalent forms

are used together for force, explana-

tion, etc.

atonic—unstressed, without superim-

posed prosodic features

attributive—subordinate, a qualifier

base—underlying form

Beach-la-Mar—Pidgin English

breathed—voiceless

broad transcription—phonemic tran-

scription

center (of a construction)—head

checked syllable—closed syllable

citation—reproduction of words of

another language in its own tradi-

tional orthography

class—category

clear—non-velarized

clipped style—regular rhythm in

speech with each syllable the same

length

coarticulation—double articulation

colloquial—common, standard

complementary distribution—two or

more phones which occur in mu-
tually exclusive positions

complex word—derived word

compound phoneme—complex pho-

neme
compressive—egressive

continuant—any sound in which the

air stream is not cut off: spirants,

nasals, laterals, semivowels, vowels;

used in contrast to stops, affricates,

etc.

contoid—(1) non-syllabic sound, (2)

consonant

contraction—reduction

creolized language—a simplified dia-

lect of a language used for talking

with foreigners which has been

adopted as the only language of the

foreigners

dark—velarized

derivation (in contrast to inflection)—
a type of derivation (usually the

inner layer) which puts the form

derived into a different main cate-

gory and/or completely changes the

meaning of the form

digraph—double letter acting as a

single symbol

distant assimilation—non-contiguous

assimilation

duration—length

elision—subtraction (in phonemic

structure)

enclitic—a word which phonetically

216
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closely follows the preceding word,

usually because of prosodic pattern,

absence of juncture, etc.

endocentric—an attributive form, a

form whose head is in itself

episememe—grammatical meaning

etymology—explanation of the mean-

ing or grammar of a form histori-

cally

exocentric—a non-attributive form, a

form whose head is outside the form

explosives—stops

falling diphthong—a diphthong in

which the non-syllabic segment is

last

form—any grammatical construction,

including morpheme, form, sentence

form class—category, category divi-

sion of forms based on their internal

construction

fortis—aspirated or glottalized (espe-

cially stops)

free choice—alternation

free syllable—open syllable

fricative—spirant

full sentences—sentences belonging to

one of the major sentence types of a

language

function class—category

geminate—double

gerund—nominalized verb

gingival—alveolar

glottalic air mechanism—pharyngeal

air mechanism

glottalization (of voiced sounds)

—

laryngealization

guttural—velar, pharyngeal, backed,

back spirant

hard palate—palate

imperfect (aspect)—incomplete

implosion—closure

included position—a form in an en-

vironment of other forms

infinitive—nominalized verb which can

still function as a verb in the inner

layer

inflected tone—pitch contour or glide

inflection—(1) a type of derivation

(usually the outer layer) which puts

the form derived into a different

subcategory of case, gender, tense,

etc., (2) prosodic feature, usually in-

tonation or sometimes tone

inspirated— ingressive

isolating—analytic

jargon—a simplified dialect of a lan-

guage used for talking with foreigners

(e.g., Melanesian Pidgin)

Ki-swahili—Swahili

labial—bilabial, labiodental

laryngal—glottal

lenes—unaspirated (especially stops)

lingua franca—trade language

liquid consonants—certain semi-

vowels, particularly [I] and varieties

of [r]

literate—able to read and write

loose—lax

metaphor—a word used with its mar-

ginal meaning

metaphoric meaning—marginal mean-

ing

minimal free form—word

mixed—intermediate

mixed vowel—central vowel

modification—segmental phonemic

change

modifier—qualifier

modulation—prosodic phonemic

change

Montgomery Version—Centenery Ver-

sion

mood—mode
morphological process—a grammatical

process taking place between mor-

phemes

morphophonemics—phonemic struc-

ture in the morphology of a lan-

guage
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narrow—tense (tight)

narrowed meaning—the meaning in a

special situation which involves also

non-distinctive features

narrow transcription—phonetic tran-

scription

nominal—pertaining to nouns

non-standard—sub-standard

normal meaning—central meaning

objective—accusative

occlusion—stop

onomatopoetic form—imitative form

ordering—analysis into immediate con-

stituents

participle—adjectivized verb

part of speech—category

penult, penultima—the next to the last

syllable of a word

perfect (aspect)—complete

philology—linguistics in the broad

sense including linguistics proper,

literature, etymology, etc.

phonemic structure—distribution of

phonemes

phonetic modification—segmental

phonemic change

phonetic structure—distribution of

phonemes

phonological process—phonemic struc-

ture change

phonology—phonetics

phonomechanics—phonemic structure

plosives—stops

polyglot—(1) speaking many lan-

guages, (2) a book written in three

or more languages

polysynthetic—strongly synthetic

positional variant—conditioned vari-

ant

postposition—a particle similar to a

preposition but placed after the

word to which it refers

pressure sound—egressive sound

primary cavity—oral cavity

proclitic—a word which phonetically

closely precedes the following word,

usually because of prosodic pattern,

absence of juncture, etc.

protruded (lips)—rounded

provincial—local

quantity—length

rank—layer

rarefactive—ingressive

retracted—backed

retracted (lips)—spread

rising diphthong—a diphthong in

which the non-syllabic part is first

root—stem

sandhi—phonemic structure changes

in the syntax of a language

sandhi form—the special form which

a word sometimes takes when it

occurs next to other words in an

utterance

secondary cavity—nasal cavity

sememe—the meaning of a morpheme,
lexical meaning

semi-consonants—syllabic consonants

sequence—a group of two or more con-

secutive morphemes

serial—non-attributive, coordinate

slurred style—an irregular rhythm in

speech

soft palate—velum

sonants—(1) sounds intermediate be-

tween consonants and vowels, (2)

consonants which are often syllabic,

(3) voiced sounds

sound change—phonemic change

stammering—a peculiarity of speech

in which there is imperfect produc-

tion of specific sounds

structure, phonemic—distribution of

phonemes

structure, phonetic—distribution of

phonemes

stuttering—a peculiarity of speech in

which there is spasmodic hesitation

and/or repetition when speaking

sub-class—subcategory
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subjective—nominative

substantitive—noun

suction sound—ingressive sound

suprasegmental—prosodic

surd—voiceless sound

syntactic process—a grammatical proc-

ess taking place between words

tagmeme—a basic grammatical con-

struction which carries with it gram-

matical meaning

tension—tenseness or laxness

tertiary cavity—pharyngeal cavity

Thai—Siamese

theme—stem

tone—pitch

transferred meaning—marginal mean-

ing

transliteration—transcribing a foreign-

language word by representing each

foreign phoneme with a Latin char-

acter

triphthong—a diphthong of 3 segments

ultima—the last syllable of a word

universal language—a language under-

stood in all parts of the world (best-

known attempts are Esperanto and

Basic English)

unrounded—spread

velaric air mechanism—oral air mech-

anism

vocal chord—vocal cord

vocalic—pertaining to a vowel

vocoid— (1) syllabic sound, (2) vowel

vowel change—ablaut

weakening (of vowels)—centralization

whispered—voiceless

widened meaning—the meaning in a

special situation which only involves

some of the distinctive features

wind-pipe—trachea

word-class—part of speech

/. . ./—indicates the enclosed part is

written phonemically

!—indicates glottalization
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If desired term is not found in index, refer to glossary

ablaut 106

accusative 123

action 123

active 124

addition 104-105

adjective 122, 125

averb 122, 125

affix 104

affixation 104

affricate 29

affricates 29-30

Afrikaans 211 (map)

Ainu language family 4

air mechanism 10

air mechanisms 10

Algonkian language family 5

alienable 123

alphabet for English phonemic writing 211

alphabet formation 79-81

alphabet, Greek 210

alphabetic writing 2, 57, 79-81

alphabet, phonemic 57, 79-81

alphabet, phonetic 52-56

alternate form 115

alveolar point of articulation 13

alveolar ridge 13

alveopalatal 13

ambimorphemic cluster 34

ambisyllabic cluster 34

American Bible Society 161, 163

American dialects 7

American Indian language families 4-5

American Revised Version 155-156

American Revised Version special and re-

ligious terms 203-210

analysis, grammatical 128-129, 140-141, 145-

147

analytic 213

animate 123

apposition 92

approach, language 130, 148-150

Arabic 132, 211 (map)

Araucanian language family 5

Arawakan language family 5

Armed Forces Institute 3, 132

article 125

articulation, point of 12, 20-21, 36

articulation, points of 13, 35, 51

articulator 12

articulator, shape of 51

aspect 124

aspirated stops 30

aspiration 30

assimilation 97-98, 99

Athapaskan language family 5

attributive 87

Australian language family 4

Aymara teaching reading material (word

method) 177-178

back (of tongue) 13

back (point of articulation) 35, 36

backed style 50-51

backing 20-21, 36

back velar 13

Bantu language family 4

Bantu trade language 211 (map)

basic consonants 12-20

Basic Courses (language teaching material)

132

Basic English Version 156, 160

basic form 103

basic text (in Bible translation) 155

basic texts (in Bible translation) 155-157

basic unit 82

basic units 82

basic vowels 34-36

Basque language family 4

Bible societies 161

Bible society 161, 163

Bible translation 155-163

Bible translation, history of 3

Bible translation rate 159

bibliography 196-200

bilabial 13

bilingual 130

bilingual approach 148

blade (of tongue) 13

bookkeeping 150-151

booklist 131, 196-200

borrowing 158-159, 160

bound form 86-87

British and Foreign Bible Society 161

Bulgarian 132

Burmese 132, 211 (map)

Bushman language family 4

Cantonese (South Chinese) 132, 211 (map)

Carib language family 5

case 123

221
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categories 122-126

category 119-122

Caucasian language family 4

cavities 9

Centenary Version 156

central (point of articulation) 35, 36

centralization, vowel 100

central meaning 113

change (grammatical process) 106

change, language 6

chapter and verse division 162

Chibcha language family 5

Chinese (Mandarin) 132, 211 (map), see also

Cantonese

choice of Bible portion to translate 155

choice of trade language or native language

130

circumlocution (in defining) 114

class 122

clause 87

click 27

clicks 27-29, 33

clicks, complex 33

close (point of articulation) 35, 36

closed syllable 42

cluster 34

cognate form 103-109

collective 124

combination prosodic feature 46-47

common noun 122

comparative linguistics 2

complete assimilation 97

completed 124

complete reduplication 104

complex clicks 33

complex consonant 29, 34

complex consonants 29-33, 55-56

complex phoneme 64-66

complex phones 55-56

composition 92

compounds and words, differentiating 213-

214

compound word 92, 213-214

compulsion 102-103

compulsory 103

conditional 124

conditioned variation 60-63

conditioning factor 63

conjunction 122, 126

connotation 113-114

consonant 12, 41

consonant chart 12, 14

consonant cluster 34

consonantilization 100

consonants 12-34, 53-56

constituent 94-95

constriction 12

contiguous assimilation 98

continuative 124

contour 44-46

contrast 76-77

Conybeare and Hausen Version 156

coordinate 95, 124, 126

course, linguistic (suggested curriculum)

214-215

courses, linguistic 200

curriculum for linguistic course 214-215

customary 124

customs 137

Czech 132

Danish 132

dative 123

declarative 90, 124

deductive meaning 157

defining 114

definite 90, 123

definition 114

deliberative 90

demonstrable words 133, 135-136

demonstration (in defining) 114

demonstrative pronoun 125

dental 13

derivation 92

derived word 92

description, grammatical 109-111, 151-153

descriptive adjective 125

descriptive adverb 125

descriptive linguistics 2

determiner 125

development of consonant 97

development of vowel 99

diacritical sign 54-56, 80

dialect 7, 133, 157

dictionary 115, 150-151, 153

difference of formation 67

differentiating words and compounds 213-

214

diglot 161-162

diphthong 42

displaced speech 118

dissimilation 99

distinctive features of meaning 112-113

distributing translations of the Bible 163

distribution of phonemes 81-84

distribution of sounds geographically 212

division of syllables 42

division of words 84-85, 213-214

double articulation 33
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doubling 106

Dravidian language family 4

dual 122, 124

dubitive 124

Dutch 132, 211 (map)

edition, types of (in Bible translation) 161—

162

egressive 10

egressive pharyngeal consonant 25

egressive pharyngeal consonants 25-27

Egyptian Arabic 132

emphatic 124

English 211 (map)

English categories 121

English phonemes 68-69, 211-212

English phonemic alphabet 211-212

English phonemic writing 212

English phones 39

English special and religious terms of the

New Testament 203-210

English version (for Bible translation) 155-

156

epiglottis 8-9

equational 90

equipment 130-131

Eritrean Arabic 132

Eskimo language family 4

esophagal cavity 9

esophagus 9

essential 123

exclusive first person plural 125

falling contour 45

families 4-5, 6-7

family 6

Fante (Gold Coast) language 132

female 123

field equipment 130-131

field location 133, 137

field techniques 130-154

final reduplication 105

Finnish 132

Finno-Ugrian language family 4

first person 125

fixed contrast in analogous position 76-77

flap 19

flaps 19

flash cards 180

Flemish 132

fluency 153-154

form 87-88

formational chart 66-67

formational charts 68, 70, 72, 74, 188-189

formational statement 53, 66-67

formational statements 69, 71, 73, 75, 188-

189

fortis 23

fourth person 125

frame 47, 121-122, 143, 176

free form 86-87

free variation 58-59

French 132, 211 (map)
French phonemes 72-73

frequence of occurrence 77-78

frictionizing 24, 38

front (point of articulation) 35, 36

fronted style 50-51

fronting 20-21, 36

future 123, 124

future perfect 124

gemination 106

gender 123, 125

genitive 123

geographical distribution of sounds 212
German 132

German phonemes 70-71

gesture 117-118

glottal 13

glottalization 25-27, 33

glottis 8-9

goal 89

grammar 86-111, 119-129, 140-141, 145-153

grammar outline 152-153

grammar, sample 185-195

grammars, ancient 3

grammatical analysis 128-129, 140-141, 145-

147

grammatical description 109-111, 151-153

grammatical meaning 115-116

grammatical pattern 88-93

grammatical process 103, 107-109

grammatical processes 104-107

Greek (modern Greek) 132

Greek alphabet 210

Greek terms of weights and measures 200-201

Greek text (for Bible translation) 156

Greek transliteration 210

Greek verbs and aspects, tenses 201-203

Hamitic language family 4

haplology 97

harmony, vowel 99

Hausa 211 (map)

head 87-88

high (pitch) 44

high (point of articulation) 35, 36

Hindustani 132, 211 (map)

historical linguistics 2

history of Bible translation 3
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history of linguistics 2-3, 6

history of writing 2-3

homonym 114-115

Hottentot language family 4

Hova (Madagascar) language 132

Hungarian 132

Hyperborean language family 4

Icelandic 132

identification 123

ideographic writing 2

idiom 116

imitative form 115

immediate constituents 94-95, 126-128

imperative 90, 124

impersonal 90, 124

implosive 25

implosives 25-27

impression of native 57, 65, 66, 78

inalienable 123

inanimate 123

inclusive first person plural 125

incompleted 124

indefinite 90, 123

Indo-European language family 4

infix 104

inflection 92

informant phrases 132-133

informant technique 137-140, 141

informant technique (in translation) 157-

160

ingressive 10

ingressive pharyngeal consonant 25-27

ingressive pharyngeal consonants 25-27

ingressive pulmonic sounds 25

initial reduplication 105

initiator 10, 11

instrumental phonetics 52

instruments 52

intensive 90, 123

interdental 13

interjection 91

International Phonetic Association alphabet

5^-54

interpretive meaning 157

interrogative 90, 124

intonation 49-50

introductory particle 126

IPA alphabet 53-54

Iraquian Arabic 132

Iroquoian language family 5

irregular form 107-108

Italian 132

Japanese 132, 211 (map)

Japanese language family 4

juncture 84-85

Kaffir 211 (map)

Kechua language family 5

Kingwana 211 (map)

Kitchen Kaffir 211 (map)

Korean language family 4

labialization 32

labiodental 13

language 1, 6-7

language approach 130, 148-150

language change 6

language families 4-5, 6-7

language family 6

Language Guides (language teaching mate-

rial) 132

languages of the world 4-5, 6-7, 211

language types 212-213

laryngealization 24, 38

lateral 19, 21-23

lateralization 21-23

laterals 19

Laubach method of teaching reading 164-

174, 175

lax 37

lax style 50

layer of construction 93-94

learning to speak 131-133, 153-154

lenes 23

length 23, 43-44, 49, 78

length change (taxeme) 100

Lenka language family 5

level contour 45

lexical meaning 112-115

lexicon 115, 150-151, 153

lexicon slip 150

limiter 125

Lingala 211 (map)

linguistic course (suggested curriculum)

214-215

linguistics 1-3, 6

linguistic schools 200

linguistics, history of 2-3, 6

lips 9, 10

loan word 158-159, 160

location 123, 125

location of field 133, 137

long 23, 43

loss of consonant 97

loss of vowel 99

lotto (for teaching reading) 182

low (pitch) 44

low (point of articulation) 35, 36

lowering 36

lung 8, 11
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major sentence type 90

malapropism 118

Malay 132, 211 (map)

Malayo-Polynesian language family 4

male 123

Mandarin (north Chinese) 132, 211 (map)

manuscript preparation in Bible translation

162-163

Maranaw teaching reading material (sylla-

ble method) 166-173

marginal form 117-118

marginal meaning 113

marker 84-85

markers 84-85

mass noun 122

Mayan language family 5

meaning 112-118

meaning in Bible translation 156-157

mechanisms, air 10

medial reduplication 105

Melanesian Pidgin English 132, 211 (map)

melody 50

metathesis 97

metric system 201

mid (length) 43

mid (pitch) 44

mid (point of articulation) 35, 36

mid (stress) 42

middle (of tongue) 13

minimal pair 76

minor sentence type 90-91

Miskito language family 5

mode 124

mode, assimilation according to 98

modern-speech version (for Bible transla-

tion) 156

modern-speech versions (for Bible transla-

tion) 156

modifications 20-25, 37-38, 51, 54-55

modifications of consonants 20-25

modifications of vowels 37-38

Mongolian language family 4

Mon-Khmer language family 4

monolingual approach 148-150

monomorphemic cluster 34

monosyllabic cluster 34

Moroccan Arabic 132

morpheme 86-87

morphology 109

movement 125

Munda language family 4

murmur 20, 23, 38

music translation 160

Muskogean language family 5

mutually exclusive 62

narrative 124

nasal 17, 21

nasal-attck 32

nasal cavity 8, 9

nasalization 21, 37

nasal -release 32

nasals 17-19

National Bible Society of Scotland 161

native 7

native customs 137

native impression 57, 65, 66, 78

native language employment 130

native publication 183

native writing ability 78

negative 90, 124, 125

Nestle Greek Testament 156

neuter 123

New Testament English words 203-210

New Testament Greek verbs and aspects,

tenses 201-203

New Testament special and religious terms

203-210

New Testament weights and measures 200-

201

nominative 123

non-attributive 87-88

non-contiguous assimilation 98

non-continuous constituent 95

non-demonstrable words 133, 136-137

non-distinctive features of meaning 112-113

non-essential 123

nonsense form 115

non-speech sound 8

non-syllabic 41

non-syllabic vowel 41

non-syllabic vowels 41

norm (pitch) 44

North African Arabic 132

North Chinese see Mandarin
Norwegian 132

noun 122-123

number (counting device) 116-117, 125

number (subcategory) 122, 124

number systems 116-117

object 90

open (point of articulation) 35, 36

open syllable 42

optative 124

optional 102-103

oral air mechanism 10, 27

oral cavity 8, 9

order 96-97

organs of speech 8-10
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overlapping phonemes 61-62

palatal 13

palatalization 32, 98

palate 9, 13

Panin Greek text 156

Papuan language family 4

paradigm 128, 146-147

parallel words and passages 160

parchesi (for teaching reading) 180

parentheses 49, 92

partial assimilation 97

partial reduplication 104-105

particle 122, 126

passive 124

past 123, 124

pattern (grammatical) 88-93

pattern (phonemic) 81-84

pattern symmetry (phonemic) 83-84

pause 48

peculiarities of speech 7

permissive 124

Persian 132, 211 (map)

person 125

personal 90, 124

personal pronoun 125

pharyngeal (point of articulation) 13

pharyngeal air mechanism 10, 25-27

pharyngeal cavity 8, 9

pharyngeal consonants 25

pharyngeal consonants 25-27

phone : 8, 57

phoneme 57

phoneme chart 66

phoneme charts 68, 70, 72, 74, 188, 189

phoneme proofs 67, 76-78

phonemic alphabet 57, 79-81

phonemic alphabet for English 211-212

phonemic change 97-101

phonemic pattern 81-84

phonemics 57-85, 140, 143-145

phonemic structure 97-101

phonemic transcription 57

phonemic writing in English 212

phonetic alphabet 52-56

phonetic chart 39, 40

phonetic instruments 52

phonetics 8-56, 141-143

phonetic symbol 14

phonetic transcription 57

phrase 87

phrase types 91

physiology of the vocal organs 8-10

pictureable words 133, 134-135

picture writing 2

Pidgin English 132, 211 (map)
pitch 44, 49-50, 78

pitch change (taxeme) 100-101

pitch contour 45-46

playing cards (for teaching reading) 180-182

pluperfect 124

plural 122, 124

point, assimilation according to 98

point of articulation 12, 20-21, 36

points of articulation 13, 35, 51

Polish 132

Portugese 132, 211 (map)

positional adverb 125

positional limitation in free variation 59

positive 90, 125

possession 123

potential 124

preaspiration 30

predicate 90

prefix 87, 104

preposition 122, 126

present 123, 124

primary phone 48

process, grammatical 103, 107-109

processes, grammatical 104-107

progressive assimilation 98

pronoun 122, 125

proofreading 162-163

proofs of phonemes 67, 76-78

proper noun 122

prosodic change (taxeme) 100-101

prosodic phone 42

prosodic phones 42-48, 56, 78

Psycho-phonetic method of teaching read-

ing 174-182

publication by natives 183

publication of teaching reading material

183-184

publication of translation 161-163

pulmonic air mechanism 10, 25

pulmonic cavity 9

pulse 40

punctiliar 124

punctuation 50, 81, 85

qualifier 122, 125

quotation 92

quotative 124

raising 36

rate of translation 159

reading list 196-200

reading, teaching the native 164-184

reciprocal 124

recorder 52

recording material 150-151
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recording texts 147-148

reduction 101

reduplication 104-105

reflexive 90, 124

register 59

regressive assimilation 97

reinforcing stress 43

reiterative 124

religious terms of the English New Testa-

ment 203-210

repetitive 90

retroflexion 23, 38

retroflex style 51

Revised American Standard Version 156

Revised Version special and religious terms

203-210

revision (in Bible translation) 159-160

rhythm 50

rising contour 45

root (of tongue) 13

rounded style 51

rounding 23-24, 37

Rumanian 132

Russian 132, 211 (map)

Samoyede language family 4

sample English text 212

sample grammar 185-195

Sanskrit 3

Saudian Arabic 132

schools, linguistic 200

secondary morpheme 109

secondary phone 48

secondary phoneme 81

secondary phones 48-50

second person 125

segmental phone 42, 48

selection 101-102

semantics 112-118

Semitic language family 4

semivowel 41

semivowels 19-20, 41

sentence 87

sentence type 88

sentence types 88-91

Serbo-Croatian 132

short 23, 43

Siamese 132

sibilant 29

similative 124

simultaneous modifications 33-34, 38

singular 122, 124

Sino-Tibetan language family 4

Siouan language family 5

sonority 40

sound 8

South Chinese see Cantonese

Spanish 132, 211 (map)

Spanish phonemes 74-75

Spanish teaching reading material (syllabic

method) 175

special and religious terms of the English

New Testament 203-210

speech community 7

speech recorder 52

speech sound 8

speed of utterance 50

spirant 15

spirantization 20

spirants 15-17

spreading 23-24, 37

spread style 51

standard language 7, 133

stem 87

stop 14

stopping 20

stops 14-15

stress 42-43, 48-49, 78

stress change (taxeme) 100

stress contour 44-45

strong (stress) 42

style of speech 50

styles of speech 50-51

subcategories (examples) 122-126

subcategory 120-121

subject 90

subordinate 95, 124, 126

subordination 124

substandard 7

substitute 115, 122, 126

subtraction 105-106

Sudanese language family 4

suffix 87, 104

suggested linguistic course 214-215

supplement 90

suppletion 107

Swahili 211 (map)

Swedish 132

syllabic 41

syllabic consonant 41

syllabic consonants 41

syllabic writing 2

syllable 40-42

syllable division 42

syllable method of teaching reading 164-

174, 175

symbol 14

symbolic form 115

symmetry of phonemic pattern 83-84
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synonym 114

syntax 109

synthetic 212-213

Syrian Arabic 132

tabu form 114

Tapuya language family 5

Tarascan language family 5

taxeme 95-96, 102-103

taxemes 96-102

teaching the native to read 164-184

teeth 9, 10

temporal adverb 125

tense (tight) 37

tense (time) 123, 124

tense style 50

text, basic, for translation 155

texts, basic, for translation 155-157

texts, recording 147-148

third person 125

tip (of tongue) 13

Tischendorf Greek text 156

tone 46

tone whistling 46

tongue 9, 10, 13

Townsend method of teaching reading 174-

182

trachea 8, 9

trade language 130, 131-133

trade language areas of the world 211

trade language employment 130

trade language version (for Bible transla-

tion) 156

transcription 57

transient meaning 116

translation 155-163

translation (in defining) 114

translation, history of 3

translation of meaning 156-157

translation of music 160

translation of weights and measures 159

translation rate 159

transliteration of Greek 210

trial 122, 124

trilling 24-25

Tunguse language family 4

Tupi-Guarani language family 5

Turkish 132

Turkish language family 4

type of construction 88

type of edition of Bible translation 161-162

types of construction 88-93

types of sounds 10-12

typewriter 131

umlauting 37, 99

underlying form 104

unit 86

unit, basic 82

United States Armed Forces Institute 3,

132

unit noun 122

units, basic 82

unity 122

unvoicing 20, 38

unvoicing of final consonant 98

useage 114

Uto-Aztecan language family 5

utterance 87

uvula 9, 10, 13

uvular 13

variation 58-63

velar 13

velarization 32

velum 9, 13

verb 122, 123-125

verse division 162

vocal cords 8, 9

vocalization 99

vocal organs 8-10

vocative 123

voice 124

voiced 12, 20, 38

voiceless 12, 20, 38

voicing 12, 20, 38, 51

vowel 41

vowel centralization 100

vowel chart 35

vowel harmony 99

vowels 34-38, 53-56

weak (stress) 42-43

weakening medially 98

weights and measures, metric 201

weights and measures of the New Testa-

ment 200-201

weights and measures, translating 159

Weiss Greek text 156

Westcott-Hort Greek text 156

Weymouth Version 156

whisper 38

whistling tones 46

word 87, 213-214

word composition 92

word derivation 92

word division 84-85, 213-214

word list 133, 134-137

word lotto 182
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word method of teaching reading 174-182 world, trade languages of 211

word parchesi 180

word playing cards 180-182

words and compounds, differentiating 213-

214

word types 91-92

world, languages and families of 4-5, 6-7

writing ability of native 78

writing, history of 2-3

writing systems 2-3

Zapotecan language family 5

zero modification 106

3X5 slip 131
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